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1

Wonderings

One morning in February 2014, Kitty confided to me 
that she was pregnant and that she did not know what 
to do. She had messaged me the day before; she was ap-
prehensive about her new situation and wanted to meet. 
When we met at a community center in the neighbor-
hood of Bom Retiro, she started our conversation by 
saying, “my life is a mess, my life is a complete mess!” 
She was profoundly disappointed that, after learning of 
her pregnancy, Jimmy—her boyfriend at the time—did 
not take responsibility. Instead, Jimmy told her that he 
was seeing another girl and did not know what to do 
either. Both of them were in their twenties and had re-
cently arrived from Paraguay to live and work in São 
Paulo. Kitty questioned Jimmy about money to buy 
abortion pills, but he replied that he had spent all of it 
on mobile phone credit and food. 

Although Jimmy’s answers might sound insensitive 
to an unsuspecting bystander, they indicated how pre-
carious his life as a migrant was in São Paulo. I warned 
Kitty that abortion was not legal in Brazil and, in most 
cases, would be considered a criminal offense. She 
would have no support from the local health system and 
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should carefully consider her options before deciding 
to terminate the pregnancy. If she decided to have the 
baby, the public health system in São Paulo would assist 
her, even in the case that she did not hold the docu-
ments for legal residence in the country. Kitty listened 
to me silently and when I asked her what she would like 
to do, she faltered, lowered her eyes, and sighed, “I don’t 
know, I don’t know . . . ” 

Disarmed by Kitty’s hesitancy and confusion, I re-
alized at that very instant how easily a person’s exist-
ence can be completely disrupted. There are times when 
things do not happen exactly as we expect and the in-
constancy of life demands the entire reformulation of 
our worlds. For Kitty, that moment required the difficult 
decision between having a child, probably without a fa-
ther, or risking her life with an illegal abortion in Brazil. 
Neither choice pointed to an easy resolution.

If Kitty’s circumstances showed, in drastic terms, 
how unsettling people’s lives can be, other international 
migrants I encountered in the city of São Paulo also en-
hanced my awareness that uncertainty and inconstancy 
are constituents of life itself. 

On a warm afternoon in January 2015, I visited 
Julieta at her house in the neighboring municipality of 
Cotia. On this occasion, she invited me to sit on the 
veranda to enjoy the freshness of the garden. Julieta 
confessed that she loved to spend her weekends with 
her husband and their kids in that garden. The projec-
tions for her husband’s store equipment business were 
not altogether positive. She also worked there as a sales 
administrator but she did not have much to complain 
about. When they were short of money, they took pleas-
ure in merely being together in the garden, playing with 
the children and the dogs. That was a simple joy that she 
did not imagine would be so precious. She was not sure 
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about their future. Maybe they would sell the house and 
join her parents in Quillacollo, Bolivia. Julieta did not 
know exactly how their lives would be in the coming 
years, but that was not a pressing problem. She grinned 
and added, in her usual affectionate manner, that if they 
moved to Bolivia, I would always have a place to stay 
there. Although Julieta’s situation did not convey the 
urgency of Kitty’s, uncertainty and instability also im-
pacted the course of her life. In Julieta’s case, her accept-
ance that unpredictability was a natural factor in the art 
of making plans gave her a calm attitude concerning 
family projects. 

What caught my attention in the migrants’ stories 
that I followed in São Paulo was the fact that life itself 
could be deemed a “mess,” as Kitty stated so desperately. 
Life was never certain: it was a constant striving and 
a continual source of concern. Moments of indecision 
and suspension emerged as part and parcel of these in-
dividuals’ life processes. 

Challenged by the “messiness” embedded in the 
lives of some international migrants in the city of São 
Paulo, this book is an effort to recognize “messiness” as 
an integral element of life processes. It is an invitation 
to consider ethnography as a form of appreciation of 
the contradictions and ambiguities involved in the mak-
ing of life itself. Through documenting the lives of the 
migrants I came to know, I found that ethnicity or na-
tionality need to be displaced as central references for 
understanding their condition. Categories of ethnicity 
and nationality were not sufficient to conceptualize the 
variability of experiences at stake without losing the 
richness involved in each migrant’s particular effort to 
make life possible. As a consequence, this book is also a 
critique of categorization and generalization as produc-
tive operations in ethnography and in migration studies. 
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Without giving proper attention to the singular ways in 
which each person comes to exist in the world, we miss 
the opportunity to explore people’s unique power to in-
vent and reinvent their lives—a significant aspect of the 
human condition. For—as I intend to show—no life is 
lived in general terms.

Messiness

Uncontrolled human or non-human phenomena such 
as financial crises, pandemics, or environmental dis-
asters are nowadays recurrently affecting our routines. 
More and more, scholarship has been consolidating 
risk, uncertainty, and precarity as key words of the con-
temporary age. While Ulrich Beck (1992, 2009) consid-
ers risk the central standard in our present societies for 
a new range of transformations based on uncertainty, 
Anna Tsing (2015) argues that precarity has become the 
condition of our time because indeterminacy is making 
us increasingly vulnerable. Concurrently, precarity has 
also been identified as the predominant facet of work 
and life in a world that shifted from stable and regular 
modes of production toward flexible regimes (Harvey 
1990, 2012; Lash and Urry 1988, 1994; Standing 2011; 
Allison 2013; Davis 2006). 

The “messiness” composing the experiences of the 
mobile subjects in this ethnography expresses the pro-
cesses outlined in these debates. However, the contribu-
tion of this book lies in understanding the uncertainty 
and instability associated with this messiness, not as 
elements of a specific historical conjuncture, but as ex-
istential constituents of the process of life-making it-
self. In this way, the messiness found in the daily rou-
tines of a few migrants in the metropolitan area of São 
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Paulo requires considering a more general horizon of 
the human condition. This comprehension stands close 
to what Judith Butler (2004, 2010) named “precarious-
ness”: a common human condition of being fragile. 
Such fragility refers to the fact that no human life has 
its existence in the world guaranteed. As human be-
ings, we are exposed to all sorts of misfortune and, in 
being vulnerable in this manner, we inevitably become 
dependent on our responsibility to recognize and regard 
one another’s presences. 

Furthermore, distinguishing “precariousness” and 
“precarity,” Butler defines precarity as the effects of the 
unequal distribution of economic, political, and social 
assets that disenfranchise subjects in our present time. 
These subjects are exposed to economic insecurity, in-
jury, and violence; neoliberalism, war, and climate crises 
can aggravate the fragility of their beings. By differen-
tiating precariousness from precarity, Butler allows us 
to separate a constructive and humane notion of pre-
cariousness from the disparaging meaning frequently 
attached to precarity. Though she keeps both concepts 
to analyze the unequal dynamics of our contemporary 
time, I concentrate on her concept of precariousness to 
support my exploration of messiness in the lives of in-
ternational migrants in São Paulo. I do this to show that 
uncertainty and instability constitute, in an existential 
sense, the fragility of any human life.

Such a view on messiness can reveal its creative as-
pect in making life an open and constructive process, in 
which uncertainty and hesitation are fundamental fac-
tors for generating possibilities in a person’s life course. 
As Tsing suggests, “indeterminacy also makes life pos-
sible” (2015: 20). In this book, my aim is to acknowledge 
uncertainty as an active component of existence, so that 
life can emerge as an ongoing effort to be in a world of 
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ever-changing configurations. As a result, uncertainty 
can be embraced as a form of exploration that allows for 
the making of possibilities (Pink et al. 2018). These are 
mostly fleeting and fragile and never brought to consid-
eration without a certain degree of concern or distress, 
as the lives to be portrayed in the coming chapters will 
show. 

If the messiness identified in the course of the lives 
of those I met in São Paulo calls for the recognition 
of uncertainty and inconstancy as productive and de-
fining aspects in the making of people’s trajectories, it 
also requires awareness of the varied situations and of-
ten unexpected occurrences derived from it. Berthomé 
et al. (2012) assert that studying uncertainty requires 
attention to configurations emerging from the inter-
actional dynamics produced by the participants—par-
ticular agents in a certain place and time create specific 
arrangements that cannot be found elsewhere. None-
theless, these occurrences can be misapprehended when 
abstract systems of representations are unduly applied. 
This is the reason why uncertainty requires not only 
the attention to the particular and momentary in the 
world, but also appropriate theoretical and methodo-
logical approaches. Although pragmatism, as proposed 
by Berthomé et al., was not the approach applied to the 
cases I followed, the effort to find a way to theoretically 
and methodologically do justice to each life is shared by 
this book.

In his provocative work After Method: Mess in Social 
Science Research, John Law (2004) argues that, since the 
world is complex, fluid, and messy, research methods in 
social sciences cannot work exclusively on the assump-
tion that realities are a set of determinate and identifi-
able processes. As “much of the world is vague, diffuse 
or unspecific, slippery, emotional, ephemeral, elusive or 
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indistinct, and changes like a kaleidoscope” (Law 2004: 
2), Law looks for ways of “pointing to and articulating 
a sense of the world as an unformed but generative flux 
of forces and relations that work to produce particular 
realities [. . .] [as] the world is not a structure, something 
we can map with our social science charts” (2004: 6–7). 
Accordingly, developing unusual and as yet unknown 
methods in social science may create room for these 
overlooked realities. Law encourages us to “imagine 
what research methods might be if they were adapted 
to a world that included and knew itself as tide, flux, and 
general unpredictability” (2004: 7). Therefore, to consid-
er messiness as something integral to life processes and 
to the world we live in implies the need for conceiving 
new ways of thinking, doing research, and representing.

The messiness ingrained in the experiences shared 
with me in moments of confusion, uncertainty, or vague-
ness put into question the act of knowing as the sole 
achievement of a successful research endeavor. If the in-
constancy of people’s lives revealed how the world can 
be volatile and fluid, the unclear incidents I attempted 
to follow in the lives of some migrants also imparted the 
impression that there would be always a part of an event 
or a personal story that would not be disclosed. There 
was always this “mystery” in each person and in each 
occasion that prevented me from knowing them com-
pletely. This mystery was like an insistent reiteration 
that the closer one gets, the more distant one is. People 
continuously startled me with the renderings of their 
life trajectories. Every person was definitely a living sur-
prise, a sort of open-ended manifestation, as I observed 
how each of them was able to engender unexpected so-
lutions to certain life problems. People, in their peculiar 
ways of being-in-the-world, puzzled me profoundly. 
And to be open and receptive to these occurrences—as I 
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sensed they were lived and articulated by my interlocu-
tors—required a new research disposition. 

This book was born out of the realization that, to 
explore what those who collaborated with me during 
fieldwork were recurrently raising with their experi-
ences, I had to reconfigure the epistemological basis of 
my approach. In consequence, I also had to reconsider 
the means of identifying and describing such observa-
tions and tailor an ethnographic proposition more akin 
to what was being lived and ascertained. Thus, this ac-
count is simultaneously a proposal and an experiment.

The Imperfect Science

Malinowski (1932) established fieldwork as a founda-
tional method in anthropology, seeking to guarantee a 
scientific standard for the discipline. In an influential 
chapter on method in Argonauts of the Western Pacific, 
Malinowski exhorted anthropologists to adopt practic-
es for generalizing data and identifying patterns, such 
as the observation of “laws and regularities of cultural 
phenomena” (1932: 10), and the operations of “reducing 
information into charts and synoptic tables” (1932: 14). 
In doing so, anthropologists would be able to grasp the 
“skeleton of tribal constitution” (1932: 17), the essential 
forms that organized the existence of a social group. Yet 
Malinowski admitted that this schematization of peo-
ple’s lives would always lack “flesh and blood” (1932: 20), 
i.e., it would lack all the “small incidents” that constituted 
people’s daily affairs. Whereas the “method of statistic 
documentation by concrete evidence” (1932: 17) aimed 
to find “the skeleton” of a specific society, the “small in-
cidents” that constituted society’s “flesh and blood” were 
considered as “imponderabilia of actual life” (1932: 20). 
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Although Malinowski considered the search for “laws 
and regularities” the scientific part of anthropology, he 
was aware that the “imponderabilia of actual life” was 
constituent of the anthropologist’s observations as well. 
For him, the “imponderabilia of actual life” could not 
impart scientificity to the ethnographer’s work, since its 
exponents were interest-led traders, missionaries, and 
officials of the colonial administration. However, “the 
imponderabilia of actual life” had always been admitted 
as part and parcel of anthropology, though not its most 
noble scientific component. 

In my search for scientific references that are not 
based on uniformities and generalizations, Malinow-
ski’s “imponderabilia of actual life” inspired the ethno-
graphic attitude of this book vis-à-vis the “messiness” 
shown in the lives I encountered. A consideration of 
“the imponderabilia of actual life” of some interna-
tional migrants living in São Paulo will question the 
abstract logics of schematization and systematization 
as appropriate research operations, at the same time as 
it will propose to redeem the attention to details and 
particulars composing singular lives as a viable ethno-
graphic approach. In line with what feminist scholar-
ship has already encouraged, I push to the limits a sense 
of “situated knowledge” (Haraway 1991). I consider the 
qualifier “situated” as referring to the particularities that 
necessarily constitute our existences as singular beings 
establishing singular relationships in the world, and as 
an ethnographic practice that acknowledges those ir-
reducible elements that constitute the very particular-
ity of a life or a situation—which I will elaborate in 
the coming chapters as “methodological irreducibility.” 
In order to do so, this investigation will join forces 
with the projects of a cosmopolitan (Rapport 2012a) 
and an existential anthropology ( Jackson 2005). In the 
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cosmopolitan project, an account of the human is only 
possible when based on the expression of the individual 
as a singular embodiment “that is not obscured or dis-
torted by cultural prejudices, social structures or histori-
cal contingencies” (Rapport 2012a: 2). In an existential 
anthropology, the possibility of recognizing life as a 
“struggle for being”—and an experimentation in which 
people live the world in their own terms— is made 
available by not reducing existence to any one category, 
such as culture, mind, or nature ( Jackson 2005: xii). By 
acknowledging people’s presences as manifestations of 
an existential experimentation in the world, this eth-
nography attempts to reach an understanding of the 
human through the very singularity of the lives of some 
of the international migrants I encountered in the city 
of São Paulo.

A first move toward this proposition consists of 
granting to the aforementioned “mystery” within the 
lives I came across a heuristic quality for considering 
the human worlds to which I was exposed. It is in Levi-
nas’s (1987) notion of the irreducibility of the Other 
that I find recourse to express the insufficiency of any 
sort of systematization to do justice to the richness of 
people’s lives, and the inspiration to engage with the 
mystery involved in the personal trajectories I was able 
to attend. Levinas believes that the “relationship with 
the Other is a relationship with a Mystery” (1987: 75); 
it is a recognition that the Other is not another my-
self. Despite the fact that I can recognize the Other as 
resembling me, the Other is an exteriority, an alterity 
that is unknowable to me. The Other is unreachable by 
categories of thought, because the act of gaining access 
to the Other through knowledge is not a relation with 
the Other, as the Other is thereby turned into an ob-
ject referenced for a knowing subject. The Other is an 
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exceeding, a mystery that overflows the thought that 
is being thought. Levinas (1967) calls this exceeding 
an “infinity”. In acknowledging the absolute alterity 
of the Other, no totality is possible before the infinity 
produced in this relationship between the Other and 
me. This relationship cannot be reduced to understand-
ing: it is an ethical relationship par excellence, in which 
I accept the insurmountable alterity of the Other, not 
by the assignment of a category of knowledge that en-
capsulates the Other, but by invoking the presence of 
the Other as a “face.” The exteriority of the Other is 
actualized in our meeting in the world as “faces.” The 
face of the Other is not a representation; it is already 
the manifestation of the relationship between me and 
the Other, in which both of us invoke one another as 
interlocutors.

Rapport (2015: 260) proposes an anthropology 
through Levinas in which the mystery of the Other is 
an opportunity to understand the “plurality of existence” 
not as a manifestation of a politics of identity, but as 
an aspiration for what is beyond holistic conceptualiza-
tions and I follow this path. In this regard, “respect for 
otherness is based on ignorance more than on knowl-
edge: the relevance of ignorance is that it undermines 
not only myth and the conceptual and cultural but also 
the possibility of having other than an intimation of the 
absolute plurality of existence” (2015: 261). 

As knowledge in a positivist sense is not the in-
tended outcome of this research endeavor, this eth-
nographic experiment envisions itself as the mani-
festation of an ethical approach toward the people I 
encountered during fieldwork. By ethical approach, I 
mean the invocation of the presence of the people I 
met as “faces,” in Levinas’s terms. As faces, the people 
I met exceeded my ideas about them and could not 
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be totally subsumed by overarching explanations. Not 
only were they a mystery, but each of them substanti-
ated a singularity of their own through the many life 
moments they shared with me. So, the face of my in-
terlocutors opened up in the mutual engagement we 
experienced together that I hereby refer to as “life-
journeys.” Each life-journey that emerged from the 
encounter with the face of the Other held a richness 
of its own as a continuous realization that life was not 
certain or easy. Life was in fact a constant experimen-
tation that at times could not be deemed a coherent 
whole. In the openness of the life-journeys portrayed 
in the following chapters, a sense of “infinity” may 
sound exaggerated, but certainly these life-journeys 
could not be easily encompassed by senses of structural 
totality. As Levinas proposes, “the particular and the 
personal, which are unsurpassable, magnetize the very 
field in which the production of infinity is enacted” 
(1967: 26).

At this point, the imponderabilia of actual life reach-
es a broader significance. From the details and “small in-
cidents” composing the non-scientific part of collective 
life, the imponderabilia moves to particulars that are ir-
reducible to operations of totalization, particulars that 
lay claim to a different response from science: an ethical 
claim that the anthropologist be sensitive enough not to 
deface the Other in objectification.

In discovering possibility in Malinowski’s and Levi-
nas’s considerations, this ethnographic endeavor aspires 
to elicit an anthropological approach that it is more 
an ethics—a considerate attendance to the presence of 
Others in the world—than a form of knowledge, an an-
thropological approach in which truth is not the out-
come of a series of scientific procedures, but a form of 
appreciation of the human.
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Mobile Trajectories in Brazil

The attention to the inconstancies of the migrants I 
had the chance to follow and to the specifics involved 
in each life-journey not only required a new ethno-
graphic disposition but it also entailed a careful con-
sideration regarding the question of categorization in 
migration studies. As such, the approach proposed here 
benefits from the analytical efforts already undertaken 
by studies exposing the disenfranchising effects of state 
and policy modes of classification that often disqualify 
migrants1 as active agents with complex backdrops. In 
these acts of “labelling”, migrants are then deemed to be 
refugees (Zetter 1991 and 2007; Sajjad 2018), forced or 
voluntary migrants (Erdal and Oeppen 2018), or eco-
nomic migrants (Thiollet 2010). Central to the critical 
approach to labelling in the ethnographic approach I 
tailor here—ethically concerned with not reproducing 
inhumane measures of symbolic classification—is the 
concern with de-humanizing processes. 

I thus interrogate a further facet of the preoccupa-
tion with labelling in migration studies, particularly 
those associated with categories of nationality and 
nation-state. In privileging the personal sense of each 
particular journey, the approach here blurs well-defined 
understandings of national boundaries or perceptions of 
belonging and follows Ulrich Beck’s (2006) invitation 
to be wary of the methodological nationalism that may 

1. I consider my interlocutors to be fundamentally interna-
tional mobile actors. Although the term “migrant’ may 
at times be loaded with varied assumptions, as mobility 
studies have already critiqued, I do not believe it is irrel-
evant for the cases I analyze. For this reason, I also refer 
to my interlocutors as international migrants. 
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be embedded in certain conventions of our research 
practices.

By being cautious about not imposing pre-conceived 
categories widely applied in migration studies, the eth-
nographic effort of this project stems from my inter-
locutors’ ideas and viewpoints, appreciating them in 
their own terms. However, to gain a thicker perspective 
of their presences and comprehend the stakes of their 
specific positionalities, it is necessary to bear in mind 
the legacy that successive migration policies and move-
ments have left by creating unequal standards that place 
migrants in asymmetrical positions within and beyond 
Brazilian society through the centuries.

It is not within the scope of the book to analyze the 
consecutive migration policies effected in Brazil, but 
it is important to pinpoint how they have continually 
sustained the production of difference and inequality. 
In a country with a colonial legacy in which the mass 
decimation of indigenous populations and slavery of 
African groups played a major role in the constitution 
of social, political, economic and cultural relations, mi-
gration policies were instrumental in maintaining cer-
tain disparities of the colonial period, a phenomenon 
Encarnación Gutiérrez Rodrígues (2018) called the 
“coloniality of migration.” As an expression of this dy-
namic, in the nineteenth century, migration policies in 
Brazil were designed to inscribe varied degrees of alter-
ity in a nation that was already divided about its African 
and indigenous heritages. Following other neighboring 
countries in Latin America that were interested in con-
solidating their positions as independent nation-states 
(Castles, de Haas and Miller 2014), Brazil also adopted 
migration policies as a means to “whiten” its national 
population (Seyferth 1996, Lesser 1999), inspired by 
evolutionist and racist theories and the desire to become 
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a “civilized” nation (Skidmore 1993, Schwarcz 1993). 
Throughout the nineteenth and the twentieth centu-
ries, degrees of “whiteness” intersected with factors such 
as class, gender, religion, ethnicity and others, but in 
general the state’s preferred migrant groups were those 
from European countries, where numerous regional or 
internal conflicts stimulated many to attempt a new life 
in settlements or plantations overseas. Migrants from 
Asian countries, though also admitted in analogous 
conditions, were considered “undesirable” (Ramos 1996, 
Dezem 2005). Later on, the Second World War rear-
ranged such a frame, putting under suspicion nationals 
from Italy, Germany and Japan, given that Brazil sup-
ported the Allies. 

By the end of the 1950s, processes of industrializa-
tion and urbanization changed the country’s social and 
economic landscape and migration policies required 
skilled migrants that contributed to national manufac-
turing development. State concerns around economic 
development came to replace those about race, but the 
1960s and 1970s saw a stark decline in international 
migrants entering the country in comparison to previ-
ous decades. Groups such as those from South Korea 
were the last ones sponsored by governmental initiatives 
(Choi 1991). In the 1980s, new migration configura-
tions emerged, with Brazil also becoming a country of 
emigration (Margolis 2013, Feldman-Bianco 2001). In 
addition, the country was receiving increasing numbers 
of migrants from nations of the Global South, such as 
Bolivia, Peru, Paraguay, and China (Baeninger 2012). 

Within Brazilian migration studies, from the 1930s 
to the 1970s, a period of consolidation of the social 
sciences in the country, migration processes were pre-
dominantly analysed as dynamics supporting the con-
stitution of the Brazilian nation and revolved around 
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concepts such as assimilation, integration and accul-
turation (De Oliveira 2018, Taniguti 2018). The new 
migratory dynamics of the 1980s onwards encouraged 
analyses about international migrants through the idea 
of the network (Truzzi 2008), since migratory move-
ments turned out to be dependent on the multiple in-
terconnections migrants arranged in order to relocate 
successfully. More recently, the presence of migrants 
coming from Africa (Baeninger and Peres 2011), Haiti 
(Patarra and Fernandes 2011) and Venezuela (De 
Oliveira 2019) are now prompting Brazilian scholars 
to explore ideas of refuge, asylum, and mixed migration 
(Silva et al. 2017).

Informed by this history and these studies, this eth-
nography approaches migrants by following Abdel-
malek Sayad’s insistence on asking “about the diversity 
of causes and reasons that may have determined the 
departures and oriented the diversity of trajectories” 
(2004:xiii). This book thus proposes to offer a detailed 
and vivid portrayal of international migrants’ life-jour-
neys, in a way that, as explained above, moves away from 
the act of labelling. Rather, the particular and the un-
expected can be seen as constituent of their ordinary 
experience as individuals—originally born in South 
Korea, China, Paraguay or Bolivia—who had their lives 
reconfigured by their stay in Brazil. 

São Paulo

São Paulo is a municipality of more than 12 million 
inhabitants, ranked among the ten richest and most 
populated cities in the world. Its population growth has 
decelerated in the last decades as the city is no longer a 
top destination for Brazilian nationals. Alongside this, 
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it has been restructuring its economy and logistics, ac-
cumulating both industrial and high-valued service 
functions, and consolidating its position as a hub con-
nected to production systems worldwide (Comin 2011). 
These changes also generated new “centralities” beyond 
the historical city center, sustaining new spatial refer-
ences around Paulista and Juscelino Kubitchek Avenues 
(Frúgoli 2000). While central areas have been losing 
their significance in the overall urban dynamic, reno-
vation initiatives in these zones has been couched in 
disputed processes of gentrification (Frúgoli and Sklair 
2009).

A United Nations Human Settlements report re-
ferred to São Paulo as “a tale of two cities,” in which 
poverty and violence engender appalling urban in-
equalities between its “center” and “peripheries” (UN-
HABITAT 2010). As a divided city, São Paulo has also 
been defined as the expression of a misadjusted moder-
nity that produced a problematic metropolis between 
the poles of “the archaic” and “the postmodern” (Mari-
cato 1999). It is the result of private entrepreneurship 
in its central zone which pushed the urban poor to live 
in risky areas of the outskirts (Rolnik 1999). The city’s 
geography is the product of an abysmal social and ter-
ritorial segregation in which the different urban classes 
exist spatially and socially apart, with the upper-middle 
classes living in enclaves of gated condominiums while 
the lower classes subsist in precarious settlements near 
these enclosed complexes or in the suburbs (Caldeira 
2000). Within this dichotomist framework, some stud-
ies have concentrated on one side of the divide, specifi-
cally on the peripheral and precarious areas like the “au-
toconstructed” lots (Holston 2009) or “slums” (Davies 
2006). Likewise, other scholars also documented the di-
vided city through the universe of the disenfranchised. 
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Attention to “urban populations” (Cardoso 1986) was 
then directed to the “excluded”, either in the peripher-
ies or the city center. In the peripheries, studies high-
lighted working-class groups organized around issues of 
urban infrastructure and housing (Bonduki and Rolnik 
1979) and influence networks drawn along party politi-
cal lines (Caldeira 1984). They also depicted particular 
practices of leisure (Magnani 1998) and claims to a pe-
riphery identity via hip-hop (Pardue 2010). In contrast, 
accounts regarding the city center detailed how this 
part of São Paulo was re-appropriated by workers from 
lower economic classes in precarious housing prac-
tices (Kowarick 2009) or by “unwanted” subjects, such 
as those struggling with crack addiction (Frúgoli and 
Spaggiari 2010; Rui 2014).

São Paulo, depicted in this way, is thus an unre-
solved, problematic and largely deficient urban space. 
By attending to international migrants’ trajectories in 
the city, this ethnography views such a troubled urban 
space from a microscopic stance, understanding it as a 
place lived with different points of arrival and departure 
defined by the specifics of each life course. In propos-
ing to observe a difficult city such as São Paulo through 
the lives I followed, I aim at appreciating a city with 
“faces,” a city that is permeable to the ways each migrant 
traverses the city on their own terms, advancing distinct 
struggles. As a result, São Paulo has become connected 
to worldwide dynamics through the journeys of inter-
national migrants. Contradiction and ambiguity are 
part of these processes. As such, I want to explore the 
human capacities people develop for reinventing them-
selves in precarious and unequal urban environments, 
which São Paulo exemplifies. In this, I propose to view 
such an urban space as an existential experience deeply 
ingrained in people’s everyday lives.
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The Journey Ahead

This book is organized into five chapters, interweaving 
the theoretical arguments that made this ethnographic 
experiment possible with the personal trajectories I en-
countered in São Paulo. Chapter 1 presents the experi-
mental approach through the researcher’s imagination 
that is tailored to account for the fleeting and subtle 
aspects in the messy lives of the international migrants 
I met in the city of São Paulo. Imagination is used to 
make visible the unspoken incidents often overlooked 
by scholarly analyses. A phenomenological part of the 
methodology is then outlined in order to make manifest 
the limitations of the research endeavor before the in-
herent “mystery” I encountered, which is then acknowl-
edged by the use of brief fictional narratives to evoke 
what was not completely identifiable, but present, in the 
lives of my interlocutors. Here we meet Kitty again to 
understand how my interlocutors come to be a “face” for 
this ethnographic experiment. Chapter 2 elaborates on 
how each trajectory becomes singular in its own unfold-
ing process due to the imponderabilia of actual life. This 
time we accompany Helen and Mr. Kwon more closely 
to recognize the specificity of people’s life courses. In 
Chapter 3, we go back to Kitty’s trajectory in São Paulo 
in order to fully reach a comprehension of the singular-
ity and openness of the trajectories being depicted here 
as “life-journeys.” After outlining the core elements sus-
taining the ethnographic experiment being proposed, 
the life-journeys of Julieta and Liu are introduced in 
Chapter 4 to demonstrate how the approach underlines 
the transformative aspects of a person’s experience. In 
Chapter 5, drawing on the richness of the particular 
life-journeys narrated in previous chapters, observa-
tions on migration and urban studies are derived from 
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the experimental approach undertaken. In the final part 
of the book, I provide a summary of the attempted ex-
periment and some of the insights gained through this 
exploration.
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chapter 1

Resonance

I do not intend to speak about, just speak nearby.
Trinh Minh-ha, Reassemblage, 1982

The imponderabilia of the lives of the international mo-
bile actors I encountered in São Paulo compelled me to 
develop a different ethnographic disposition, one that 
acknowledges the unattainability of fully knowing any 
being, privileging an ethical commitment towards the 
“faces” of my interlocutors. In this chapter, I elaborate 
on how this disposition also requires an associated effort 
to craft a kind of writing that articulates such concerns, 
by recognizing the partiality of our knowledge and, con-
sequently, problematizing the assumptions of a realist 
genre. Following this insight, I compose an evocative 
style of ethnography. I venture on this path in the com-
pany of Kitty, who was already introduced above and 
taught me the significance of “being there” when noth-
ing made sense.
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Mystery and the Face of the Other

On the morning of March 31, 2014, I was escorting 
Kitty to her first medical appointment at the health 
unit in Bom Retiro. On our way, she mentioned 
that there were days when Jimmy stayed overnight 
with her. I asked if he was finally helping her with 
the pregnancy. She shook her head, commenting that 
the last time she saw him, he was drunk and arrived 
at her place about 5 a.m. Perplexed, I inquired why 
she allowed him to behave like that, without taking 
any responsibility or consideration towards her or the 
baby. Kitty became disconcerted and, shrugging her 
shoulders, groaned thoughtfully, “I don’t know . . . you 
can’t understand it.” Indeed, I could not understand 
why she insisted on maintaining that painful relation-
ship with Jimmy. However, I was embarrassed that 
my question sounded judgmental. At times, our re-
search interlocutors urge us to respect situations that 
they likewise cannot fully understand. These moments 
stand beyond the researcher’s scope of moral and re-
search certainties; however, as fellow humans, we are 
called to recognize what we do not fully understand 
as a valid experience of being-in-the-world. I find in 
Levinas’s notion of the unattainability of the Other 
an opportunity to elaborate further on such an ethical 
concern. 

For Levinas (1967), the Other is a metaphysical 
reference, irreducible to any thought I may try to ap-
ply in order to capture them. The Other overwhelms 
me by all means and appears to me simply as a “face.” 
The Other is unreachable and their face is an appear-
ance in the phenomenal order that goes beyond plastic 
forms, because the face is not a representation of the 
Other. A face is not a physical face, it is the presence of 
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alterity, the evocation of the proximity between me and 
the Other, a culmination of the ethical relationship that 
is instigated when “the face summons me, calls for me, 
begs for me, and in so doing recalls my responsibility, 
and calls me into question” (Levinas 1989: 83). The face 
of the Other is unattainable, but elicits my relationship 
with the Other as a fellow companion to whom I am 
committed in a transcendent relation, as the “otherness” 
of the Other is absolute. A person can be considered a 
presence of the face; however, they are an incomplete 
emergence of the face because a person cannot avoid 
being an unfinished expression of it. Something always 
escapes a person’s figure, and in this way a person is a 
“caricature,” because “being is not only itself, it escapes 
itself ” (Levinas 1989: 135). Consequently, a person is 
not able to comprehend completely the otherness of 
the Other; rather, a person becomes an evocation of 
otherness. 

Regarding my connection with Kitty, this meant 
not to expect knowing everything about her, because 
in the relationship established with her I just could ex-
perience momentary facets of her being in dispersed 
meetings and conversations. I was able to get glimpses 
of her and, as we are going to see in a next chapter, 
she continually found unexpected solutions to her life 
problems. Yet, through our continuous exchanges, her 
presence as a face opened up intermittent contact with-
in the fluctuations of her trajectory in São Paulo. Our 
reciprocal relations expounded my efforts to attend to 
her call as a face that, by sharing the challenges she 
endured, showed me how mysterious her being was in 
the resourcefulness and contradictions of her choices. 
Kitty was a face that, as I sensed, held a complexity be-
yond certain conventional portrayals of migrants living 
in São Paulo.
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Kitty as a Face

I met Kitty while I was working at Mr. Kwon’s restaurant 
in Bom Retiro—Mr. Kwon1 is another important face 
for this ethnographic work and will be introduced in 
Chapter 3. The day I first met Kitty was a Friday night, 
a week before Christmas. All my co-workers, who were 
originally from Paraguay, had left to celebrate the festive 
season with their families; only Mr. Kwon, the owner, 
Mrs. Lee, the manager, and I, the sole employee, were 
rushing around in the kitchen. 

While I was dishwashing, a tall young boy and a pe-
tite blonde girl rang the bell and Mrs. Lee immediately 
opened the restaurant door saying, “They are Wilson’s 
friends.” 

When they stepped into the kitchen, Mr. Kwon gave 
them aprons. The girl was directed to the worktop to 
slice scallions and the boy was given a tray to serve the 
customers’ tables. I joined the girl when she was trim-
ming the bean sprouts and asked her name.

“Kitty,” she responded, adding the boy’s name: 
“Jimmy.” 

The night was busy and I would not meet them 
again until December 23, 2013. When I arrived at 5:30 
p.m. for the night shift, both Kitty and Jimmy had 
been working in the restaurant since 1 p.m. When I 
approached Kitty by the sink, she complained that she 
and Jimmy had been working from 1p.m. to 11p.m. over 
the weekend. She was exhausted and concerned that 
the wages were too low. She asked me how much I was 
given and we confirmed that both of us were offered the 

1. I maintained the honorific pronoun for this interlocutor 
because this was how most locals referred to him: as a 
senior and respected person. 
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same amount for two work shifts per day. Prompted by 
her complaints of low wage, I inquired whether she had 
had a better salary in a previous job. 

Rinsing some bowls, she wiped the sweat from 
her forehead and commented in Spanish, “Yes, at the 
passadera,2 we earned more.” I continued the conversa-
tion by asking what she and Jimmy did in the passadera. 
She smiled proudly and said, “I ironed the clothes and 
he folded them.” What had happened? Why were they 
not working there anymore? She squeezed washing-up 
liquid onto the worn-out sponge and replied, “There’s 
no orders for the oficinas3 around Christmas.” 

I joined her in dishwashing, rinsing the cutlery she 
lathered. Kitty revealed, then, that she and Jimmy were 
together, but they were not married; she was 26 years 
old and he was 21. She had been living in São Paulo 
for four years. Jimmy had lived in the city before and 
had recently returned. When we finished the dishwash-
ing, she showed me a picture of her ten-year-old son on 
her mobile phone. Her child was in Paraguay with her 
mother. 

Migrants from Paraguay are recurrently character-
ized as an “invisible” group (Souchaud 2011, Maldona-
do 2016) in comparison to migrants of other nationali-
ties living in Brazil. Although there are official records 
of Paraguayans living in the country since the 1940s 
and a historical migration pattern similar to migrants 
from Bolivia, the presence of those who were born in 

2. Outsourced small businesses linked to the clothing in-
dustry in Bom Retiro specialized in ironing and folding 
clothes.

3. Oficinas are the outsourced small businesses for the sew-
ing stage in the clothing industry in Bom Retiro. They 
are usually featured in mass media as “sweatshops.”
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Paraguay is indistinctly perceived by Brazilian society in 
general, possibly because of the modest overall number 
of Paraguayan nationals living in the country. Histori-
cally, migrants from Paraguay were concentrated in bor-
der towns, such as Foz do Iguaçu or Ponta Porã, but re-
cently significant flows to cities like São Paulo and Rio 
de Janeiro have been identified since 2000 (Profit 2014). 
As with many countries in Latin America, Paraguay left 
a period of military rule in the 1980s and its political 
and economic restructuring during the 1990s and 2000s 
did not offer opportunities for prosperity to the new 
generations (Côrtes 2014). Of those who ventured to go 
to São Paulo, the majority work in the garment industry, 
similar to other Latin American nationals from Bolivia 
and Peru (Côrtes and Silva 2014). 

While one can read in Kitty’s personal life-journey 
an expression of the general pattern of Paraguayans in 
the plural, I aim instead at amplifying the specificity of 
her trajectory in São Paulo in order to provide a more 
humane portrayal of her presence, which, as she shared 
with me, involved not only the search for labor as an 
economic migrant, but also a search to be desired and 
loved within the precarious circumstances shaping her 
trajectory. In not subsuming Kitty’s existence to the 
dominant labels of migrant studies in Brazil, I follow a 
duty to make her visible in the mundane engagements 
of her everyday dealings and instabilities, in the inde-
terminacy of occurrences that shaped her being as a face 
that insistently puzzled me.

Kitty and I became close workmates during my night 
shifts in Mr. Kwon’s restaurant. We worked well togeth-
er, completing the tasks Mrs. Lee ordered, organizing 
ourselves in dishwashing, cutting vegetables, and clean-
ing the floor. Kitty was the only employee in the restau-
rant with whom I was able to keep in contact after I left 
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the job. The main means of communication between us 
became our mobile phones, through a free messaging 
mobile application, WhatsApp, which is very popular in 
Brazil. My relationship with Kitty was mostly based on 
the exchange of WhatsApp messages and intermittent 
meetings during fieldwork. Her online activity was not 
intense but she often posted very sensuous pictures of 
herself on her app profile which mimicked those por-
traits of vintage femmes fatales. I generally considered 
this to be an expression of self-esteem and a very au-
thentic part of her personality.

In January 2014, after exchanging messages the day 
before, Kitty and I were at a corner bar in Bom Retiro. It 
was Saturday night and the place was abuzz with gales 
of alcohol-fueled laughter. I offered my glass of cachaça,4 
but Kitty ordered a bottle of beer instead. “In Paraguay 
people are used to aguardiente,”5 she commented. She 
had just left her work shift at Mr. Kwon’s restaurant 
around 10:30 p.m. After sipping her glass of beer, she 
asked me, “How was your New Year’s Eve?”

“Family, partner, greetings at midnight, nothing spe-
cial,” I said. “How was yours?”

She gulped down the beer and exhaled: “Jimmy 
locked me in my room when I was to celebrate the night 
with a female friend. He said he would join his cous-
ins . . . He came, took the keys and left me all alone. I 
shouted all night long, I tried to phone some friends, 
but everybody had already gone to party. I threw all 
Jimmy´s stuff out the window. The bastard came back 
around 5 a.m. . . .” 

4. Liquor distilled from sugarcane in Brazil.
5. Liquor distilled from sugarcane in Paraguay and other 

Latin American countries.
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Shocked by her story, I could not prevent myself 
from explaining that, if Kitty felt compelled to, she 
could report Jimmy to the Women’s Special Police Of-
fice. I would help her to do so. Kitty placed her glass on 
the table and seeing that I took her too seriously, de-
clared, “No, new year, new life!” She added that Jimmy 
was not living with her anymore.

In the following weeks, we continued to have brief 
chats. One day, I noticed that Kitty had changed her 
phone profile photo and status. The image showed a 
large female eye with a dripping tear on the corner. The 
status: “Oh, pain that stabs my heart.”

As soon as I noticed it, I texted her: “Hi, are you sad? 
Do you need help?”

Minutes later, she answered, “The truth, Simone, I 
tell you, I trust you, I’m pregnant and don’t know what 
to do.”

The next morning, as described in the introduction, 
I met Kitty at the community center where we had 
that sensitive conversation about what she would like 
to do, and she could only declare, “I don’t know, I don’t 
know . . .” On that day, we bought a pregnancy test to-
gether, just to be certain about Kitty’s situation. A few 
days later, she texted me: “Test is positive.” 

I then wrote back asking, “What do you want to do?” 
She took some hours to reply, but late that afternoon 

she shared a decision: “I want to see Jimmy to decide 
what to do.” 

By mid-February, Kitty updated again her profile 
with a close-up image of the Lady of Caacupé, and no 
status. When I identified the image of the patron saint 
of Paraguay, and the blank status on Kitty’s app profile, 
I suspected that her conversation with Jimmy had not 
gone very well. I immediately texted her again asking 
how she was. She did not reply, though. For a while, 
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she remained silent and I was left wondering what hap-
pened to her. I could not prevent myself from worrying. 

This period of silence that lasted about two weeks 
was a telling expression of the tensions involved in the 
everyday compromises of Kitty’s attachments. It spurred 
my will to give ethnographic recognition to such an 
instant, one which was so dramatically experienced 
by Kitty, but never entirely enunciated by her. Before 
continuing with Kitty’s story, it is necessary to consider 
the ethnographic grounds required to advance the ex-
perimental approach being tailored here—one which 
incorporates this significant occurrence in her troubled 
journey in São Paulo. 

Ethnography and Evocation

Since the Writing Culture debates, anthropologists have 
been encouraged to reconsider the craft of ethnography 
by critically examining anthropology’s most disseminat-
ed writing conventions. The awareness that these stand-
ards implied an epistemology that concealed the politics 
of who represents and who is represented—under the 
gloss of a supposed scientific objectivity—pushed an-
thropology to deconstruct the canons that sustained a 
sense of ethnographic realism. This ethnographic real-
ism was mostly based on the anthropologist’s authority 
of “being there” and their ability to depict culture as a 
totality in itself. For Clifford (1986), ethnographies are 
inherently partial truths, because research experience 
will be at all times fragmented and incomplete. Where-
as Clifford suggests forms of substantiating discursive 
partiality through the usage of fragments and gaps so 
to emphasize a less holistic mode of knowledge produc-
tion, Tyler (1986) proposes evocation as a “postmodern” 
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style that is not committed to forms of ethnographic 
realism either. 

Evocation is a significant notion in my ethnographic 
project since Levinas challenges us to accept the insur-
mountable alterity of the Other. Recapitulating Levi-
nas’s propositions, the Other is unreachable by catego-
ries of thought; the Other is an exceeding, a mystery 
that overflows the thought that is being thought. One 
respects the radical alterity of the Other, not by the as-
signment of a category of knowledge that encapsulates 
the Other, but by invoking the presence of the Other 
in its “uniqueness.” If the Other is not accessed by any 
category of thought, as Levinas claims, I propose here 
to refer to the Other through evocation.

For Tyler, “evocation is neither presentation nor rep-
resentation. It presents no objects and represents none” 
(1986: 123). In unison with Clifford’s critique, Tyler’s 
evocation intends to be an alternative to ethnographic 
realism and its scientific rhetoric of “objects,” “facts,” 
“generalizations,” “truth,” and similar concepts. As an 
ethnographic proposal, Tyler’s radicalism has been chal-
lenging anthropologists to find a way to proceed with 
evocation as a workable ethnographic operation. More 
recently, non-representational theories have been re-
sponding to some of the questions posed by the Writing 
Culture debate and the crisis of representation. 

Concurrent to the awareness that new ethnographic 
practices are needed because new understandings of 
what life or the world is require new epistemological 
grounds, non-representational theorists acknowledge 
that we live in a world which we can only partially 
understand. Since, for them, human life is essentially 
movement, “non-representational theory tries to cap-
ture the ‘onflow’ [. . .] of everyday life” (Thrift 2008: 7). 
It emphasizes “the fleeting, viscous, lively, embodied, 
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material, more-than-human, precognitive, non-discur-
sive dimensions of spatially and temporally complex 
lifeworlds” (Vaninni 2015b: 317). Coinciding with Ty-
ler’s (1987) concern with the “unspeakable,” it also gives 
importance to what lacks explicit articulation and leaves 
room for the ephemeral, the fleeting, and the not-quite-
graspable. In contrast, non-representational theory does 
not refute representation as Tyler does; rather, by not 
pursuing the rendition of the world in realist modes, 
it requires “representational ethnographers to consider 
their work to be impressionistic and inevitably creative” 
(Vaninni 2015b: 318). In not aiming to mimic realities, 
non-representational ethnographies strive to “animate” 
lifeworlds by rendering them with new vitality and call-
ing for the engagement of creativity and the imagina-
tion as necessary ethnographic practices.

The kind of evocation that I found necessary to do 
justice to the lives of international mobile actors I met 
in São Paulo requires imagination as a fundamental el-
ement for endeavoring a new ethnographic approach. 
Evocation in this book will be associated with imagina-
tion and push the limits of what Clifford (1986) remarks 
about ethnographic writings being “fiction,” what Tyler 
suggests as “an emergent fantasy of a possible world of 
common sense reality” (1986: 126), and what Vaninni 
proposes as an “irrealist mood” (2015a). In what follows, 
evocation is a form of enlivening representation that is: 

less concerned with faithfully and detachedly re-
porting facts, experiences, actions, and situations 
and more interested instead in making them come 
to life, in allowing them to take on new and unpre-
dictable meanings, in violating expectations, in ren-
dering them (on paper and other media) through 
a spirited verve and an élan that reverberates 
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differently among each different reader, listener, 
viewer, and spectator (Vaninni 2015a: 119). 

Thus, in convergence with this aim, this ethnographic 
experiment intends to open “new practical-imaginative 
territories” (Thrift 2008: 21) and “generate possibilities 
for fabulation” (Vaninni 2015b: 320) by moving not “to-
ward abstraction, [. . .] but back to experience” (Tyler 
1986: 135). In the case of the international migrants I 
had the privilege to encounter, I explore in written form 
their experiences of doubt, hesitation, and hope to evoke 
their presences as faces that cannot be entirely grasped, 
reinstating the liveliness of their unstable trajectories.

“I don’t know, I don’t know . . .”

As I have already stated at the introduction, the mi-
grants I followed in the metropolitan area of São Paulo 
in Brazil and beyond repeatedly showed me how their 
life trajectories were interposed by moments of uncer-
tainty that revealed the intensity and the entanglements 
of what it is to be alive. In some of these not-yet-ar-
ticulate instances, people’s awareness of their situations 
allowed their lives to keep going, as was the case with 
Kitty in her indecision about her pregnancy. There is a 
richness in this process that is worth appreciating to 
acknowledge how gaps, pauses, interruptions, and non-
defined moments of all sorts are integral to life´s motion. 
Such moments of inarticulacy may be ephemeral ones. 
They are not manifestations of anything definitive; they 
are deeply imbued in ambiguity, vagueness, and con-
tradiction. However, they express the attempt to make 
sense of the torrents of life itself. Gaining consciousness 
in such a way, even without a complete enunciation, 
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prompts one to innovatively find new understandings 
of oneself and the world, reconfiguring the grounds of 
one’s own agency.

In Kitty’s case, her silence, performed via a mobile 
phone app, was the moment when I imagined Kitty be-
coming aware that the man who was also responsible 
for her pregnancy was not going to support her. Be-
ing alone in São Paulo, the pregnancy would more than 
likely disrupt Kitty’s prior plans of working in Brazil 
and sending remittances to her ten-year-old son and 
mother in Paraguay. For unstated reasons, she did not 
consider Paraguay and her mother’s house an option. 
Moreover, Kitty did not have official documents to stay 
in Brazil and she worked informally in a restaurant 
owned by nationals from South Korea. The pregnancy 
would reinforce the precarious conditions of Kitty’s life 
in São Paulo. Intriguingly, Kitty appealed to the divine 
grace of a power beyond human jurisdiction, the com-
passion of Our Lady of Caacupé.6 Renewing this con-
nection through the mediation of a mobile phone app, 
she made partially public, for those who were part of 
her social media network, something about her state at 
that moment.

Other trajectories that I followed during fieldwork, 
narrated in the following chapters, showed how mi-
grants lives become open-ended experiences, with di-
versions and unexpected occurrences. Life finds itself 
to be an immense and inescapable torrent, interspersed 
with points of doubt, hesitation, silence, or anxiety. In 
most cases, these moments were barely voiced by my 

6. Also known as Our Lady of Miracles, the Lady of 
Caacupé is one of the most celebrated patron saints 
in Paraguay, whose sanctuary is located in the city of 
Caacupé.
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interlocutors. Still, they were suggestive of this openness 
in which the subjective and the social, the conscious and 
the unconscious, seemed to merge and overlap, allowing 
existence to be reconstituted or innovated. 

For Hastrup, it is through the “inarticulate mind” 
that anthropology has the opportunity to “reclaim the 
areas of silence as a basis for understanding agency” 
(1995: 193). As a dynamic zone of contact, the mind is 
partially articulate, having a proportion of knowledge 
that remains inaccessible to others. In venturing towards 
the inarticulate, I acknowledge that life in its very pro-
cess of becoming is composed of nebulous moments of 
awareness and, simultaneously, its deficient understand-
ings are part of people’s relations in and with the world.

The process of understanding what it is not entirely 
expressed is possible if the inarticulate is deemed part 
of human experience: a form of the immediate reali-
zation of the world in the subtle way it is individually 
and momentarily lived, and through which conscious-
ness permeates experience in the process of living. Con-
sciousness in anthropology came to be a sensitive no-
tion, questioning, as it does, the dichotomies between 
the individual and the social, the body and the mind, 
the inner and the outer person (Cohen and Rapport 
1995). But it also offers the opportunity to attentively 
consider the interplay between the subjective, the social, 
and the mind. In the present analysis, the experimental 
approach developed here aims at enabling an incorpora-
tion of the inarticulate moments in certain life trajecto-
ries, inspiring a way of understanding beyond a positiv-
ist scientific standard.

In this line, I explore Bergson’s and Dilthey’s consid-
erations of different aspects of consciousness and knowl-
edge. They offered insight on the theme of immediate 
knowledge as a foundational ground. This concerned 
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the place of freedom in human consciousness, for the 
former, and the specificity of human sciences in rela-
tion to the natural sciences, for the latter. Contrary to 
a Kantian assumption that the human mind is consti-
tuted by a priori categories organizing the way that peo-
ple apprehend reality and organize the world, Bergson 
(1959a) posited the presence of a realm in conscious-
ness that is prior to any classification. In the depths of 
consciousness, different “états de conscience” (states of 
consciousness) can be operative. There is the domain 
in which the immediate experience is lived in the mul-
tiplicity of “faits de conscience” (facts of consciousness). 
This multiplicity exists simultaneously in a very pecu-
liar temporality called “durée.” In the pure durée, it is 
not possible to attribute name, relation, or definition to 
any fact of consciousness. These are operations afforded 
in a subsequent stage by consciousness. For this reason, 
this state of consciousness is prior to the presence of 
language or abstract reasoning, for example. Although 
it is a highly inarticulate state of consciousness, it is in 
the durée that the experience of freedom is available. 
For Bergson (1959b), there lies in the multiplicity of the 
durée the possibility to generate a creative stance toward 
life, which he refers to as the “élan vital” (vital tone).

Whereas Bergson’s concern with the immediate data 
of consciousness stimulates an attention to the reticent 
moments lived by my interlocutors, Dilthey considers 
these experiences as part of the complex activity of pro-
ducing understanding throughout the process of life. In 
considering all lived experiences of things, thoughts, or 
feelings as “facts of consciousness,” Dilthey proposed the 
existence of immediate awareness: a “pre-reflexive mode 
of self-givenness in which the dichotomies of form and 
content, subject and object characteristic of reflexive 
consciousness do not exist” (1989 [1883]: 247). For him, 
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as for Bergson, consciousness is not restricted only to 
representational and intellectual operations. However, 
“facts have their existence only within consciousness” 
(Dilthey 1989 [1883]: 277). In defining experience 
as the fundamental aspect of human understanding, 
Dilthey (2002 [1910]) attaches the very processes of 
knowing to the movement of life itself. The course of 
a life consists of lived experiences connected to each 
other through consciousness, i.e., experiences that are 
facts of consciousness. This “nexus” of facts of conscious-
ness is linked to the continuum that makes one’s life, 
which is composed of the nexus of past-present-future 
implications, the nexus of relations with other beings, 
and the nexus of external organizations, such as associa-
tions or governments (and other nexuses). For Dilthey, 
the pursuit of a science that is committed to taking into 
account human processes of consciousness requires the 
explication of the structural articulation of these points 
of connectedness. 

In unfolding this ethnographic experiment, I am 
interested in making visible how the unclear moments 
of experience are aspects of consciousness that can be 
revelatory of how someone can reach new awareness of 
her life, and so keep going. In this undertaking, I draw 
on Bergson’s ideas of the durée and élan vital to begin to 
understand how these imprecise moments of conscious-
ness can impart new vivacity to someone’s life, recog-
nizing life as an ongoing venture. In turn, Dilthey’s 
elaboration of the pre-objective experience—a range 
that spans from the “most rudimentary level prior to 
analytical separation of the subject and object (erleben)” 
(Ermarth 1978: 130) to the most clarified and objective 
ones—further supports my considerations on the con-
nectedness of this realm to other structures of life. In 
particular, Dilthey’s hermeneutic procedure encourages 
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my ethnography to disclose the connectedness between 
moments of consciousness—even the most opaque 
ones—and the making of someone’s life.

Evoking the Other through Experience and 
Imagination

Whereas I intend to make visible the fleeting moments 
of consciousness observed in some of my interlocutors’ 
trajectories, this will be ethnographically implemented 
through the engagement of my own subjectivity as well, 
following Levinas’s advice to attend to the Other’s call 
by conjuring it as a face.

As we saw above, Dilthey (2002 [1910]) proposes 
hermeneutics as a process of understanding and inter-
preting the connections between consciousness and ex-
perience. Understanding and interpretation are based 
on the singularity of individual existences that, through 
the intelligibility of their own inner lived experiences, 
are able to develop a self-understanding that emerges 
when appreciating other lives. In other words, under-
standing others is possible only through the transposi-
tion of one’s own lived experiences in the re-creation of 
the connectedness of someone else’s lived experiences. 
This re-experiencing of others’ plausible states of mind 
is necessary because the existence of others is “given only 
from the outside, in sensory events, gestures, words, and 
actions” (Dilthey and Jameson 1972: 231). Thus, in such 
re-comprehension of other people’s experiences, every-
thing must be translated out of one’s own sense of life.

In this ethnographic experiment, Dilthey’s herme-
neutics of connectedness through consciousness and ex-
perience establishes the fundamental aspect of a mode 
of evocation: the understanding that everyone shares a 
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common condition of consciousness that enables them 
to enliven within themselves experiences that others 
have been through. From this elementary disposition, 
connectedness will be hereby approached by re-creating 
it as an experience evoked in the researcher’s own in-
ner experience. In other words, in order to understand 
the lives I followed during fieldwork, I will incorpo-
rate the inarticulate moments I attended to in the re-
search process by reanimating these occurrences with 
resources from my own experiences with the research 
participants. In this re-experiencing of others’ lived ex-
perience, imagination is central: it becomes fundamen-
tal to this process of understanding. As Dilthey himself 
stated, “human beings can experience many other kinds 
of existence through imagination” (2002 [1910]: 237). It 
is in the use of imagination as a way of understanding 
in anthropology (Harris and Rapport 2015) that this 
analysis intends to express the richness of the lives I en-
countered during fieldwork. 

However, Dilthey’s hermeneutics justifies the adop-
tion of imagination as a way of ethnographically recre-
ating the lived experience of others—a way to regain the 
connectedness of the lives of research subjects—rather 
than as a means of discerning the meaning of research 
subjects’ intentions. In the experiment of this ethnog-
raphy, by contrast, I engage a hermeneutics of connect-
edness instead of a hermeneutics of signification. This 
emphasis on regaining the connectedness inherent in 
the making of people’s lives meets Levinas’s assertion 
that a relationship with the Other is essentially ethical 
before the irreducibility of the Other. Inasmuch as it 
is not possible to determine the meanings arising from 
the Other, there remains the task of interpreting how 
an inchoate incident is connected to the making of 
someone’s life. However, this connectedness, as inspired 
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by Dilthey’s hermeneutics, entails eliciting a relation-
ship with the Other by a process of sensing the Other 
through one’s own inner experiences. Thus, connected-
ness is not substantiation—elucidating the substance of 
another’s meaningful life—it is evocation.

In broadening the scope of what is knowable in 
human affairs by including the most tenuous forms 
of consciousness, Bergson and Dilthey open up a ho-
rizon of possibilities for understanding life experience 
as a continuous movement of making sense of self, the 
Other, and the world. As Throop urges, the examination 
of experiences that “reside on the fringes of our abili-
ties to articulate, verbalize and interpret” may “allow 
researchers to investigate in finer detail those modes of 
experience that lie on the peripheries of the patterning 
imperatives of our attentional modalities” (2002: 19). 

At this point, not only does the act of understanding 
become central to maintaining the course of a human 
life in itself, but it equally makes plausible an approach 
that uses imagination as a way to comprehend the ex-
periences of other human beings. Although Levinas 
(1967, 1987) reminds us that knowing may well be an 
unattainable operation in the face of the Other, the ef-
fort cannot be in vain. In the end, it might be at least 
a form of recognition, of attendance and appreciation.

Aesthetics as an Experimental Way of Evocation

As formulated above, imagination in this ethnographic 
account evokes the experiences of others. More precise-
ly, imagination appears in this ethnographic experiment 
though aesthetics. Here, writing is the chosen media to 
make aesthetically perceptible certain inarticulate in-
stances in the lives of my interlocutors. Again, Dilthey’s 
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work encourages me to outline a proposal with support 
from Dewey’s ideas about experience and aesthetics. 
Dilthey (1985 [1887]) believes that the source of all 
artistic creation is lived experience. Imagination can-
not arise from a vacuum: it works from the facts of life 
and applies cognitive transformations to them. The aes-
thetic procedure secures the intensity of lived experi-
ence to be appreciated through objects of art. Artworks, 
in fact, disclose a “sense of life” and “vitality” through 
“reverberating” the emotion of an individual human life 
(Dilthey 1985 [1887]: 60). Similarly, but more radically, 
Dewey considered the experience of living as aesthetic 
experience per se. An experience is the outcome of “the 
interaction of live creature and environing conditions”, 
which, by being integrated into the “stream of experi-
ences from other experiences” reaches a completeness 
in its consummation that turns it into “an experience” 
(1980 [1934]: 35–37). The aesthetic experience is the 
one in which fulfillment is achieved in such a manner 
that the whole creature feels alive. Experience then is al-
ready “heightened vitality,” and as “the fulfillment of an 
organism in its struggle and achievement in a world of 
things, it is art in germ. Even in its rudimentary forms, 
it contains the promise of that delightful perception 
which is aesthetic experience” (1980 [1934]: 18–19).

Imagination, in this view, is constitutive of all con-
scious experience for the reason that the course of life 
in its movement is also made of gaps within the many 
experiences. Imagination plays the decisive role in sup-
porting the living creature in speculating on possible 
understandings in order to connect across gaps and thus 
to venture into what is unknown. In the aesthetic expe-
rience of life, the restatement of meanings through im-
agination is crucial because it grants consciousness the 
perception of the flow of life and, at the same time, the 
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awareness of the interruptions in its flux that fuels the 
feeling of being fresh and alive (Dewey 1980 [1934]: 
54).

Inspired by the “sense of life,” “vitality,” and “being 
alive” suggested by Dilthey and Dewey, this ethno-
graphic experiment is animated by the adoption of an 
aesthetic approach to make sense of the richness found 
in migrants’ lives. As Dewey writes: “Tangled scenes of 
life are made more intelligible in aesthetic experience: 
not, however, as reflection and science render things 
more intelligible by reduction to conceptual form, but 
by presenting their meanings as the matter of clarified, 
coherent, and intensified or ‘impassionate’ experience” 
(1980 [1934]: 302).

Previously, I mentioned Dilthey´s hermeneutics as a 
window to understanding the connectedness of people’s 
experiences through the use of imagination. Reiterat-
ing this point, it relates to the notion of imagination 
as a means of recreating the sense of vitality in human 
life. Thus, imagination here is not exactly a “path” that 
reaches knowledge by making life more intelligible. Im-
agination is rather an openness that makes life some-
thing re-inhabited as vibrant and vivacious through the 
mediation of lived experience. In this way, it becomes 
more an invitation to appreciate, rather than disclose, 
the human, following Levinas’s acknowledgment of the 
irreducibility of the Other and our responsibility to at-
tend this presence without turning it into an object.

In brief, the aesthetic approach developed here in-
tends to broaden the understanding of my interlocutors’ 
experiences in the making of their lives by reconstituting 
the integrity, i.e., the vitality, of their involvements by 
recourse to imagination—mine and theirs. Imagination 
will be substantiated in snippets of fictional narratives 
that are intended to show the connectedness of specific 
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experiences to other levels of human relatedness, as will 
be developed in the coming section and chapters.

The Poetics of Resonance: An Experiment in 
Anthropology through Imagination

The aesthetic operation in which I deploy imagina-
tion as a way of appreciating the human in this ethno-
graphic experiment will be designated here as a “poetics 
of resonance.”  The poetics of resonance recognizes the 
instability associated with existence and the vitality em-
bedded in the intricacies of life processes. It therefore 
indicates the plausibility of understanding as a provi-
sional proposal of recognition and approximation at 
best. As an approximation directed to apprehend those 
pieces of inarticulate human expression that constitute 
the richness of someone’s life, the poetics of resonance 
aims to capture this generous dimension of imagina-
tion. It gives an account of how life in its precarious 
and impermanent moments can be embraced with all 
the incongruity, inconsistency, and confusion involved. 
In animating these fading instances, this poetics aims 
to integrate what seems to be incongruous in life itself, 
reconstituting its complexity in ambiguity and contra-
diction. To know through the poetics of imagination is to 
know through “resonance” in the sense that while one might 
not be able objectively to reason about people’s lives and ex-
periences, one can subjectively intuit or sense what it is like 
to live a particular life or experience in its richness.

“Poetics” here refers to the aesthetic operation of 
converting lived experience into written expression. 
Since I as an author do this by relying on both my and 
others’ experiences, the poetics here undertaken al-
ludes to Bakhtin’s (1981) idea of “heteroglossia,” which 
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is the acknowledgment of the convergence of diverse 
discursive presences in the same linguistic expression. 
The most relevant aspect of Bakhtinian heteroglos-
sia for this poetics is the “double-voiced discourse”: As 
Bakhtin writes:

Heteroglossia [. . .] is another’s speech in another’s 
language, serving to express authorial intentions but 
in a refracted way. Such speech constitutes a spe-
cial type of double-voiced discourse. It serves two 
speakers at the same time and expresses simultane-
ously two different intentions: the direct intention 
of the character who is speaking, and the refracted 
intention of the author. In such discourse there are 
two voices, two meanings and two expressions. And 
all the while these two voices are dialogically inter-
related, they—as it were—know about each other 
(just as two exchanges in a dialogue know of each 
other and are structured in this mutual knowledge 
of each other); it is as if they actually hold a con-
versation with each other. Double-voiced discourse 
is always internally dialogized. [. . .] A potential 
dialogue is embedded in them, one as yet unfolded, 
a concentrated dialogue of two voices, two world 
views, two languages (1981: 324).

To transfigure another’s experience through such 
poetics requires an alternative dialogue between my 
authorial consciousness and the others’ (authorial) con-
sciousnesses, a dialogue that is believed to be possible 
by way of the notion of resonance as an aesthetic and 
ethical mediation. “Resonance” in this poetics means the 
capacity that one has to be affected by the expressions 
of feelings and experiences of others given that these 
feelings and experiences can be evoked in oneself. The 
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aesthetic effect is to elicit in oneself the experience an-
other has gone through in such a way that, in conveying 
that experience through this poetics, others—the read-
ers—may go through a similar experience.

Wikan (2012) gained insight into feelings of reso-
nance through conversations with Balinese scholars. 
They advised her to create “resonance” in herself with 
the people and their problems in order to convey to 
the world what the Balinese were like. From a Balinese 
standpoint, resonance was a sort of understanding em-
bedded deeply in sentiments of empathy or compassion; 
it was “a willingness to engage with another world, life, 
or idea; an ability to use one’s experience [. . .] to try to 
grasp, or convey, meanings that do not reside in words, 
‘facts’, nor text but are evoked in the meeting of one ex-
periencing subject with another or with a text” (Wikan 
2012: 57).

In my ethnographic experiment, resonance is the 
approach by which I found a means to bring to light 
the fleeting moments of perplexity or ambiguity that 
were recurrently experienced in the lives I followed dur-
ing fieldwork. This empathic process of understanding 
shares with Wikan’s notion the intention of grasping 
meanings that are conveyed “beyond words.” However, 
resonance in this ethnography is also an ethical media-
tion in the sense asserted by Levinas (1967), the kind of 
possible relationship between me and the irreducibility 
of the Other. In recognizing the impossibility of reach-
ing the Other through knowledge, I invoke the sensa-
tions and experiences that allow me to imagine how it 
might feel to be in a particular person’s place, conscious 
that I will never entirely know how it is for sure. Thus, 
resonance is this willingness to recognize and appreciate 
the presence of another person, despite the unattain-
ability of knowing this person completely. 
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Interferences within resonance are multiple. Throop 
(2010) examined how his experiences of grief affected 
his relations with and perceptions of the Yap people he 
had been researching for a long time. He referred to 
the seminal contribution from Renato Rosaldo (1989), 
which argues that one gains insight into people’s un-
derstandings through the empathetic process of going 
through similar experiences. Throop identified that, in 
holding homologous sentiments of bereavement when 
attending funerals on the Island of Yap, his emotional 
state surely opened new focuses of awareness about the 
changes in the Yapese groups he was observing. How-
ever, “empathetic resonance,” as he called it, with the 
bereaved was not something that transparently opened 
a completely new comprehension of the Yapese. Quite 
the reverse: empathy was a course punctuated by mo-
ments of distancing, confusion, and displacement as 
well. As a result, “empathetic resonance” is a process 
gained through time (see also Hollan 2008), impreg-
nated with obscure moments that intermittently allow 
new empathetic moments to take place. Acknowledg-
ing the limitations of empathetic processes before the 
irreducibility of beings, situations, or moments, my no-
tion of resonance is an approximation, not a transparent 
connection. 

For the purposes of this ethnographic experiment, 
resonance is this capacity people have to be affected by oth-
ers and the world. It takes the form of invoking a sense 
of appreciation between oneself, others, and the world. 
Simultaneously, one’s own act of resonance can, in turn, 
affect others and the world by further “reverberation.” 
Resonance and reverberation are co-related operations 
in the sense that at the same time that one is affected 
by others and the world, one may manifest these effects 
through oneself. However, resonance and reverberation 
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are not necessarily the same. Reverberation is the volun-
tary or involuntary manifestation of the way someone has 
been affected by others and the world, possibly affecting oth-
ers and the world as well.

Resorting to Dilthey’s hermeneutics as explained 
previously, resonance is the process of apprehending 
other lives by connecting other people’s experiences to 
one’s own inner experiences. In re-experiencing oth-
ers’ existences through one’s own lived experiences, a 
particular and personal understanding of people’s lives 
is made possible. This understanding can be expressed 
back to others and the world as reverberation, offering 
another possibility for others and the world to engage 
with it or not. Thus, experience is the fundamental ele-
ment that constitutes people’s capacities to resonate and 
reverberate. Resonance and reverberation in this way are 
not physical operations or forms of communication, but, 
drawing on Levinas, they are forms of evocation based 
on people’s personal experiences. Through this evoca-
tion, people may (or may not) be able to recognize the 
Other or the world as a worthwhile presence with whom 
to establish (or not) an ethical and reciprocal attitude. 

For the moment, it suffices to emphasize that the 
notions of resonance and reverberation provide a trope 
to consider life as a vibrating venture, in which each 
being has a particular frequency of movement because 
of specific sets of experiences. In reverberating a deter-
mined frequency of experience, one being can influence 
the vibration of others. The ones struck by it may change 
their vibration or not depending on the quality of the 
experiences they have already had. As long as the tuning 
in to another’s frequency occurs, one is able to enliven in 
oneself a version of the other’s experience. By using the 
metaphor of soundwaves, my intention is to clarify how 
the idea of resonance operates at a conceptual level, as 
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the kind of empathic attitude I am conveying here is not 
a physical phenomenon.

Having outlined what “poetics” and “resonance” 
mean in my approach, it is necessary, however, to indi-
cate how the poetics of resonance materialize in my text. 
Although the imaginative process evoke specific impres-
sions, it does not aspire to “fill in the gaps” by allocating 
words, feelings, or deeds to research subjects in the man-
ner of a ventriloquist’s work. The poetics of resonance 
intends to instigate in the reader a perception of incho-
ate manifestations of human experience. It hopes to do 
so by amplifying their existence—and, in so doing, por-
tray the lives of those whom I met with a sense of vitality 
and complexity. As mentioned before, the poetics of res-
onance intends to affect the reader by transforming what 
resonated in me from different research participants into 
imaginative pieces of writing. These pieces of fiction, 
then, become deliberate attempts at reverberation that 
may or may not instigate something in the reader. At 
least, there remains the invitation to connect.

The poetics of resonance thus takes concrete form in 
this ethnographic experiment through fragments of fic-
tional narratives that are based on the data and observa-
tions I gathered during fieldwork. In other words, here 
are micro-stories as expressions of how each singular 
encounter resonated in me. These short fictions convey 
those very instances when people are generating the 
necessary nexuses involved in the making of their lives 
and gaining awareness of their situations. In these mo-
ments, a person may become sensible of her own reach-
es and legacies oscillating in scenarios of limitation and 
potentiality. At these sensitive points, my hope is that 
it is possible to glimpse the richness and the roughness 
of leading a life. In appreciating the density of people’s 
existences, anthropology can be aware of the capacities 
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involved in making a life, and all the entanglements this 
entails. It is in the density of a life that the potentiali-
ties and inventiveness for overcoming predicaments or 
generating new forms of existence in the world resides.

The fictionalized stories will appear throughout the 
book in grey boxes as amplifying instruments. Respect-
ing their inner rationale as fiction, and the epistemo-
logical distance imputed in them as means for appre-
ciating people’s lives, the imaginative narratives will be 
based on the people and situations I encountered during 
my fieldwork, but some parts of these narratives will be 
written for the effect of fictionalizing each experience 
and making visible those unspoken moments of uncer-
tainty and concern. In this line, the fictionalized sections 
are not “true” in the sense of reproducing witnessed acts 
or facts, but they are true as ways to recreate the vitality 
intrinsic to life as I experienced it alongside some of my 
research interlocutors in the field.

Finally, we reach the point where we can go back to 
Kitty’s silence and engage with such a uncertain mo-
ment in her life through the poetics of resonance.

Selfie7

Ay, nena, como estás guapa con tu pelo cayéndote sobre 

los hombros. Ay, boquita roja, da ganas de morder. Mira 

esos ojos de avellana . . . un peligro, tigresa. Sí, Kitty, 
ahora como Marilyn Monroe, brazos cerca de tu cuello 

7. A version of this fictional piece first appeared in Toji 
(2023).
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y la boca haciendo pucheritos. Linda. Sonrisa seductora, 
casi Angelina Jolie.8 

Kitty posed alone in front of the full-length mirror 
and captured frames of herself with the mobile. She was 
searching for the best angle by moving her right arm 
down and left shoulder up. Ah, ya está.9 She chose the 
photo in which she’s sitting on the bed, covered only by 
the beige sheet of purple flowers, legs half-open, long 
hair loose over her right shoulder. It did not look like she 
had just woken up. She posted the image and wrote: 
“Sólo el verdadero amor salva.”10 

Then, she waited.

*

No sign of Jimmy. He did not come to sleep that night, 
did not respond to her messages, nor did he like her 
photos. She called his mobile several times and noth-
ing. She just saw him again at work at Mr Kwon’s 
restaurant. 

Jimmy came in smiling, with his peroxide blonde hair 
and worn-out jeans, bouncing confidence: “Hola.”11 He 
did not even have time to justify himself to Kitty; maybe 
he had not even have thought about it. 

8. Spanish: Oh, baby, how beautiful you are with your hair 
falling on your shoulders. Yeah, this little red mouth, 
it makes one crazy to bite. Now, look at those almond 
eyes  .  .  . a danger, tigress. Yes, Kitty, now like Marilyn 
Monroe, arms close to your neck and mouth pouting. 
Cute. Seductive smile, almost Angelina Jolie.

9. Spanish: Oh, that’s it.
10. Spanish: Only true love saves.
11. Spanish: Hello.
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He received the apron and tray from Mr Kwon’s 
hands, who immediately dispatched him to the custom-
ers without hesitation: “Table 10.” Kitty remained in the 
kitchen chopping chives and followed Jimmy’s silver hair 
travelling among the tables of the restaurant.

Meanwhile, Ms Lee lost patience with her team of 
Paraguayan assistants: “Ay, no, donde está lechuga? 
Kitty, tijeras. Anda, procura tijeras. Francisco, kimchi, 
kimchi, traz.”12

Kitty hurriedly wiped her hands on the apron and 
searched the kitchen for the scissors. She cursed in 
low voice: “Coreana miserable, quince años en Para-
guay, y todavia no habla un rato de español decente. Y 
ahora viviendo aqui en San Pablo no habla portugués 

tampoco.”13 

Finally, Kitty found the scissors under the dishwasher 
and, still wet, she handed them to Mr Lee, who imme-
diately cut the pajeón14 into symmetrical squares to go 
to the customers. The bell of the restaurant rang, sig-
nalling the presence of other customers at the barred 
entrance. Kitty glanced towards the security circuit TV 
while cleaning the bean sprouts. On the black-and-white 
screen, she squeezed her eyes and could not make out 
anything very well.

12. Spanish: Oh, no, where’s the lettuce? Kitty, scissors. Go, 
get scissors. Francisco, kimchi, kimchi, bring it.

13. Spanish: Miserable Korean, fifteen years in Paraguay 
and she still doesn’t speak decent Spanish. And now 
living here in São Paulo she doesn’t speak Portuguese 
either.

14. Korean dish made from a batter of eggs, wheat and rice 
flour, scallions and often other ingredients depending on 
the variety.
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Because of the delay in opening the door, Ms Lee 
shouted at her, “Brasisero o coreano?”15 Kitty continued 
looking at the screen, and without getting any response, 
Ms. Lee got impatient and went herself to see the TV: 
“Ay, son brasireros . . . Passa, Caty, avísales que el restau-
rante está cerrando, que no hay más comida.”16 

Kitty went to lie to the unwanted visitors with her 
precarious Portunhol17: “Perdón, se há fetchado todo.”18 

Returning to the kitchen, she saw Jimmy across the hall. 
He did not even smile at her and continued to serve the 
tables as if she were not there, because there, in fact, 
only the Korean customers’ desires mattered.

At the end of the day, Jimmy, of course, was not wait-
ing for her.

*

Hermosa, eres irresistible! Sueltas tu pelo sedoso y 
vuelves tu rostro hacia el lado. Sí, linda. Cierra los ojos 
y sopla un besito con tu mano derecha. No te olvides 

de flexionar tu cintura para la izquierda. Um ratito más 
para la izquierda, más y . . . Dale.19 

15. Accented Spanish: Brazilian or Korean?
16. Spanish: Oh, they’re Brazilians . . . Go, Kitty, tell them 

that the restaurant is closing, that there’s no more food.
17. The Portunhol is a hybrid of Spanish and Portuguese.
18. Portunhol: Sorry, everything is now closed.
19. Spanish: Beauty, you are irresistible! Loosen your silky 

hair and turn your face to the left. Yes, great, close your 
eyes and blow a kiss with your right hand. Do not forget 
to bend your waist to the left. A little more to the left, 
more and . . . Yes!
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Kitty pressed the button on her mobile and was 
pleased with that image of herself. She updated her 
post and wrote: “Cuando el amor es eterno, nada más 
importa.”20

Then she pressed a kiss on the mobile screen. Who-
ever noticed the left corner of the picture would see the 
almost imperceptible part of a window. From that cor-
ner, the broken glass let in a heart-shivering cold wind. 
But Kitty did not perceive it.

*

God, she could not believe it when she realized that 
the door latch turned. Her heart accelerated, and when 
she saw that Jimmy was entering the room, she could 
not prevent herself from shouting with joy. It was New 
Year’s Eve and she hadn’t seen him for ages. She had 
just put on her white polka-dot dress and was about to 
apply some lipstick in front of the mirror. She was getting 
ready to leave with other Paraguayans who wanted to 
take advantage of the New Year’s celebration on Paulista 
Avenue. 

Nívea came to call her from the corridor, but without 
even opening the door, Kitty hugged Jimmy and simply 
shouted out, “No, nena, me quedo acá, gracias!”21 Jim-
my smiled at her and placed the kiss on her mouth that 
she was desperately longing for. Ay, diós mio.22 

Both fell on the creased bed. Jimmy unzipped his 
shabby jeans and then nested himself between Kitty’s 
legs. Kitty did not have time to understand what had 

20. Spanish: When love is eternal, nothing else matters.
21. Spanish: No, dear, I’m staying here, thank you!
22. Spanish: Oh, my god.
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happened, but she was glad to have Jimmy back in her 
room that night. 

She just did not expect him to get up, close the zipper 
and tell her, “Me voy a celebrar con mis hermanos.”23 He 
went to the bedroom door, took Kitty’s keys from the 
latch and locked the door from outside.

Kitty, still dishevelled, could not believe what was 
happening. “Jimmy, Jimmy”, she screamed while forc-
ing the lock on the door without success. “Jimmy, no me 
dejes sola, por diós!”24 

She decided to call for Nívea, but her friend had al-
ready left. She yelled for help in case there was some-
body left in one of the other little rooms. But nothing, 
no one. She did not dare to scream out the window; she 
didn’t have the papers to stay and so was afraid that the 
police would come. She became infuriated and began 
to put together everything that belonged to Jimmy, the 
black Mizoono25 cap, the Men Active deodorant, the 
blue Calvin Clein26 underwear. She took what was his 
and hurled it through the window facing a car park.

When Kitty realized that the fireworks were bursting 
across the city, she could not bear the commotion in her 
ears and started to scream out loud. She began the new 
year already breathless and voiceless.

*

23. Spanish: I’m going to celebrate with my brothers.
24. Spanish: Jimmy, don’t leave me alone, I beg you!
25. Reference to cheap products imitating those of famous 

brands.
26. Another reference to cheap products imitating those of 

famous brands.
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Nena, no veo nada diferente. Estás linda como siempre. 

Piel satinada, pelos brillantes, lábios suaves.27 Kitty cir-
cled her mobile phone around herself, examining the 
moving image carefully. Continúas muy guapa.28 She 
held the device for a moment at waist height, and pulled 
in her belly. She shrank it a little further and lifted the 
mobile to her head again. She drew the phone closer to 
her right eye, but the camera could not focus so close; 
she clicked the blurred image of her honey-coloured 
pupil. She posted the photo and typed: “El amor es 
ciego.”29 

*

In the restaurant, usually, there was not a second’s res-
pite. Kitty and her colleagues cut the vegetables, washed 
the utensils, carried out the trash. When the house was 
at its full capacity, no way. 

But that day, as soon as she stepped into the kitchen, 
Kitty was summoned by Ms Lee: “Kitty, Jimmy dice que 
estás embarazada, así no quiere, señor Kwon le paga 
el mes.”30 Kitty tried to argue that she could still work 
and needed that job, but Ms. Lee was emphatic: “Así no 
quiere, no quiere.”31

Kitty wanted to be in Jimmy’s arms and, now that 
she carried a child in her womb, she hoped to bring him 
definitely into her life. Sitting on her bed, she called his 

27. Spanish: Baby, I do not see anything different. You look 
pretty as always. Satin skin, shiny hair, soft lips.

28. Spanish: You are still very beautiful.
29. Spanish: Love is blind.
30. Spanish: Kitty, Jimmy says you’re pregnant. We don’t 

want you like this. Mr. Kim will pay you the month.
31. Spanish: Like this, we don’t want you, we don’t want you.
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number on her mobile phone and waited. It rang once, 
twice, it rang three times. It rang for the fourth time 
and Kitty was fading inside. It rang for the fifth time and, 
to her surprise, the bastard answered. Kitty had a mo-
ment of rapture. 

However, it lasted only a second, because the voice 
on the other side did not even give her room to murmur 
a hello. It was like a slap on her face: “Carajo, no me 
molestes, estoy con mi novia!”32

And he hung up on her.
Kitty kept the phone in her hands. She breathed 

once, twice, and did not feel she was alive. She turned 
on the camera mode and looked at the device’s screen. 
She looked and stared at the image of her own face, ob-
served how the screen amplified her protruding belly 
and thick legs. She felt ugly, fat and alone. She chose not 
to take any photo and continued to follow the mobile 
screen, now exploring her feet, the bed and the floor of 
her bedroom. She noticed the worn-out mattress and 
the damp beaten floor. She pointed to the red closet 
without a door, the grimy two-burner stove and the tiny 
space between the bed and the door. Without work, the 
pots remained empty on the tiny improvised sink. From 
the window, light burst through the screen in white tor-
rents. At the corner of the window, she recovered the 
image of her Virgen de Caacupé. It was the size of a beer 
can. She turned her mobile phone to the saint, framed 
it in full screen and pressed the button. She posted 
the photo but did not write anything that day. She just 
joined her hands on the right side, pressed the phone to 
her chest, and fell for a silent and inspired prayer.

32. Spanish: Fuck, don’t bother me, I’m with my girlfriend! 
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Kitty may not have gone through such inward distress; 
this may be too dramatic to be true. But by vivifying this 
moment of silence, the poetics of resonance emphasizes 
the existence of such instant. Nonetheless, as a fictional 
act, it keeps the mystery of Kitty’s situation, as much 
as it triggers our imagination suggestively. From here 
onwards, a poetics of resonance, as I have named it, will 
be spread throughout the coming chapters, hopefully 
replenishing aesthetically what is often overlooked by 
scholarly accounts but makes an interlocutor’s trajec-
tory a unique transformative process, as we are going 
to discuss.
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chapter 2 

Being Singular

De perto, ninguém é normal.1

Caetano Veloso, Vaca Profana, 1986. 

The imponderabilia of actual life invites, as I have dis-
cussed, the crafting of an ethnographic disposition that 
is mindful of the limitations of any act of knowledge 
before the instability embedded in one’s interlocutors’ 
circumstances and their existences as faces. As a means 
of ethical approximation, and not scientific disclosure, 
a poetics of resonance privileges an empathetic attend-
ance towards my interlocutors’ particular situations. In 
this chapter, I delineate more accurately how this poet-
ics requires ethnographic care to each research partici-
pant’s singularity. Where Kitty was our companion in 
the preceding part, Mr. Kwon and Helen now become 

1. Up close, no one is normal.
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our guides in the minutiae of their personal trajectories 
in São Paulo.

Uniqueness, Singularity, and Methodological 
Irreducibility

Both Mr. Kwon and Helen were born in South Korea; 
although this research avoids nationality as an explana-
tory category, most studies about migrants in São Paulo 
would probably consider them under the category of 
Koreans. The literature about Koreans in Latin America 
and Brazil documents that the first groups of Kore-
ans moved to countries such as Argentina, Brazil and 
Paraguay during the 1960s due to official emigration 
policies supported by the South Korean government 
following the Korean War (Choi 1991, Park 2014). 
After the failed efforts of state-led initiatives, Koreans 
in search of new life possibilities continued to travel at 
their own expense, independently creating informal mi-
gratory networks in the countries of their destination. 
In Brazil, the majority of migrants coming from South 
Korea concentrated in the city of São Paulo, becoming 
increasingly involved in the clothing industries of cen-
tral neighborhoods such as Bom Retiro and Brás (Choi 
2009, Chi 2016b). However, many of these migrant 
families had also been open to moving to places with 
better economic opportunities in addition to countries 
such as Paraguay, Argentina or Brazil and some of their 
members later migrated to countries such as the United 
States or Canada, making a “transnational space” for the 
circulation of Koreans between countries of South and 
North America (Park 1999 and 2014, Monteiro and 
Bastos 2011).
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The lives of Mr. Kwon and Helen, as we are going to 
see below, are in dialogue with the history and move-
ments described above, but underlining the particularity 
of their personal trajectories shows how complex and 
diverse these processes can be when we interrogate, at 
a microscopic level, the neat and coherent generality of 
the scholarly terminology. By drawing attention to the 
singularity of a personal experience, I ethnographically 
renounce reducing my interlocutors’ experiences to a 
pattern or a general category. As considered in the pre-
vious chapter, when I identify the irreducibility of the 
Other in my relationship with the absolute Other, I am 
able to recognize the unattainable otherness evoked by 
someone’s presence through her uniqueness (Levinas 
1998). In the uniqueness of the expression of a face, I 
acknowledge the irreducibility of the Other and I am 
able to glimpse what it means in terms of “infinity,” 
as Levinas calls the metaphysical possibility of exist-
ing in absolute otherness. For Levinas, “uniqueness” is 
“precisely a doing justice to the difference of the other 
person” (1998: 166), because only the unique is abso-
lutely other. In respecting the singular, we do not ap-
propriate the face of the Other. Convergently, Rapport 
understands that “the human comprises a complex sin-
gularity” (2009: 110), which cannot be overshadowed by 
categories of ascription or affiliation such as race, class, 
gender, or religion. In seeing uniqueness as a fundamen-
tal ethnographic value, this research about international 
mobile actors living in the city of São Paulo is not based 
on classificatory categories such as nationality or ethnic 
belonging, as is common in migration studies. 

Besides considering all interlocutors as international 
mobile actors living in the city of São Paulo, this ethno-
graphic account rejects general categories of classifica-
tion in an effort not to reduce research participants to 
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“an object of knowledge” (Rapport and Stade 2007: 229). 
This ethnographic experiment makes a stand in taking 
seriously migrants’ portrayals of themselves, compre-
hending the particularity of their existence in their own 
terms. Therefore, this is not a study about “South Kore-
ans,” “migrant women,” or “Paraguayan workers.”  This is 
an account of some men and women, working-class and 
middle-class individuals, whom I met directly or indi-
rectly in the neighborhood of Bom Retiro. Some were 
born in Paraguay or Bolivia, others in South Korea or 
China, but all of them, as we are going to see, developed 
very unique life trajectories, which required the crafting 
of a different ethnographic attitude to do justice to their 
singularity.

As follows, in this part, I depict how Helen and Mr. 
Kwon, as faces, call ethical and ethnographic attention 
to the specifics of their life courses and tribulations, de-
tailing, as I have been doing with Kitty, their heterog-
enous and disparate trajectories, even while Mr. Kwon 
and Helen share the same nationality and most probably 
would have their particularities effaced and anonymized 
in studies considering them as Koreans in the plural. I 
see this operation of preserving the personal minutiae 
of my research interlocutors as a way to accomplish an 
anthropological account concerned with methodologi-
cal irreducibility.

“I think, I think . . . ah, I think . . .”

I begin with Helen, who I met on the first day of the 
Portuguese classes I volunteered to teach in a public 
school in Bom Retiro on Sundays. She had recently ar-
rived in São Paulo, accompanying her husband, who was 
a postdoctoral researcher at the University of São Paulo. 
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She was determined to learn Portuguese and particular-
ly interested in taking the Celpe-Bras test,2 the official 
exam for assessing a foreigner’s proficiency of Portu-
guese in Brazil. With a degree in Japanese, she was cog-
nizant of the resources to acquire a new language and a 
very adept learner. Her husband was born in Brazil, and, 
although not having a Japanese ancestry, they generally 
used Japanese at home. Helen met her husband in Ja-
pan, when she was teaching Korean to Japanese officials. 
Her husband, by that time, was studying in a Japanese 
university for a doctoral degree in Chemistry. In Brazil, 
they lived in a neighborhood in the west zone of São 
Paulo, close to the University of São Paulo. As a young 
couple in their mid-thirties, they had a one-year-old 
girl, conceived in Japan, but born in South Korea.

I chose to start with Helen’s story because her tra-
jectory did not express the usual portrayal of Koreans 
in the specialized literature, as her move to Brazil was 
not related to joining Korean kin or exploring business 
opportunities (Choi 2009; Kim and Lee 2016); she did 
not live in a neighborhood such as Bom Retiro, Acli-
mação or Morumbi (Chi 2016a); and she did not look 
for chances to meet other Koreans in churches, cultural 
associations, or private schools either, as was frequently 
the case (Sampaio 2011, Chi 2016a). 

I especially valued her self-perception of being dif-
ferent, as she once declared over a cup of tea at her house, 
during a break in one of our private Portuguese classes.

“Actually, I’m not a proper Korean,” she said, illus-
trating this by recalling two episodes in her life. The 

2. This test was established by the Ministry of Education 
in 2010 and is the language certificate required to study 
in a Brazilian university or to apply for the naturaliza-
tion process in the country.
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first one sent us back to her childhood, to the small 
town where her parents still lived, in a time when she 
amused herself with catching fish or toads with her 
younger brother in a nearby watercourse; elder ladies 
would remark to her mother that her daughter was 
behaving too “boyishly.” This memory immediately 
led her to another one, when she was already a young 
adult and she joined her parents at her father’s elder 
brother’s party. She wanted to meet these relatives 
again as she had not seen them for years after leaving 
to Japan. Unexpectedly, her cousin asked straightaway 
why she had come to his father’s house. She was shak-
en by the direct question and was not able to reply 
promptly. Only later did she realize that her cousin 
was referring to the convention in which married 
women should only attend her husband’s family gath-
erings. Sipping the tea from her mug, she concluded 
with a humble smile, “You see what a strange Korean 
I am.”

In São Paulo, as the strange Korean she was, Helen 
refrained from attending most of the events related 
to Korean families domiciled in São Paulo, explain-
ing that she and her husband had the impression that 
many at these events looked at them resentfully as both 
of them communicated in Japanese. Indeed, having in 
mind the troubled historical relations between Japa-
nese and Koreans in the Asian continent,3 this may 
have sounded extremely awkward for those who con-
sider Japan a war perpetrator. On the other hand, Hel-
en did not feel encouraged to speak Korean either, as 

3. The relations between Japan and South Korea have been 
in tension since the end of the nineteenth century when 
Japan militarily occupied parts of the territory that is 
now South and North Korea.
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everyone in the gatherings chatted in Portuguese and 
she was still struggling with the language. She con-
veyed her uneasiness regarding the Koreans living in 
São Paulo with a powerful image: “It is as if there is a 
wall between us.”

Nevertheless, the ultimate impropriety Helen per-
formed as a strange Korean woman was definitively 
her choice to getting married to a non-Korean. Dur-
ing an interview, she recalled the circumstances of 
her encounter with her husband and their marriage. 
She commented that he was some years her junior 
and in South Korea women usually marry older men. 
When Helen introduced him to her father, the latter 
did not approve of her relationship with a foreigner, a 
non-Korean. 

In her accented and paused way of speaking in Por-
tuguese, she stuttered repeatedly: “I think, think . . . ah, 
I think I will not . . . not be abl . . . I will not be able to 
get married to, eh, him.”

At home, Helen habitually spoke in Japanese with 
her husband and in Korean with her daughter. Liv-
ing within many languages, she exhibited recurrent 
pauses in her speech in Portuguese, signaling the effort 
to verbalize her thoughts in this new language. What 
distinguished these moments of stammering from her 
regular way of making conversation in Portuguese was 
the intense repetition of parts of the same words. This 
transmitted an uncanny sense that something more was 
involved in her thoughts about the difficulties of get-
ting married. I was compelled to consider her marriage 
as an apprehensive moment that had enduring conse-
quences on her trajectory. This tacit clue made me won-
der about how getting married to a non-Korean opened 
up a whole new horizon of experimentation for Helen, 
a moment which I will amplify through the poetics of 
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resonance. But before continuing, I share fragments of 
the conversation that triggered it:4

Helen: Uh, how have I met my husband? Uh, I was 
in Japan, N----- city. He also  .  .  . studied in N----- 
University. Uh .  .  . I was studying education, Japanese 
for foreigners at the Japanese language center in the 
University . .  . For one year, he studied in Tokyo, only 
Japanese language. Then, he goes to . . . goes to N----- 
University. He speaks well, he speaks Japanese well. But 
he . . . was still studying Japanese at the language center 
in N----- University. I  .  .  . I saw him at the language 
center, but hummm, but I didn’t know, I didn’t know 
him. When there was, uh, a travel, a travel for foreign 
students . . . we students travelled to . . . an island . . . a 
small island near N----- city. There, we met . . . 

Simone: Ah, that ’s interesting. So, you were both 
students at the center and you met during this travel. 

H: Yes, when I saw him, he, uh, smiles. Smile, ahhh, 
very good-looking. Handsome. But he is younger. Like 
brother. He, he had an interest in me. He said, he said 
it later. Yes, I liked him but when I heard his age, oh, 
brother  .  .  . like younger brother  .  .  . he was not, uh, 
target, boyfriend target. Because . . . he . . . he younger, 
uh . . . and he was foreigner too, not Korean.

S: Ah, and for your family, does it matter?
H: When I . . . introduced . . . uh, introduced him, 

my father, he said . . . I don’t like, I don’t like foreign-
ers. Brazil . . . it’s too too far away. South Korea, Bra-
zil . . . huge contrast. He did not want . . . his daughter, 
his daughter away.  .  .  . My father went to attend my 
graduation ceremony. Uh  .  .  . that moment, he met 

4. The following is an edited transcript of an interview 
with Helen.
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him. My father kept repeating, “I don ‘t like foreigners, 
I like Koreans.” I think, think . . . I think I will not . . . 
not be able . . . I will not be able to get married to, eh, 
him.

S: How long have you been together?
H: Dating . . . I believe for . . . seven years, 2002 until 

2009. We, uh, are married couple since  .  .  . uh, 2009, 
March 2009.

S: Did you get married in Japan?
H: No, in Korea.
S: In Korea  .  .  . Where, in your hometown or in 

Seoul?
H: It was near Seoul. Eh, would you like to see the 

pictures?
S: Yes.
H: Wedding pictures.
S: Wow, how beautiful!
H: Traditional wedding.
S: Yes, with all the attires  .  .  . wow, how beautiful, 

Helen.
H: Everything is Korean.
S: Oh, did his mother attend?
H: His mother and . . . his aunt.
S: Look . . . 
H: It’s my mother.
S: This is your mother. Oh, my, how gorgeous . . . oh, 

here is the smile (pointing to a photo in which her hus-
band is smiling)

H: These are my friends. Aunt, friend, Japanese 
friend, university friend.

S: Is this in Korea?
H: Yes, here is a . . . uh . . . folk village, folk village 

in Korea.
S: Eh, you got married here . . . 
H: Many tourists, tourists. They are all tourists.
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S: Look, how beautiful, another outfit. Is this the 
ceremony?

H: Yes, yes.
S: What a gorgeous ceremony. And everyone attend-

ing respectfully.
H: Half attending, half tourists . . . We were living 

in . . . Japan. We could not practice . . . rehearsal . . . we 
couldn’t .  .  . my sister booked for us. Later . .  . I trav-
elled . . . some months before . . . he, my husband, two 
weeks before, he arrived.

S: Was everything ready?
H: No, no rehearsal . . . 
S: Here, is that you arriving?
H: Yes, yes.
S: Wow, everyone arrives concealed . . . [picture of a 

handcart]
H: Joseon dynasty in Korea . . . 600 years ago . . . 
S: Wow, are you inside? Look, there is a musical 

band in the front  .  .  . traditional performers  .  .  . Your 
husband on horse, you inside the box. Were you the one 
to choose the traditional wedding?

H: I wanted to give him  .  .  . experience of mar-
riage . . . Korean wedding, traditional wedding.

S: How nice, and did he like it?
H: When he commented . . . after the wedding . . . 

how about his feeling? I don’t know, he said . . . he at-
tended an event, not his wedding.

Unquestionably, the interview has a richness of its own, 
humorously showing the awkwardness of combining 
a private ceremony at a public historical place; having 
guests mingled with tourists in the performance of a 
traditional ritual with a couple was certainly not that 
traditional. If there is anything that the poetics of reso-
nance can add, it is to echo the uneasiness manifested by 
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Helen in her stammering recounting of her experience, 
making us aware of what still reverberates furtively 
in her personal journey to make a family far from the 
standards of her kin and homeland.

Smile

Behind the red curtain, the world outside is blurred 
luminescence and movement. Red light floods the box 
inside, and the white mantle covering my hands is scar-
let tinted. I can hear an old friend, Joon, asking for a 
cigarette. I sit here, motionless, as if I were sculpted 
with the hanbok5 and all the little pieces dangling on 
my headpiece. I am a lonesome princess locked in this 
little music box. If you could open it now, you would lis-
ten to my heart boop-boop-beep-bopping. No one can 
see me. Yet here inside, immobile, preventing the fake 
eyelashes, the mascara, the red dots on my face from 
melting down, I hold this honorable position, head up 
high, chest upright, hands tied flat. Here I stay, recall-
ing that everything started with a smile. Your smile be-
yond Korean. Your smile beyond Japanese. Your smile 
beyond Portuguese. Your smile in the Foreign Languag-
es Center. Your smile in the island. Your smile and the 
stars . . . 

But my father, oh, my father, he did explicitly say in 
Korean: “I don’t like foreigners! You should marry a Ko-
rean, I don’t want you living so far away in Brazil.”

“But, Dad, we’re living in Japan! And what can I do if 
I don’t like a Korean? I love him!”

5. Traditional formal attire in Korea; general word for both 
men’s and women’s formal clothes.
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And all the miserable complaints thundering over 
our heads. Besides the inflaming words already boomed, 
here we are, my father out there, somewhere, standing 
with Mom, waiting for us. Here I am, hidden in this pal-
anquin. How far we have come . . . Where are you? 

I hear drums beating from a distance. The palan-
quin is being lifted. The guys, my best male friends, 
are already carrying me. The interior has been shaken 
and my headpieces are tak-tik-tiking above. My heart 
pumps wildly. Am I ready? The drums bang louder and 
slower, the handcart is being lowered. I breathe deep-
er. The red curtain is being drawn, no other way to flee, 
it will be the first step on the grounds of our marriage. 
Tiptoeing the right foot out of the palanquin, finally I 
see the world again. My eyes search desperately for 
you. The palace is crowded.

Where are you? Where on earth are you?

I see you. I see you in blue. Blue gwanbok.6 You smile.

Indeed, getting married to a non-Korean and, conse-
quently, making a family on the move according to her 
husband’s academic positions across the world entailed 
an openness that could not rely on customary social 
scripts. As the strange Korean she admitted to be, Helen 
reflexively elaborated upon such openness by calling it 
a different way of thinking. The first time she used this 
expression, she enunciated it in English. Later, she 
asked me for its translation in Portuguese, employing 
both languages to explain the expression’s meaning. For 
her, a way of thinking was very personally shaped by the 
situations and experiences one encountered. It follows, 
then, that a way of thinking could not be inherited or 

6. Traditional overcoat for male attire in Korea.
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transmitted, and so she, her husband and her daughter, 
for instance, developed different ways of thinking. Peo-
ple were able to come into similar ways of thinking by 
being involved in the same circumstances together—as 
Helen recognized that she and her husband were de-
veloping more convergent ways of thinking after being 
married. 

Yet, with this recognition, Helen also feared she 
might not understand her own daughter, depending on 
the country where they would be living in the future: 
“Aahh, baby . . . I believe . . . the most important . . . is 
the place or country she . . . is raised or lives. I am wor-
ried too about when she grows up  .  .  . 15 or 16 years 
old . . . I cannot, cannot communicate . . . with her . . . 
her way of thinking . . . maybe will be different . . . she 
may be able to understand my way of thinking, but 
she . . . will create, build another.” 

Their long-term family plans were still unclear at 
that moment, as her husband was to complete his post-
doctoral research at the University of São Paulo and was 
applying for other academic opportunities abroad. The 
openness embedded in Helen’s notion of a different way 
of thinking was visibly fused with a sense of uncertainty 
about a future that could not be anticipated, but was 
within the range of her preoccupations. In the begin-
ning, when they had recently arrived in São Paulo, the 
couple expected Helen’s husband to get a permanent 
position in a Brazilian university while he advanced his 
post-doctoral research. Helen became a housewife, tak-
ing care of their daughter and postponing the writing 
of her PhD thesis in Finance. During my fieldwork, 
Helen´s husband applied for several academic positions 
at different Brazilian universities, but he unfortunately 
was not successful. As time passed and the end of his 
post-doctoral fellowship approached, Helen and her 
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husband’s hopes of settling down permanently in Brazil 
faded away. Her husband began to search for academic 
opportunities in Japan and other countries in Europe. 
However, the openness of their ways of thinking allowed 
them to direct their search not in terms of ethnic or 
national belonging, but in terms of Helen´s husband 
command of languages at a postgraduate level, such as 
English, Japanese and Portuguese.

In tandem with the uncertainties of her personal 
trajectory, Helen’s way of thinking was in continuous 
transformation, incorporating the unexpected events 
of her life-journey, making it an ever-experimental en-
deavor without fixed standards of what could or should 
happen. This process of change also enabled in her a sort 
of growth of being-in-movement, which she described 
in one of her Portuguese assignments. 

The activity required a written response to the fol-
lowing questions: “When someone leaves her own 
country of origin, does she lose anything? What? Ex-
plain. Does she gain anything in the new country?” 

Helen read the question slowly and aloud, making 
sure she understood it. After pondering for a while, she 
commented, “One loses, but also gains.” Uniting her 
palms in front her face, moving them forward, and ex-
panding the space between her hands in a gesture of 
widening her sight. 

The following week, she handed in the text below:

One acquires another way of thinking. The person 
can think about everything in different ways. There-
fore, one becomes a wiser person. I believe noth-
ing is lost. However, the opportunity to spend time 
with friends and family is lost. I do not believe I lost 
anything. Now I am having the opportunity to live 
in a different country.
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Helen’s own vision of herself as a strange Korean with 
a different way of thinking, reveals how her trajectory is 
not a general embodiment of a pattern, at least not the 
pattern largely pictured in the literature about Koreans 
living in Brazil. The singularity of her life is character-
ized by the minute apprehensions and distresses in her 
peripatetic journey as a wife and a mother on the move. 
I have sought—responding to her presence as a face— 
to amplify the implicit textures of her subjective world 
through the poetics of resonance.

Something Always Happens

Whereas Helen’s journey is evidently singular in that 
she considered it in this way, in this section we fol-
low Mr. Kwon as the interlocutor who apparently, by 
overemphasizing his national belonging, matches the 
usual accounts about Koreans living in São Paulo. Mr. 
Kwon and his family arrived in São Paulo in the 1990s 
spurred on by his brother-in-law’s enthusiasm for new 
opportunities—this illustrates well what the literature 
often stresses about Korean migrants being attracted 
by promising economic circumstances available in cities 
such as São Paulo or Buenos Aires (Choi 2009, Park 
2014). In addition, Mr. Kwon owned businesses entirely 
dedicated to the Koreans living in the city, particularly 
those working or residing in Bom Retiro. His busi-
nesses could be characterized as integrating the “Ko-
rean ethnic enclave” in São Paulo (Chi 2016), where na-
tionals from South Korea are able to maintain Korean 
as principal language and other cultural habits in their 
daily routines. Besides these correspondences with the 
common portrait of Koreans in São Paulo, what I find 
most meaningful in Mr. Kwon’s case is that even while 
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he embraced the expression of a general category of 
Korean, the imponderabilia composing his life reveal a 
very singular trajectory that involuntarily subverts gen-
eral categories.

I first met Mr. Kwon when I found a tiny flower 
shop in the neighborhood of Bom Retiro with a hand-
written advertisement on its window: Girl who lives in 
Bom Retiro, Part-time, shop assistant needed.7 Walking 
past cycads, small palm trees, and other leafy vases, I 
saw a slender man, apparently in his fifties, behind a 
desk at the back. 

As I spoke to him in Portuguese, he squeezed his 
eyes, slightly surprised that I was interested in the post. 
In his accented Portuguese, he asked me one-word 
questions: “Name?”

“Simone.” 
“Age?”
“36”. 
“Married?”
“No, but I have a partner.”
“Children?”

7. Initially, I took the job to pay for possible fieldwork ex-
penses such as travelling to countries abroad, as I was 
willing to follow some of my interlocutors in their trans-
national mobility. Later, I realized how my experience 
with Mr. Kwon actually suited my research purposes. 
When I asked him and Mrs. Lee about my interest 
in making my job experience with them a topic in my 
PhD studies, they were surprised but both said that they 
would not have time if I would like to make interviews 
with them, for instance. So, if my period at the restau-
rant and the flower shop could help me in my studies, 
they would not oppose, as they considered me to be a 
student in a learning process.
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“No.”
“Start tomorrow?”8 Taken aback by the request, I 

clarified that I was not prepared to begin so promptly. 
“Saturday is needed,” he added. I proposed Monday at 
9:30 and he agreed.

On Monday, the same man was pleased to see me 
back. He was alone again in the shop and asked me 
some of the same questions from our first meeting. This 
time, he maintained a modest smile while speaking: 
“Name?”

“Simone.”
“Married?”
“No, but I live with a partner.”
“Where?”
“Três Rios.”
“Ah, it´s close . . . Do you have children?” 
“No.”
“Can you work full-time?”
“No, I can work during the morning.”
“I have a restaurant, I need staff for the restaurant. 

Can you work at night?”
“What time is the night shift?”
“5 to 9.”
“I can begin at 5:30.”
The job interview ended abruptly and the slender 

man requested me to follow him. Mr. Kwon never in-
troduced himself to me. He was the patrão9 and, thus, I 
only ever learned his name through the mentions that 

8. I tried to maintain in the translation the structure mani-
fested in Portuguese, even though it may sound not to-
tally correct in English.

9. Portuguese: Boss.
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other employees made of him. I would always refer to 
him as senhor.10 

We neared the front door and he switched the 
lights on and off, remarking, “First, turn on the light.” 
Then he handed me a worn-out broom, detailing that 
I should begin with the back room and the bathrooms 
at the rear. This was the place where Mr. Kwon lived. 
The room comprised a single bed in the middle, a sink 
and cooker on the right side, and, on the left, a desk 
heaped with all sorts of papers, a huge flat-screen TV, 
and a small closed-circuit TV. There were things piled 
up all over the place: packets of Korean soju11 and soy 
sauce; empty plastic bottles of water and soft drinks; 
clothes in a basket; shoes lining the stairs; and shirts 
hanging from the mezzanine. I began by moving items 
from their original places and sweeping the floor when 
I realized I needed a dustpan. When asked about it, Mr. 
Kwon searched around his place and the storage room. 
He then demanded that I follow him to a restaurant 
nearby. We went outdoors, and possibly because of my 
“Asian”12 features, he felt free to comment, “Here, there 

10. Portuguese: Sir.
11. A distilled alcoholic beverage made from rice, potatoes, 

or other cereals, which is very popular in South Korea.
12. It is tricky to describe people’s “phenotypical” charac-

teristics, because this may assume a form of racial cat-
egorisation. However, specific body elements were given 
deliberate attention in some speechless circumstances 
of my fieldwork. I chose to use the term Asian in quo-
tation marks to refer to people like me, who would be 
identified as carrying bodily features of people assumed 
to have been born in a country of the Asian continent, 
despite this not being the case. I was born in Brazil and 
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are Paraguayans working, it’s no good, but don’t say 
anything.” 

He then raised the restaurant’s iron door. The front 
area of the restaurant was full of tables and chairs. The 
lights were off. There were people working at the back, 
in the kitchen. Mr. Kwon called for a Mrs. Lee and said 
a “good morning” in Portuguese to the employees, a 
young man and a petite woman. I assumed they were 
the Paraguayans I should not make comments about. 

He asked them for “that thing to take dirty.”
They seemed not to understand the request, so, I 

tried: “A dustpan.”
The young man immediately gave one to Mr. Kwon, 

who passed it to me. A middle-aged lady arrived and 
I was introduced to Mrs. Lee, who was the restaurant 
manager. She and Mr. Kwon kept talking in a foreign 
language for some time before we went back to the 
flower shop. While sweeping the floor of the flower 
shop, I found four coins scattered at different corners 
of the back room. I returned them to Mr. Kwon, who 
thanked me with a broad and odd beam. From the gist 
of his expression, I realized that actually I had been test-
ed. Maybe I did not pass with distinction in the clean-
ing examination if there were more coins to be found, 
but certainly, in Mr. Kwon’s eyes, I passed the question 
of honesty and trustworthiness. 

When I was finishing the morning shift, he said I 
was doing a good job and added, “You seem to be Ko-
rean.” I smiled and thought it was a good opportunity 
to inquire whether he was from South Korea. He con-
firmed that he was and asked if I knew Korean food. I 

will be considering myself in the account as having an 
“Asian” physiognomy.
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told him I liked bulgogi13 and kimchi.14 He smirked and 
declared, “You know a lot.”

In the night shift at the restaurant, Mr. Kwon greeted 
everyone in the kitchen in Portuguese and introduced 
me as Shimoni, the new Korean employee. It was inter-
esting to hear my name with another accent, but I felt 
disconcerted by the statement that I was Korean and 
awkwardly mumbled that I was born in Brazil and had 
a father who was born in Japan. For Mr. Kwon, ascrib-
ing to me the designation of being Korean was likely 
a compliment—I had actually been considerably flat-
tered. This revealed his systematic effort to deal with the 
world by morally judging people according to their na-
tionality. My conduct as a “good” employee had prompt-
ed the attribution of me being Korean. Paraguayans, as 
I experienced in the morning, were regarded by him as 
not being “good,” but it was acceptable to employ them. 
However, Brazilians, well, Brazilians . . . 

Some days later, flower wreaths were ordered and 
Mr. Kwon requested Mrs. Lee’s help. As she was too 
busy in the restaurant’s kitchen, she sent me instead 
during one of my night shifts. I left the restaurant and 
found Mr. Kwon in the flower shop working around 
a wooden base approximately two meters in height. I 
followed him to the industrial fridges from which he 
selected the flowers and foliage to be used: white arum, 
white chrysanthemum, tiny yellow primulas. He asked 
me to bring the floral foams he had already immersed 
in water and to peel off the excess leaves from the white 

13. Popular Korean dish made of thin, marinated slices of 
beef or pork grilled on a barbecue or on a stove-top 
griddle.

14. Traditional side dish of salted and fermented vegetables, 
such as Napa cabbage and Korean radish.
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arum stalks. Dried foliage was spread out as background 
and Mr. Kwon anchored the foam at three different lev-
els on the base. I was instructed by Mr. Kwon to hand 
him the flowers one by one. 

While he inserted them according to his design 
plans, he asked me in an accented Portuguese, “Brazil-
ian boyfriend?” I confirmed. Mr. Kwon then observed 
that “Brazilians are all reprobates: they get married, 
make babies, and leave you alone.”

Startled again by another of his statements, I smiled 
and told him that I did not feel that my partner was a 
reprobate and there might be good Brazilians, adding 
that I was Brazilian too. Mr. Kwon did not comment on 
my response and merely gestured for another chrysan-
themum. However, I had a clue about the reasons why 
he did not highly appreciate Brazilians on the day a girl 
wanted to apply for the part-time job in the flower shop. 
The same advertisement I saw was still hanging on the 
window but Mr. Kwon immediately dismissed her say-
ing that the posts had been already filled. On that oc-
casion, one of my Paraguayan colleagues confided that 
Mr. Kwon had been sued numerous times by former 
Brazilian employees for infringing the Brazilian labor 
regulation, being severely fined by local authorities.

By experiencing the “Korean enclave” through Mr. 
Kwon’s businesses, I was able to see how the “enclave” 
was in fact sustained in interaction with other groups 
of nationality living in the city, such as Paraguayans and 
Brazilians, which induced Mr. Kwon to establish a clas-
sificatory system of nationalities that attributed moral 
standards, on a scale in which Korean-ness would be 
the most valued one, while Brazilian-ness, the least. As-
sociated with this asymmetrical frame of values, there 
was an entire informal environment of precarious work 
nurturing a distrustful and tense atmosphere.
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In this environment, jobs were not based on writ-
ten contracts: everything was agreed orally and without 
specification; no job duration was usually defined; the 
first month was considered a try-out period; employees 
had a day-off during the week according to the busi-
nesses demands; there was no mention of social secu-
rity benefits; and everyone worked both in the restau-
rant and the flower shop without any specific activity 
assigned. These conditions generated a work routine 
continuously punctuated by uncertainty and misunder-
standings, and a context full of ambiguity and suspicion 
at Mr. Kwon’s businesses. 

My Paraguayan colleagues constantly complained 
about working overtime and not being paid what they 
expected, as no record was systematically made and ex-
tra hours were never clearly discussed. At times, one of 
them would feel entitled to have compensation by taking 
something from the restaurant or the flower shop with-
out Mr. Kwon’s permission. For instance, my Paraguay-
an female colleague in the morning shift had to open 
her purse every day for Mr. Kwon or Mrs. Lee before 
leaving, as they suspected she had previously pocketed 
something that was not disclosed to me by any party. 
Although this seemed an abusive act performed by the 
employers, my colleague continued working there for 
a while. However, every morning she would ask to see 
Mr. Kwon to claim her due payment and every time she 
would report that he refused to speak with her. When 
she realized he would never pay her, she quit the job, as 
actually she had already been tacitly laid off. 

Days later, an anonymous call threatened to snitch 
on Mr. Kwon’s unofficial practices. This kind of occur-
rence continually pervaded the work routine creating an 
atmosphere of tension in this informal setting. Not only 
did the daily work management in the flower shop and 
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the restaurant contribute to this ambience, but appara-
tuses such as cameras and CCTV monitors were also part 
of the scene. As already mentioned, in Mr. Kwon’s room 
at the back of the flower shop, there was a CCTV moni-
tor on his desk. The device transmitted live images of the 
flower shop entrance, the restaurant front door and the 
restaurant’s kitchen. Although I never spotted Mr. Kwon 
sitting to exclusively watch it, the presence of such equip-
ment made tangible the owner’s surveillance concerns.

A sense of work insecurity also emerged from con-
cerns around industrial accidents. One morning, Mr. 
Kwon assigned me the task of clearing up a corridor at 
the back of the flower shop where several objects were 
abandoned. After disposing of cardboard of varying siz-
es and tidying up an old two-hob cooker and a broken 
dresser with missing drawers, I came across two large 
broken glass panels of sizeable weight leaning on the 
wall. While trying to move them, I inadvertently injured 
the outer side of my right hand. It did not seem too se-
vere at the moment when it happened; my Paraguayan 
colleagues were exceptionally supportive and helped me 
to stop the bleeding and to bandage my hand. I tried 
continuing working, but my arm started tingling and I 
could not easily handle any object with my right hand 
anymore. I informed Mr. Kwon about the accident. 

While he could not figure out what happened as he 
was unable to fully understand my Portuguese, he advised 
me: “You should go to the health unit.” Which I did. 

The doctor recommended that I take some time off 
in order to verify if the tingling would get better or if I 
should be referred to a specialist. So I was given a five-
day leave. Fortunately, I recovered well and went back to 
work. At the end of the month, when employees were 
being remunerated, I observed that I received less than 
I expected. 
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When I inquired about it with Mr. Kwon, he ex-
plained that I did not work during those five days when 
I was on leave, concluding his argument: “No work, no 
pay.”

Although the conditions in Mr. Kwon’s businesses 
were very uncertain and unfavorable for employees, 
such work instabilities affected the employers as well. 
With no formal commitments tying them to work and 
the low wage offered, many employees worked only for 
a few weeks, quitting as soon as they could find other 
better-paid activities. This also impacted on the work 
routine and required constant rearrangement on a daily 
basis. The only permanent staff in fact were the employ-
ers who were deeply involved not only with manage-
ment, but also in the preparation of meals and flower 
arrangements. Both Mr. Kwon and Mrs. Lee cooked, or 
arranged flowers. Mr. Kwon was more dedicated to the 
flower shop, whereas Mrs. Lee devoted her attention to 
the restaurant. They were not a couple, they merely had 
a professional relationship. Mr. Kwon lived at the back 
of the flower shop, whereas Mrs. Lee lived upstairs in 
the restaurant. In any case, Mr. Kwon was considered 
the boss, who would have the final word on every topic 
and be responsible for the payroll. In the irregular daily 
routine in Mr. Kwon’s businesses, one employee or an-
other frequently failed to come to work and Mr. Kwon 
himself would take the job of serving tables or prepar-
ing meals. Almost every night in the restaurant, workers 
would all leave at around 11 p.m. and Mr. Kwon would 
continue serving customers with Mrs. Lee. 

The following morning, gathering the dirty plates 
and glasses left on the tables, I would ask him what 
time he had finished working and he would say, “About 
2–3 a.m.” Mr. Kwon’s routine in Bom Retiro was largely 
absorbed by exhausting work in the restaurant and the 
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flower shop. Once I asked him if he attended any of the 
many Christian churches in the neighborhood, where 
many Koreans gathered on Sundays. He raised his eyes 
from the newspaper he read every day and quickly re-
plied, “I don’t have time for this.” He added, “I want to 
go back to South Korea soon.” 

One of the reasons for his wanting to return was re-
vealed on the same occasion I was helping him with 
the flower wreaths. I asked if his family were in South 
Korea and he replied, “I am not married anymore, but 
my two daughters live there, one is 25 years old, the 
other, 18.” Intrigued by his longing to return to his 
home country, I inquired how long he had been living 
in Brazil. He responded, “More than 20 years,” while he 
inserted a flower into the wreath base. Surprised, I could 
not prevent myself from further questioning why he did 
not go back earlier. Mr. Kwon demanded another floret 
and replied, “Something always happens.”

Here we begin to observe what is very personal and 
particular in Mr. Kwon’s figure as a Korean in São Paulo. 
Encouraged to be an entrepreneur in Brazil, things did 
not go as expected, as often happens in life. Mr. Kwon 
ended up separating from his wife, and his two daugh-
ters grew up away from him, in Seoul. His businesses in 
Bom Retiro engulfed a great deal of his day-to-day life 
in such a manner that he has been postponing his return 
to South Korea for more than 20 years. The instabilities 
regarding his businesses did not allow him to cultivate 
religious bonds or enjoy leisure time with friends in golf 
courses or in other restaurant tables as conventionally 
depicted (Sampaio 2011, Chi 2016). Meanwhile, amid 
the inconstancies he has been through, he nurtured a 
persevering desire to go back to South Korea. Sayad 
(2006) identifies the idea of retuning as a response to a 
desire to fill out an absence that is sensed by members 
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in the place of origin; the idea of the return bridges the 
poles of emigration and immigration, and, among those 
who migrate, exerts a driving force that sustains values 
and behaviors for individuals or groups. In the case of 
Mr. Kwon, the idea of his return to South Korea sus-
tained a justification for him to continue to be “Korean” 
in São Paulo; it also became his future horizon, towards 
which he relentlessly turned in order to endure his con-
tinuously-delayed permanent departure from Brazil. In 
this way, he also prolonged his stay in the country as a 
sort of waiting in hope and precarity (Khosravi 2017).

Mr. Kwon’s migrant trajectory expressed in contra-
dictory terms an existence deemed to be temporary, 
yet lasting more than expected, as “something always 
happens.”  “Something always happens” expresses an ac-
knowledgment that life, in the minutiae of the routine 
of his two businesses, held an open and unpredictable 
aspect, even though he had a very clear ultimate goal: 
going back to his country of origin. In the image of Mr. 
Kwon sitting under the scrutiny of his security cameras, 
with a silent longing to return to South Korea, the poet-
ics of resonance takes form, called into being by his face, 
by the singularity of his trials which disrupt the general 
category of being Korean. Although he might be satis-
fied to be recognized just as a Korean, I leave the reader 
the choice to see him in other terms.

Glass

CCTV Monitor 1

Shop window. Her eyes passed quickly on “Girl who lives 
in Bom Retiro, Part-time, Shop assistant needed.” White
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orchids, red gerberas, a flower shop. She was just passing 
by. Oh, why not? She straightened herself and stepped in.

CCTV Monitor 2

Inside, she passed by buckets of anthurium and silver-
leaf, along with mother-in-law’s tongue in vases. Give 

me luck, Saint George!
Beyond the refrigerators, a slender man reads a 

newspaper in Korean. Moments later: “Shimoni, fill 
buckets with the flower buds! No, not like this. Yes, this 
way. Half more, please. Nívea will show, Nívea knows. 
You fill twenty buckets, go. Twenty. I will arrive with 
flowers, they will need buckets, right.”

CCTV Monitor 3

At the back of the flower shop: a single bed, a sink, a gas 
stove, packs of mineral water bottles stacked, dozens of 
empty mineral water bottles all over the place. On the 
floor, behind the door, under the stairs, lots of papers 
were scattered around in a strange alphabet. What a 

shithole! How someone can live like this? 
She swept the floor quietly as she watched, on CCTV 

monitor 2, Mr. Kwon reading the newspaper: “Anyon-
haseyo! Mwol dowa durilkayo? Choropsik kkottabarul 
chajuseyo? Huh. Chohigage esodo heyo. Otton kkochul 
choahaseyo? Opsuseyo? Kurom chohihante makkyo jy-
useyo.15 Shimoni, bring the yellow roses!”

15. Korean: Hi! How can I help you? Looking for a gradu-
ation bouquet? Yes, we have it in our shop. What kind 
of flowers do you like? Not sure? Then leave it to us. (I 
am grateful to Heeya Hyung for helping me with these 
sentences in romanized Korean).
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CCTV Monitor 2

Mr. Kwon ordered the staff to get rid of the spoiled pet-
als of chrysanthemums, the thorns of the pink roses, 
and the yellowish foliage from the silver leaves the flow-
ers stored in the commercial fridge: “Cut the ends off, 
return them to the buckets.”

“Mira, Simone, no se puede vender flores así . . . 
mira, que están marchitas, una lástima . . . el Señor 
Kwon, cómo es tacaño. Los ramos vendidos, pronto 
les caen los pétalos. Yo no compraría flores aquí. Tra-
bajo aquí hace unos meses, pero a mí tampoco quiero 
ser marchita como estas flores. En diciembre regreso a 
Paraguay. Sí me voy, no digas nada al señor.”16

CCTV Monitor 2

On the floor, the remains of plants, petals of daisy, maid-
enhair fern and palm leaves were scattered all around. 
Simone carried a broom, Nívea a dustpan; later, both of 
them dragged a black garbage bag together outside the 
store.

“Nívea, do you know what Mr. Kwon said about me 
the other day? That I wasn’t Brazilian. He said it to a cus-
tomer. I found it strange. Then, he told me that I look like 

16. Spanish: Look, Simone, you can’t sell flowers like this . . . 
Look how withered they are, a pity . . . Mr. Kwon is so 
mean. The flowers he sells, the petals are about to fall. I 
wouldn’t buy flowers here. I’ve been working here for a 
few months, but I don’t want to be withered like these 
flowers. In December, I will return to Paraguay. Yes, I 
will, don’t say anything to him . . . 
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a Korean . . . Can you imagine? . . . What? You think I look 
like a Guarani17? What is a Guarani?”

CCTV Monitor 3

At the back of the store, there were broken glass panels 
about 2 meter high leaning against each other. She was 
cleaning them, removing the dust, the webs, the dead 
insects.

“Oh shit!” She had cut the side of her right hand and 
her arm tingled. “What the hell is this doing here?”

“Shimoni, take off that glove, you are ruining the 
flower. Oh, oh, oh, the rose bud is now broken . . . oh, 
this is expensive. Take off the glove, no way like this, no 
way. Cut the white lace, cut it. Make the ribbon. No, no 
like this. Oh, Nívea, make the ribbon. Shimoni is wearing 
a glove, no way.”

CCTV Monitor 2

Right hand bandaged, Simone asked Nívea to tie her 
apron behind her.

“Simone, el señor es un miserable. Mira tu mano 
herida, él debería pagar un médico y vos no deberías 
trabajar estos días. Ay, nena, es uno sinverguenza, el 
señor me debe dos meses de trabajo . . . en serio . . . 
Necesito la plata para el viaje y nada. Como si él supiera 
que me voy a Paraguay y no me quiere libre . . . bah, no 
tengo papeles mismo, me voy cuando me dé ganas.”18

17. One of the largest indigenous groups in Paraguay and 
the south of Brazil.

18. Spanish: Simone, the man is miserable. Look at your 
wound, he should pay a doctor and you shouldn’t work 
these days. Hey, darling, he’s a prick, he owes me two 
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CCTV Monitor 1

Outside, it was night. The key in the latch turned. A gro-
cery bag in one hand, Mr. Kwon entered.

CCTV Monitor 2

Inside the store, a lighted lamp, buckets of sunflowers, 
calla lilies on one side, vases of raffia and mini-palms on 
the other. Mr. Kwon’s shadow rippled along the way.

CCTV Monitor 3

At the back of the flower shop, a TV sound, water boiling 
in the kettle, a bowl of noodles and the figure of a small 
man sitting on the bed. On monitor 2, no one. Then, the 
noise of noodles being ingested.

CCTV Monitor 2

“Shimoni, give me pink freesia, that one. Another one. 
Nah, that ugly.”

“Is this okay, Mr. Kwon?”
“Yes, put it in the middle, the white flower, like this.”
“Is it for a burial, Mr. Kwon?”
“No, this is for an inauguration, a new shop. It 

gives luck. Beautiful, isn’t it? Careful with it. Is Shimoni 
married?”

“Yes, Mr. Kwon.”
“With a Brazilian?”

months of work . . . Seriously . . . I need the money to 
travel, but he does not give a damn. Like he knows that I 
want to travel to Paraguay and doesn’t want me to go . . . 
bah, I don’t have papers, I will travel when I want to.
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“With a Brazilian.”
“Oh, Brazilians are reprobates, they get married, 

make babies, and leave you alone.”
“But, Mr. Kwon, I’m Brazilian too.”
“Now leaf, give me the leaf.”
“And you, Mr. Kwon, are you married?”
“Not anymore, I have two daughters in Korea.”
“Kids?”
“No. How old are your daughters?”
“One is 25 years old, the other, 18. I’m soon return-

ing to South Korea to join them.”

CCTV Monitor 2

Right arm in a sling, the broom rotated only in Simone’s 
left hand: “Oh, this doesn’t work! It’s not working!”

“Simone, hoy no más, señor Kwon paga lo que me 
debe o no vuelvo más. La Navidad se acerca . . . voy a 
Paraguay a ver mi família . . . Y vos con esta mano?”19

CCTV Monitor 2

Already without an apron, Nívea went to the back. Si-
mone washed the buckets using only her left arm.

CCTV Monitor 3

Mr. Kwon and the newspaper. Nívea stood up, quietly. 
Newspaper lowered. The girl standing there was holding 
her hands.

19. Spanish: Simone, it’s enough, Mr. Kwon pays me for 
what he owes me or I won’t come back anymore. Christ-
mas is approaching . . . I am going to Paraguay to see my 
family . . . And you, what about your hand?
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CCTV Monitor 2

Nívea left suddenly; she collected her bag and shoes, left 
the slippers, yelled: “Hijo de una puta!”20, and slammed 
the entrance door.

“Mr. Kwon, the doctor said my hand will need treat-
ment. If I don’t do it right, I might even lose the arm 
movements. He asked if it was an accident at work. I 
didn’t know how to say it at the time, but I got injured 
when cleaning the broken glass at the back. Yeah, I’m 
not managing to do everything. Nívea has left and my 
hand is like this now.”

CCTV Monitor 2

The left hand could not handle it and the vase of Falae-

nopolis orchids fell off on the floor. Mr. Kwon entered fu-
riously and Simone shrunk. After picking up the shards, 
petals, and lumps of dirt, she picked up her belongings 
and dragged herself out to the door.

CCTV Monitor 1

On the window: “Girl who lives in Bom Retiro, Part-time, 
Shop assistant needed.”

CCTV Monitor 1

White lilies, sunflowers in a bouquet, red peppers in dis-
play. A crash shook the sunflowers, ruined the lilies, and 
trembled the peppers.

20. Spanish: Son-of-a-bitch!
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CCTV Monitor 2

A compact brick on the floor. Debris. Broken glass all 
over the place. The shop window was ruined. 

Mr. Kwon came over and paused. What the hell, who 

threw this brick? 

Carefully, he removed the remaining panels of glass.

CCTV Monitor 3

Mr. Kwon carried the broken glass pieces to the back and 
deposited them together with the others leaning against 
the wall. Fractures.

The juxtaposition of Helen and Mr. Kwon in this chap-
ter showed how, besides them both being born in South 
Korea, they each developed very singular trajectories 
shaped by the specificities of their lives and their un-
derstandings of what drives their destinies. Beyond the 
general category of their nationality, their dissimilar life 
projects placed each in divergent positions. Whereas 
Helen experienced the tribulations of getting mar-
ried to a non-Korean and making a family in constant 
movement worldwide, Mr. Kwon lived the contrarieties 
of staying in São Paulo in a highly precarious work rou-
tine that prevented him from permanently returning to 
South Korea. The singularity of each trajectory is un-
veiled in the fine-grained depiction of what it means 
to live a life not in general terms. I’ve used the poetics 
of resonance to accentuate certain circumstances that 
made me wonder about Helen and Mr. Kwon in differ-
ent ways. By emphasizing matters of marriage in a trans-
national context or entrepreneurship under precarious 
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standards, the poetics of resonance relocates Helen and 
Mr. Kwon as singular positionalities enmeshed in very 
particular threads of relationships, sensitively lived in 
unexpected ways.
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chapter 3 

Life-journeys

After tailoring an ethnographic experiment to respect 
the faces I encountered in my fieldwork in São Paulo 
and specifying how singular each of them was, in this 
chapter I concentrate on detailing how the impondera-
bilia affecting their lives shaped not only the singularity 
of their trajectories but also a sense of a continuing life 
course, which I refer to as a “life-journey.” By under-
standing my interlocutors’ trajectories as life-journeys, 
I draw attention to how the specificities of their posi-
tionalities provide the means to solve certain problems 
in their lives, and manifest their agency within the con-
straints they endure. To get a tangible sense of what a 
life-journey means, we start from an interaction with 
Helen and proceed by following Kitty again, in the af-
termath of the latter’s pregnancy.
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Life and Instability

During a Portuguese class,1 I asked Helen whether 
studying Japanese was a choice in her life or a twist of 
fate. She frowned her forehead and responded that, for 
her, the question did not make much sense. She spent 
a few seconds ruminating on it and, reaching an an-
swer, verbally emphasized that fate also included the 
acts chosen by a person, and that there was no partition 
between a chosen life and an assigned life. 

In her final written response, she stated, “Life is part 
choice and part fate. I just wanted to study a foreign 
language, not necessarily Japanese.”

As Helen reminds us, uncertainty is part and par-
cel of life. The lives illuminating this ethnographic 
experiment expressed, in varying degrees, this inher-
ent instability in life which I called “messiness” in the 
introduction. Unpredictability is the human constant 
from which Simmel developed the social form of “the 
adventurer” and which he suggested was a synthesis 
“between what we conquer and what is given to us [. . .] 
combining the elements of certainty and uncertainty in 
life” (1971 [1911]): 192–93). Simmel also highlighted 
that it is precisely the unsteady quality that character-
izes the adventurous that makes evident, by disruption, 
the presence of the “interlocking of life-links,” i.e., those 
“counter-currents, turnings, and knots [that] still, af-
ter all, spin forth a continuous thread” (Simmel 1971 
[1911]: 188). It is in this way that the lives of the mobile 
actors I encountered in São Paulo are intelligible in this 
analysis: their tribulations and experiences integrate 

1. With Helen, I had the opportunity to use her interviews 
and the Portuguese lessons I designed for her as materi-
als for this ethnographic work.
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their life-journeys as a series of occurrences in each per-
sonal course.

For Dewey (2008 [1925]), a succession of occur-
rences in the life of a being are called “history.” Each 
life-event is at the same time the beginning of one thing 
and the ending of another, catalyzing motion in exist-
ence and making it transitive and experimental. In this 
dynamic understanding of life as “historical” process, 
temporality is an intrinsic trait of any occurrence. How-
ever, a temporal awareness of the interrelation between 
the facts of a life is not automatic. This interrelation is 
disturbed at each moment when a new fact is recog-
nized, leading to the rearrangement of the sequence of a 
life. Consequently, a life history achieves significance in 
the uncertainty, contradiction, and incongruity that are 
experienced in life itself, because it is through the vivid 
events of joy or suffering, delight or distress, that a life 
trajectory can be actualized in its own terms. Such oc-
currences can completely transform the understanding 
of previous experiences and the prospect of what lies 
ahead, reminding us that life is also a movement into 
the unknown and the unexpected.

Dewey conceived of experiences as being “what men 
do and suffer, what they strive for, love, believe and en-
dure, and also how men act and are acted upon, the ways 
in which they do suffer, desire and enjoy, see, believe, 
imagine” (2008 [1925]: 19). Attention to the inconsist-
encies, contradictions, and ambiguities that make the 
world a precarious and risky place is necessary for accu-
rate account of the human (Dewey 2008 [1925]). Along 
the same lines, Jackson proposes an anthropology that 
recognizes that “our relations with ourselves and with 
others [including material objects and abstractions] are 
uncertain, constantly changing, and subject to endless 
negotiation” (2013: 9).
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This study relies on the many experiences of particu-
lar mobile actors I was able to engage during fieldwork. 
Their singularity was revealed in the course of the nu-
merous occurrences shared or lived with me when ac-
companying each of the participants of this research. I 
define this aggregation of experiences that gives a sense 
of continuity and singularity to someone’s existence as a 
life-journey. A life-journey, then, is an expression of the 
intersubjective relations established between me and 
a particular person, which provided me the means to 
identify the singularity of that person. While follow-
ing on their heels and bouncing over unexplored paths, 
I realized that personal geographies and senses of be-
longing or detachment become dependent on specific 
personal experiences and itineraries

Singularity and Human Capacity

Not only did my interlocutors reflexively emphasize 
how instability was present in their lives, but their own 
courses within and beyond the city of São Paulo re-
vealed how each of them, in the face of certain life dif-
ficulties, held unexpected capacities to overcome these 
difficulties, developing very singular trajectories. Here, 
the singularly human becomes a testimony of the vast 
possibilities of becoming unique, demonstrating the 
diversity of human capacities in the world (Nussbaum 
1995). As Rapport (2010: 4) suggests, “our nature is a 
plethora of capacities, an excessiveness, an overriding 
capacity to be open to the world and go beyond what is 
made out to be at present.” 

Regarding the instability characterizing life, Levi-
nas (1967) states that every being and every event have 
something irreducible, indefinable, and indescribable 
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that is continually out of reach of certain schemes, sys-
tems of knowledge or discourses—in this study, some-
thing was often inaccessible by the anthropologist along 
with individual research subject themselves. It is in this 
space of indeterminacy that potentialities can inform 
the motion of a life, and life-journeys can be constantly 
repositioned and transformed. The unknown and the 
unknowable elements of life offer great instability and 
uncertainties in someone’s existence, but simultaneously 
they are an incommensurable resource through which 
the new can be reached by the adventurer (Simmel 1971 
[1911]: 194) and life potentialities can be recognized as 
“human capacities” (Rapport 2010). In order to respect 
the presence of the irreducible in each life-journey, one 
needs to prevent oneself from fixing definitions of what 
person, event, or world are in essentialist and atomistic 
terms and reserve space for fluctuating and uncomplet-
ed attainments in every life-journey. 

By combining the attention to instability as gen-
erative of human capacities with Dewey’s idea of the 
life history and Simmel’s notion of the interlocking of 
life-links, the life-journeys I followed during fieldwork 
can gain further density. From now on, a life-journey 
comprises the stream of diverse and multiple experiences 
that a particular person shared with me during the men-
tioned period, as well as the ambiguities, roughness, and 
inconsistencies involved in her or his daily struggle for life. 
As a result, the emphasis is on the aggregated states and 
occurrences that a person is able to set in motion, keep-
ing in mind the openness and limits of opportunities 
that, in the end, make one’s trajectory so unique. Limits 
here do not refer to determinism of any sort—they refer 
to the situatedness of a being-in-the-world (Heidegger 
2010 [1953]). As a presence in the world, every being 
is specifically substantiated and made unique through 
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its course. However, this situatedness is not a confine-
ment—though it can become restrictive in certain situ-
ations—but is rather a positionality in the world. In this 
way, a being can be restricted by their positionality and 
may suffer pressures of all kinds by occupying a particu-
lar position in the world. It lies within people’s capacity 
to either agree with or resist these forces—with all the 
respective consequences for every such decision. 

If, following Levinas, something irreducible is im-
plicated in the very process of existing, furnishing the 
potentialities of making, remaking, transforming, or 
inventing the course of a life, concomitantly, each life-
journey is not able to unfold unendingly. In fact, each 
life-journey is situated within the possibilities of its own 
historicity and involvements. This does not mean that 
radical transformations or the breakup of significant 
limits are not possible; it means that, depending on the 
positioning of a person’s life-journey, a person will need 
to spend more or less effort and resources to achieve 
certain life-goals. Jackson (2005) regards this situated-
ness as a “forcefield”: he describes it as a “lifeworld,” in 
which “a constellation of both ideas and passions, moral 
norms and ethical dilemmas, the tried and true as well 
as the unprecedented, is a field charged with vitality and 
animated by struggle” (2005: 7). 

In the process of making a life-journey, the situated-
ness of a person is informed by certain determinants 
of a forcefield in which she is immersed, conditioning 
the number or the quality of life possibilities; but each 
experimental act can also change the configuration of 
these forces in the social field that acts upon someone. 
Certainly, this process is not free from tension, disap-
pointment, or suffering. Every gesture brings particu-
lar consequences, but every gesture is also charged with 
hopes of achievement and fulfillment. In this way, each 
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act or experience unravels such a specific concatenation 
of repercussions in a life-journey that each life-course 
gains a very singular outline. In this processual move-
ment, in this multiple tension between capacity, deci-
sion, social forcefield, and outcome, there is no chance 
of one life-journey being the same as another. A life-
journey is always unique. Still, the singularity of a life-
journey is not the same as individualism or individual-
ity. Individualism, as the specific historical and cultural 
conceptualization of the person and self, corresponding 
to the ideology of Western modernity (Dumont 1986), 
was not the issue brought to light by the lives I followed. 
Rather, individuality was the ontological state of each 
person, characterized by an independent awareness and 
sentience that was dissimilar from the world and from 
other people (Rapport 1997b); individuality was some-
thing constitutive of the singularity of life-journeys, 
however not a synonym for it.

Having reached this point, and after following the 
singular trajectories of Kitty, Helen and Mr. Kwon, it 
may be more evident that the focus on life-journeys 
does not refer to “biographies” in its common mean-
ing, since what is portrayed in this anthropological ac-
count does not follow the integral development of a 
person’s biological lifetime and only alludes to the ways 
in which people told me about and lived some of their 
experiences during the period of fieldwork I spent with 
each of them. Amit (2011) develops a notion of “life 
course,” referred to as a sense of life cycle, in order to 
discuss understandings of youth and adulthood. The 
notion of life-journey developed for this ethnography 
does not allude specifically to a person’s biological life-
time or phase; it addresses the brief period in which I 
attended to migrants’ life experiences and expectations 
and could see how inconstant and irregular a person’s 
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trajectory could be. However, the idea of life-journey 
finds convergence with the developmental sense of 
Amit’s notion of “life course” in the understanding that 
someone’s existence unfolds into successive states that 
can imprint subjective transformations onto someone’s 
life trajectory. On the other hand, the notion of life-
journey is inclusive of the senses of agency and reflexiv-
ity carried out by a concept such as “life-project,” de-
fined by Rapport (2003) as “a kind of self-theorizing 
and self-intensity that affords an individual life a direc-
tionality and a force” (Rapport 2003: 34). Yet, the idea 
of life-journeys goes further in also covering the unsta-
ble and unforeseen states in a person’s trajectory that 
can bring change in varied degrees from previous pro-
jects and expectations. Moreover, the life story of each 
person portrayed in this account cannot be deemed as 
a representation of an ethnic group (Shostak 1983) or 
a historical society (Elias 1993), given the singularity 
and irreducibility of each life-journey that was shared 
with me.

If there is a life story that the life-journeys gathered 
in this ethnography do share proximity with, it is Es-
peranza’s story (Behar 1993), the “translated woman” 
whose life near the border between Mexico and the 
United States was delicately brought into words in her 
own terms and uniqueness. The “proximity” is not an 
ethnic or sociological one, it is in fact born out of the 
similar conditioning of leading a human life across the 
globe. Notwithstanding that the concentration on only 
one life-journey would be an option for this research 
effort, the choice to invest in multiple life stories was 
made, firstly, because it was what fieldwork offered as 
experience, and secondly, because it brings a different 
challenge to convey one singularity alongside other sin-
gularities. By acknowledging the predicaments of the 
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imponderabilia of actual life, the fundamental element 
of regard here is the uniqueness of the life-journeys I 
had the privilege to follow as expressions of the richness 
of human experiences in an inconstant world.

Kitty’s Life-journey: Navigating Instability, Exploring 
Capacities, and Becoming Singular

After a long silence of some weeks in February 2014, 
as described in Chapter 1, I finally received a message 
from Kitty: “Hi, Simone, how are you, do you know any 
hospital where I can access the medical care to have my 
baby?” Kitty had decided to have the baby. 

It would take almost another month for us to go to 
the local public health unit, as she had handed in her 
documents from Paraguay to a Paraguayan lawyer with 
whom she was acquainted in order to apply for tempo-
rary residency in Brazil. I had recommended that she 
go to a non-governmental organization specializing in 
supporting migrants in São Paulo free of charge, but she 
disregarded my advice. By the end of March 2014, Kitty 
popped up again in a message, finally in possession of 
her documents from Paraguay. 

On a morning, Kitty and I walked to Bom Reti-
ro’s health unit at the end of José Paulino Street. At 
the health unit, Kitty was registered and had to take a 
pregnancy test again. A clerk informed she would be 
visited at home during the following days by a health 
unit community agent in order to be included in Bom 
Retiro’s health unit care. Kitty took the pregnancy test. 
The strip must have signaled positive for pregnancy, as 
the nurse told us to wait for the doctor next. The doctor 
prescribed folic acid pills to support her pregnancy and 
said that after Kitty was registered in the health system, 
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she would have to go regularly to that unit to have her 
pregnancy monitored. 

After leaving the clinic, I proposed we visit a cyber-
café nearby where many job ads for Spanish-speaking 
people living in the neighborhood were displayed in 
the window. Kitty responded that she was working at 
Mr. Kwon’s restaurant again and did not need another 
job for the moment. She had asked the Paraguayan 
lawyer to talk to Mr. Kwon and Mrs. Lee after they 
fired her for being pregnant, and they immediately 
hired her back, as they did not wish to be taken to 
court again. I was amazed by Kitty’s strategic way of 
reversing her vulnerable position in the restaurant’s 
informal labor environment, playing with the precari-
ous elements of Mr. Kwon’s businesses. She mentioned 
that Mrs. Lee was even indulging her with food, justi-
fying it as being important for the baby. On our way to 
her home, we stopped at the local supermarket to get 
supplies for Kitty and I helped her to carry the items, 
inquiring if she had news from Jimmy. She told me 
that he continued to refuse to help her. However, she 
still allowed him to stay in her room when he asked. 
For example, one Saturday he had been hanging out 
with friends and very drunkenly phoned her around 5 
a.m. and pleaded to sleep in her room and “check if the 
baby was okay.” 

In April, I sent a message to Kitty to check whether 
or not the health unit community agent had visited her. 
She confirmed that the agent had been to her rented 
room at the beginning of the month, filled out a form, 
and provided her with more tests to be done to initiate 
the pregnancy monitoring. I offered to accompany her if 
she wanted, but I got no response. I wrote several mes-
sages to Kitty later on. As she did not reply to any of 
them, I inferred that she was confident of taking care of 
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herself. The following months, I realized that her profile 
had changed again. 

She posted the image of a long-haired white kitten 
with a red ribbon on the top of its head and the status 
message: “If you try, you do not lose . . . if you lose, it is 
not the end.”  This statement indicated that perhaps she 
was feeling more positive about her life. 

Only in June did Kitty contact me again, messaging 
that she was not working at Mr. Kwon’s restaurant any-
more. She was already seven months’ pregnant and had 
decided to have the baby in Brazil. In early August, we 
finally set a meeting. Since she was no longer working 
at Mr. Kwon’s restaurant, I imagined she would be fac-
ing difficulties. So, before going to her place, I searched 
for public programs that could provide her with sup-
port. The next day, I found Kitty drying her hair with a 
towel at her room’s door. Her belly was already showing 
that she was in the eighth month of pregnancy. She was 
cooking chicken in her room and stirring a casserole. 
She invited me to sit, rearranging the contents of the 
desk beside the cooker. There were black bugle beads, 
flat sequins, and black blouses spread all over the desk. 
She said she was not working at the moment, but was 
embroidering women’s tops for a low per-piece rate. I 
asked if she had been seeing Jimmy; she said he had 
disappeared from her life. 

She poured some water on the chicken and smiled: 
“Now I have a new husband,2 his name is Juan.” Still 
stirring the contents of the pan, she added, “I cannot 
live by myself again.” Juan worked during the day, but 
he would be back for lunch, so she was cooking for Juan. 

2. Although in legal terms neither Jimmy nor Juan were 
Kitty’s husbands, this was the Spanish term—marido—
she used to refer to them.
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I asked her if he was from Paraguay and she confirmed. 
Was he treating her well? “Juan is 24 years old and has 
more brains than Jimmy,” she boasted and we laughed 
together.

She said Juan was a hard worker, but they were hav-
ing problems with past job experiences. Both of them 
had worked for two months in an oficina owned by a 
Paraguayan fellow. She operated as a dobladora3 where-
as Juan, as a planchador.4 However, the owner fled to 
Paraguay and had not paid any of the employees. They 
were claiming remuneration from the Brazilian respon-
sible for the order, but the lady said she had nothing 
to do with the “Paraguayan job negotiations.” At that 
moment, Juan was working as planchador in another 
passadera. Kitty believed she was not able to find work 
now because her pregnancy was too evident. She was 
concerned that they could not earn enough money for 
both of them, mentioning that they should have paid 
the room’s rent two weeks prior. I asked if her moth-
er knew she was pregnant. She said that she had not 
talked to her mother for ages; I took this to mean that 
her mother did not know about her future grandchild. I 
commented that I had talked to a social worker earlier 
and Kitty could have support to have the baby, and may-
be even make Jimmy legally responsible for the child if 
she wanted. Kitty replied that she only wanted to know 
the baby’s sex—and she had to leave after lunch to have 
an anatomy scan. As Juan would be coming home for 
lunch, I decided to leave. 

3. Spanish: employee responsible for folding clothes, after 
they are ironed, in the garment industry.

4. Spanish: employee responsible for ironing clothes in the 
garment industry.
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Later that afternoon, I was walking on Prates Street 
and accidently met her again. She was returning home 
from the ultrasound scan. I greeted her and asked about 
the results. She replied, “It´s a little boy.” 

Kitty gave birth on October 2, 2014, in a public hos-
pital in the eastern zone of São Paulo. She delivered her 
baby into the world by caesarean section. The baby had 
to stay in hospital for ten days. She wrote me a message 
when she was leaving the hospital without her child. 
Unfortunately, I was extremely ill myself and could not 
visit or help her at that time. Kitty brought her baby 
home on October 13, 2014. She was still recovering 
from surgery and Juan was desperately trying to get a 
job. On October 30, 2014, Juan called to say that the 
pair were leaving for Paraguay the next day. They were 
going to Juan’s hometown to stay with his family.

Kitty’s life-journey in São Paulo, similar to Mr. 
Kwon’s, moved within an informal environment sus-
ceptible to many uncertainties and instabilities. The cir-
cumstances of her pregnancy was one of these uncertain 
moments when she had to make the difficult decision of 
whether or not to have a baby in Brazil. In approaching 
this specific instant through the poetics of resonance in 
a previous chapter, my intention was to emphasize the 
unclear moments of a person’s trajectory that are part 
of the struggle to make life keep going. In Kitty’s case, 
it was in the very messiness and peculiarity of her own 
circumstances that she continued finding the means to 
overcome the difficulties she encountered. Even though 
she never bragged about being Paraguayan, she recur-
rently trusted the network of Paraguayans as support in 
her pursuit of a life in the city, a network through which 
she was able to find work at Mr. Kwon’s restaurant or at 
passaderas or oficinas. It was also through this network 
that she could find young nationals from Paraguay to 
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consider as partners, such as Jimmy or Juan. This network 
of Paraguayans was ambivalent. It could disappoint her, 
as Jimmy did not take responsibility for her child, and 
the Paraguayan passadera owner did not pay her for two 
months’ work. But the network could equally provide 
her solutions, as when the Paraguayan lawyer was able 
to win back her post in Mr. Kwon’s restaurant, or Juan 
was willing to embrace her and her child to become a 
family. Within the specificity of her positionality, Kitty 
found the means to respond to the troubles she endured. 
All my attempts to “help” her by offering access to of-
ficial organizations such as the Women’s Special Police 
Office, the non-governmental organizations that sup-
ports international migrants in São Paulo, or the city 
council program for the protection of pregnant women 
were irrelevant compared to the resourcefulness she was 
able to invoke in the network of Paraguayans she was 
immersed in. Nonetheless, many of the difficulties she 
faced were also related to her trust in this same network. 
In ambiguous ways, Kitty lived through this sense of 
being Paraguayan in São Paulo, remarkably reinventing 
her life-journey.
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chapter 4

Becomings

In this chapter we move now to the life-journeys of 
Julieta and Liu in order to understand how the adop-
tion of the proposed ethnographic attitude emphasizes 
the presence of the international mobile actors I en-
countered in São Paulo as subjects in transformation. 
As a sense of process and continuity in each uncertain 
mobile trajectory I followed has been consolidated as 
a life-journey through considering Kitty’s case, in this 
chapter our journey with Julieta and Liu, akin to Kitty, 
will show this process of personal change through their 
experiences of pregnancy and childbirth.

In previous chapters, we have been building up how 
life is something in-the-making. As Heidegger (2010 
[1953]) suggests, to be-in-the-world is to be entangled 
in the world in the sense of being-in-time, in such a 
way that being is becoming. The notion of becoming—
“the plastic power of people and the intricate problem-
atics of how to live alongside, through, and despite the 
profoundly constraining effects of social, structural, and 
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material forces, which are themselves plastic” (Biehl and 
Locke 2017:x)—restores the movement embedded in 
the life-journeys of my interlocutors. In such a move-
ment, life is an ever-progressing endeavor, an undertak-
ing filled with different qualities of temporality, includ-
ing moments that are not well defined—such as those 
of silence, stammering, or waiting—that are part of this 
very process of life-in-the-making. Giving ethnograph-
ic attention to these moments reveals what it means to 
live in motion as life turns out to be a precarious and 
contingent experience. In concentrating on these fleet-
ing and transitory moments, life in uncertainty becomes 
an open venture that carries its own stakes and prospects 
in the puzzling exercise of becoming, when the person 
herself at times still does not know precisely what is 
coming. Still, she goes forward, in trepidation, open to 
the consequences that she cannot completely forecast, 
as Julieta’s and Liu’s trajectories will show.

In Our Lady of Urkupiña’s hands

On November 30 2013, in the central district of Bela 
Vista in São Paulo, an auditorium was crammed. 
Around 250 seats were filled and people were stand-
ing up on both edges of the room. The opening ses-
sion for the Municipal Conference on Public Policies 
for Immigrants was about to begin. The members of 
the opening panel who were requested, in Portuguese, 
to move to the stage included: a representative from 
the Italian Association in São Paulo; an official from 
the Municipal Department of Human Rights and Citi-
zenship; and Julieta, member of the Migrant Women’s 
Base Group. Julieta was not present at that moment 
and anyone willing to represent the Latin American 
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migrants on the panel were invited to step in. Iden-
tifying himself as Bolivian, a young man on the front 
row volunteered. The panel was supposed to recall the 
outcomes of previous meetings and coordinate a dis-
cussion on the internal rules of the current event before 
the planned activities started, being chaired by anoth-
er member of the Municipal Department of Human 
Rights and Citizenship.

The panel chair began by reminding the process that 
led to that day and what was expected to follow after 
the conference. Previous meetings called “spontaneous 
phases” and “mobilizing phases” had already gathered 
participants and raised topics of interest. The “mobiliz-
ing phases” had generated proposals to feed into public 
policies for immigrants being drafted. The aim for that 
municipal conference was to consolidate these pro-
posals from the local level to later present them at the 
national conference and choose the delegates to repre-
sent the immigrants living in the municipality of São 
Paulo at the National Conference on Public Policies for 
Immigrants.

It had been almost a year since the Workers’ Party-
affiliated candidate, Fernando Haddad, had been elected 
mayor of the city of São Paulo. The “participatory gov-
ernance” announced in his political program was already 
reaching the organized migrants’ groups in the city 
through these meetings, pushing forward the possibility 
of leading a national debate on international migration. 
The other members of the opening panel proceeded by 
reading parts of the event rules in Portuguese. A group 
of residents from South Africa complained in English 
that they were unable to understand the discussion as 
no English version of the rules was circulated. An Eng-
lish transcript was immediately provided, together with 
two translators.
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Unexpectedly, I spotted Julieta standing up near the 
stage on the right side of the auditorium. Many partici-
pants offered their seats, as she was five months’ preg-
nant, but she politely refused. I believe she was trying 
to make herself visible to the panel on the stage, but 
she was not called to join it. I was sitting at the back, 
far from her and close to the sound-and-light control 
room.

A representative from a Bolivian association who 
was in the audience questioned in Portunhol the delega-
tion group’s composition, claiming that it should follow 
the proportion of the different nationalities living in the 
city. He was concerned that the Latin American com-
munity—according to him, the largest of the immigrant 
communities—would be misrepresented in the delega-
tion for the national conference. A gray-haired lady in 
the audience suggested in Portuguese that the city of 
São Paulo should demand a larger number of delegates 
since it concentrated the largest number of interna-
tional migrants in the country. The representative from 
the Arab community, who was also in the audience, in 
Portuguese, backed both interventions, adding that the 
Arab community was one of the oldest and the larg-
est immigrant groups in the city.1 After receiving these 
public requests, the panel members deliberated on stage 

1. The last survey carried out by the Federal Police in 2019 
found that the city of São Paulo had a population of 
more than 360,000 immigrants of different nationalities. 
Among the five largest ones, 75,282 were from Bolívia, 
52,284 from Portugal, 27,414 from China, 24,631 from 
Japan, and 17,128 from Italy. These numbers express 
the presence of migration flows that occurred more 
markedly in the 20th century—from countries such 
as Portugal, Italy, Spain and Japan—as well as more 
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that the conference rules were purposely tailored so as 
not to define the different nationalities as such, because 
then there would be misrepresentation of the migrants 
who were really participating in the debates, and thus 
they did not approve a criterion of proportionality by 
nationality. Concerning the number of delegates for the 
national conference, the panel chair explained that São 
Paulo was already the city with the largest number of 
delegates in the national conference, so all participants 
should be attentive not to overshadow other cities in 
the country. For this reason, the claim for enlarging the 
number of delegates representing the immigrants from 
São Paulo was not accepted either. No other requests to 
change the rules of the event were raised, so, in the end, 
no modification was applied to them.

After discussing the internal rules of that municipal 
conference, one of the organizers announced in Portu-
guese that the mayor had already signed the decree to 
allow immigrants to be part of the municipal councils 
in the districts with an immigrant population of over 
0.5% residents. The elections concerning immigrant 
representatives for the participatory municipal councils 
would be held on March 30, 2014. The announcement 
was applauded and the participants were directed to take 
part in discussion groups planned for the event on one 
of the following themes: promoting and ensuring access 
to social rights and public services; decent work; social 
inclusion and cultural recognition; and national legisla-
tion and migration policy. As the crowd dispersed, I was 
able to finally reach Julieta and greet her. She was a bit 
distressed at having arrived late and not having been 

recent ones—such as China, Bolivia, Haiti and Angola. 
(Organização Internacional para as Migrações 2019).
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able to play her part in the spectacle of migrant move-
ments’ politics in São Paulo.

I had met Julieta years before, during the activities 
of a cultural heritage project that identified immigrants’ 
cultural legacies in the district of Bom Retiro. I had 
been in the waiting room of one of the major non-
governmental organizations for the support of interna-
tional migrants in São Paulo when Julieta approached 
me. She was also waiting to speak to one of the organi-
zation’s coordinators; she had just arrived in São Paulo 
from Bolivia and was willing to engage with migrants’ 
social organizations in any way possible. She mentioned 
that she was a food science engineer in her thirties and 
that she was not finding compatible jobs in São Paulo. 
In this first conversation, I incidentally presumed that 
love was the reason that had brought her to São Paulo. 

She glowed and confirmed, “Indeed, I have just got-
ten married to a Brazilian.”

Bolivians have been migrating to São Paulo since 
the 1950s, when the first educational and scientific 
agreements between Brazil and Bolivia allowed them 
to study in universities in the country. However, since 
the 1980s, increasing numbers of Bolivians from the re-
gions of La Paz and Cochabamba have been finding 
opportunities to work in the garment industry in cen-
tral districts, such as Bom Retiro, Brás and Pari (Silva 
1997). The figures regarding migrants from Bolivia rose 
substantially in the 2000s, signaling a migratory South-
South turn in migration patterns to Brazil (Baeninger 
2012). Until recently, Bolivians have remained as one 
of the major migrant communities in Brazil, still at-
tached to the dynamics of the clothing manufacturing, 
but now spreading to other neighborhoods (Souchaud 
2012). They now come from other cities such as Oruro 
and Potosí, besides La Paz and Cochambamba, which 
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enlarged the diversity of the linguistic communities of 
Bolivians in the city (Silva and Mello 2018). As previ-
ously seen with other interlocutors, Julieta’s trajectory 
does not entirely coincide with the predominant picture 
charted by the specialized literature. Still, her personal 
course is a testimony to the history of migrants’ social 
movements in São Paulo.

As an activist, Julieta became interested in the cul-
tural heritage project I was working on, and after our 
first encounter at the non-governmental organization, 
she attended many of the project’s public meetings. 
During these meetings, she would introduce herself as 
someone affiliated with the Humanist Movement.2 For 
her, the project in Bom Retiro converged with many of 
the Humanist Movement’s principles, such as respect 
for cultural diversity and encouragement for non-vio-
lent and non-discriminatory actions. She was already 
involved in the Humanist Movement in Bolivia and, in 
fact, had met her Brazilian husband while attending one 
of its international conferences.

Over the years, her activist trajectory shifted from a 
general support for convergent campaigns and projects 
to a specific political position within migrants’ social 
movements in São Paulo. She finally found the particu-
lar political claims she would advocate for while preg-
nant and giving birth to her first child in Brazil. Want-
ing a natural childbirth in a country where caesarean 

2. The Humanist Movement emerged in 1969 and has 
three principles: the human being as a central value, 
non-violence and non-discrimination. It is present in 
hundreds of countries in the Americas, Europe, Africa 
and Asia. Its founder is the Argentinian writer Mario 
Rodrigues Luis Cobos, better known by his pseudonym 
Silo.
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birth rates are exceptionally high, Julieta perceived this 
as one of the real challenges migrant women in Brazil 
had to endure. In deciding to work for migrant women’s 
health and citizenship, not only did she find a unique 
place to raise specific demands for migrants, but she was 
also able to question public health policies in São Paulo 
more incisively. Concurrently, the gendered framework 
she introduced into the migrants’ social movement 
debates inspired the emergence of a critique of male 
dominance in migrant households and facilitated more 
migrants reporting cases of domestic violence, turning 
quotidian and intimate affairs into politics. To a great 
extent, Julieta’s sense of being Bolivian in São Paulo was 
tightly bound to this public performance in the social 
movements’ domain.

After the cultural heritage project in Bom Retiro, 
Julieta and I became closer and our friendship strength-
ened. When I returned to Brazil to begin fieldwork in 
2013, she was already an established personality in the 
social movements’ forum in São Paulo and was gather-
ing supporters and volunteers for the migrant women’s 
claims she was advocating for. Together with young 
women from Bolivia, Chile, and Peru, and with Bra-
zilian early-career midwives, Julieta collaborated in 
activities for the Migrant Women’s Base Group. The 
Base Group organized events to raise the awareness 
of migrant women about their rights to access public 
health services in São Paulo. The group also partici-
pated in meetings convened by non-governmental or 
public service organizations and joined parades and 
demonstrations involving the Migrants’ National Day 
and International Women’s Day in São Paulo. On such 
occasions, Julieta would recurrently introduce the Base 
Group’s purposes with the following personal statement 
in Spanish: “I am Bolivian, a woman, and a mother.”
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In December 2013, the Base Group organized a 
meeting at Kantuta Open Market, one of the well-
known Sunday meeting places for Latin American-
born migrants, particularly those from Bolivia, Peru, 
and Paraguay. The activity aimed to disseminate 
leaflets concerning the rights for migrant pregnant 
women to have access to public health services in the 
city and to find pregnant women interested in dis-
cussing their cases. At about 2 p.m., a group of young 
women gathered at the center of the Open Market, 
around the concrete park benches in the middle of 
the square: a Brazilian journalist, a lawyer born in 
Bolivia but raised in Brazil, a Brazilian midwife, a 
Brazilian training to be a midwife, and Julieta. I ac-
companied Julieta and the lawyer around the square 
in their effort to hand leaflets to girls and women 
passing or sitting nearby, raising awareness about the 
Base Group’s activities. A pregnant woman accompa-
nied by her husband and baby son showed interest in 
discussing her case. We all walked to a public center 
dedicated to migrants a few blocks away, where the 
conversation was to take place. The invited couple 
were from Bolivia, but their son had been born in 
Brazil. The husband pushed the baby ’s stroller around 
the streets, while an assemblage of women surround-
ed him. A room was provided for the meeting and 
all the women sat on couches and chairs around the 
pregnant woman, while her husband was asked to 
stay with their son outside. 

Julieta began the meeting by asking the lady’s name, 
which she whispered shyly. Julieta then introduced the 
Base Group’s purposes, stressing in Spanish, “I am Bo-
livian and I am pregnant too.” At the time, Julieta was 
pregnant of her second child. She continued by saying 
that she knew how difficult it was for Bolivian mothers 
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to gain access to the Brazilian health system, though 
every migrant woman had the right to health care. 

The professional midwife then inquired in Portu-
guese how many months pregnant the lady was and the 
latter replied in Spanish, “Six months.”  The midwife 
questioned further whether the lady was having antena-
tal care in a health unit, to which the pregnant woman 
responded in Portunhol, “I was denied medical care, be-
cause I did not have proof of address with my name on 
it.”  The midwife asked which health unit she had tried 
to register in. “Elisa Maria”, said the lady. 

The lawyer stated that no health unit in the Brazilian 
public service was allowed to deny access to a patient 
who lacked documents. Oral information was enough 
for registration. It was agreed that during the week Juli-
eta would phone the health unit manager in Elisa Maria 
and the professional midwife would try to check anoth-
er unit close to Elisa Maria. Julieta gave her own phone 
contacts to the pregnant lady, as the lady declared she 
did not have a phone contact of her own. In activities 
such as this one, it was apparent how Julieta engaged 
her own personal circumstances to promote grassroots 
militancy together with other members from the Base 
Group.

Julieta considered being pregnant with her second 
child a political statement that should fuse her political 
presence with her own personal experiences. While her 
first child’s birth had been at home, with the support 
of a midwife friend, now her daughter’s godmother, for 
her second child, Julieta was keen to make use of the 
public health system in São Paulo to test the viability of 
the right to opt for natural childbirth in Brazil, as she 
advocated for it. 

I was truly surprised when she invited me to be the 
godmother of her baby son some time after we met at 
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the Municipal Conference. Her son’s godfather would 
be a cousin living in Bolivia. I warned her that I did not 
possess any particular talent for raising kids. 

Kindly, she reassured me, “I trust you, you will know 
it when the baby is born.” 

As a godmother-to-be, I was able to accompany Juli-
eta and her husband during the arrangements for gain-
ing access to natural birth-monitoring in one of the very 
few public units sufficiently-resourced to facilitate it in 
São Paulo. 

In March 2014, Julieta, her husband, and I traveled 
across São Paulo to visit the Sapopemba Childbirth 
Center in the southern part of the city. With three 
rooms equipped with bathtub, shower, and medical 
bed, the Childbirth Center was prepared to accom-
modate up to three deliveries per day. The expectant 
mother should make an appointment at the unit dur-
ing her thirty-seventh week of gestation and bring 
the results of previous medical tests. If the pregnant 
woman was well and did not show any sign of health 
risk, she would attend weekly appointments at the unit, 
the baby’s progress would be monitored, and delivery 
scheduled. As Julieta and her husband were encour-
aged by the unit’s well-equipped conditions, they de-
cided to proceed with the arrangements in the Child-
birth Center. 

On that day, when we were leaving the place, Julieta 
took me gently by the arm and exhorted me: “Remem-
ber, do not allow any kind of violence to happen to me 
or the baby during birth.” Because she knew the condi-
tions of giving birth in a country such as Brazil and had 
followed numerous cases of migrant women’s deliveries, 
she was aware of the uncertainties and particularities 
involved in every birth occasion. It was indeed a great 
responsibility to assist her in her own child’s delivery.
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On Good Friday 2014, the day had come: Julieta’s 
husband phoned me at around 4 p.m. and informed me 
that my godson would be brought into the world that 
day. Julieta and he picked me up at Vila Prudente sub-
way station and we all rushed by car to the Childbirth 
Center in Sapopemba. Julieta complained constantly 
that the car was bouncing too roughly; she was notice-
ably exasperated with the labor contractions. Luckily, 
Julieta’s midwife friend was able to accompany us too. 
At the Childbirth Center, Julieta was promptly escorted 
to a room. 

Unexpectedly, she demanded of me: “Do not forget 
the holy lady.” 

This meant I had to take the portrait of Our Lady of 
Urkupiña from her car to the room, which I promptly 
did, a bit surprised about the religious request. Julieta 
took off all of her clothes and put on the blue hospital 
gown. She was directed by the nurse to try the bed, the 
shower, the bathtub, and the gym ball. In the room, Juli-
eta’s husband, Julieta’s friend, Our Lady of Urkupiña,3 
and I tried to comfort her, but she kept walking around 
the room, the shower, and the tub, swearing the pain she 
felt endlessly: Carajo!4 Hijo de puta!5 Mierda!6 and other 
Spanish curse words.

The labor period was tense, since Julieta was being 
closely checked by the Childbirth Center nurse just 

3. Although mentioning the Our Lady of Urkupiña, along 
with other human actors, may sound odd, I incorporate 
the patron saint in this way because it is how Julieta con-
sidered the presence of this more-then-human being in 
the room.

4. Spanish: Fuck!
5. Spanish: Son of a bitch!
6. Spanish: Shit!
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in case the delivery presented any sort of complica-
tion. An emergency ambulance was on stand-by if she 
had to be taken to a hospital for more complex pro-
cedures. Knowledgeable of the risks involved in giving 
birth, it was significant that Julieta invoked Our Lady of 
Urkupiña, patron saint of her hometown, Cochabamba, 
to secure a safe and non-violent childbirth. 

Similar to Kitty, she appealed to the powers of a 
more-than-human entity, confiding to me in Portun-
hol during her labor distress: “Now, it’s in la Virgen’s7 
hands.” 

It was this trust on Our Lady of Urkupiña dur-
ing such a highly uncertain moment that inspired my 
imagination.

Urkupiña

Carajo!8 This pain is killing me! I can’t believe it. Ay, 
hijito,9 have pity on your mother, don’t be afraid to 
come into the world, I’m just out here waiting for you. 
Ay, mamita,10 mi Virgen11, stay with me, hold my son’s 
hands and bring him guarded in your infinite love. Oh, 
mierda! Mierda!12 My back, oh, my back! My child, eve-
rything is going to be alright, everything is going to be 
alright. Mom’s here. Hold la Virgen’s hand and come 
out. Ay, mamita, you better than anyone knows how 

7. Spanish: Our Lady.
8. Spanish: Fuck!
9. Spanish: Little child.
10. Spanish: Mommy.
11. Spanish: My holy lady.
12. Spanish: Oh, shit! Shit!
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awful labor pain is. Who did you curse when Jesus was 
being born? Only mothers are able to understand this 
moment. Not even God knows what it is. If God were a 
woman . . . Mamita, what is this pain of giving birth to a 
child? You must have felt pain, you were human before 
becoming a saint. Please, mamita, take care of my son 
and have mercy on me. I make my son holy under your 
grace. Aaahhhh! Hijo de puta!13 No, no, hijito, it’s not 
you. It’s this fucking pain! Ay, mamita, you know I have 
already promised to visit you in Quillacollo,14 please, 
bring my son alive and well. Aaaay, puta madre!15

A child was being born and a mother was in pain. Dur-
ing labor, Julieta, kept yelling curse words in Spanish 
every time contractions hit her badly. In her swear 
words, I located her strength to go through this highly 
uncertain moment of giving birth to a child, a moment 
when control of her body was completely taken away 
and all the risks involved in childbirth were at play. In 
taking this instant as a starting point for my imagin-
ing through a poetics of resonance, I became mindful 
of the many aspects of Julieta’s life that were involved 
in her particular situation of giving birth to a child in 
São Paulo: the importance of the event for her position 
as a feminist activist for migrant women’s rights in Bra-
zil; her faith in the powers of Our Lady of Urkupiña; 
and her apprehension of being away from family mem-
bers from Bolivia while making a family in São Paulo. 
Nevertheless, after more than eight hours of labor, at 

13. Spanish: Son of a bitch.
14. A district in the city of Cochabamba, Bolivia.
15. Spanish: Fucking mother.
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2:07 a.m. on April 19, 2014, Julieta finally gave birth to 
a boy of 51 centimeters in length and 3.45 kilograms in 
weight. She was completely exhausted.

Julieta’s baby son was born well and both of them 
thankfully went through the whole process free of vio-
lence. Whether or not this occurrence was due to Our 
Lady of Urkupiña’s divine powers was not up for discus-
sion; Julieta had promised anyway to pay her respects 
to her patron saint by visiting her sanctuary during the 
festive days dedicated to her in Quillacollo. Thus, later 
that year, in August, Julieta traveled to Bolivia to fulfill 
her promise, and I was invited to accompany her and her 
family. By accepting the invitation, I was able to witness 
how Julieta’s religious commitment not only led her to 
stand for some minutes silently in the church dedicated 
to the patron saint in the central square of Quillacollo, 
but also to climb to a sanctuary at Calvario Hill. On 
a cliff of this hill, where one can be enchanted by the 
vision of the lowlands spreading along the valley, nu-
merous pilgrims performed reverences to La Virgen and 
chiseled off bits of stone from the pits of black rock for-
mation. Julieta persistently hammered a rock, while the 
palms of her hands reddened, and after half an hour she 
parted a piece of around 20 cubic centimeters. She then 
carried it downhill, praising herself for renovating her 
bonds with Our Lady of Ukupiña. She could return to 
São Paulo and continue with her activism in the social 
movements’ domain as a feminist, a practicing Our Lady 
of Urkupiña devotee, a migrant woman, and a mother.

Maybe It’s Not True

While Julieta viewed the birth of her second child as 
the juncture integrating her activist conviction with her 
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personal experience and, therefore, as a principled and 
exemplary episode, in Liu’s case, pregnancy and child-
birth gained very different contours, as we are going to 
see. Liu16 was in her late twenties when I met her and 
she lived with her husband in an apartment beside mine 
in São Paulo. Her husband was about ten years older 
than her and acquainted by Koreans living in Bom Re-
tiro. They had a three-year-old son temporarily staying 
with Liu’s mother in China. Liu was born in a village in 
the northeast part of China.

Chinese migrants first arrived in Brazil in 1812 as 
workers in experimental tea farming in Rio de Janeiro 
(Dezem 2005). After this failed attempt, hundreds of 
Chinese came to live in the country after working in tex-
tile industries in countries in Europe along the century. 
In the 1930s, some began to move to Rio de Janeiro and 
São Paulo as travelling traders of Chinese products (Guo 
2005). However, from the 1970s onwards, Brazil began 
to receive mounting numbers of Chinese migrants after 
the Chinese government established consistent policies 
of international commerce for nationals abroad, with 
the formation of numerous business associations (To 
2009, Freire da Silva 2018). The presence of Chinese 

16. As with Mr. Kwon, Liu was not at first chosen to be one 
of my research interlocutors. However, during fieldwork, 
when I mentioned that I was interested in writing about 
her life in São Paulo for my PhD studies, she felt so es-
teemed that on the next day she provided me with copies 
of her Chinese and Brazilian documents, though I have 
never asked for them. Clarifying that I would prefer to 
refer to all research participants by pseudonyms, she re-
inforced that she would like to help me as much as she 
can, as I was helping her with her pregnancy and Brazil-
ian papers.
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migrants in São Paulo became largely associated with 
popular and informal markets of Chinese products in 
central areas of the city (Stenberg 2012, Freire da Silva 
2014), with a business model largely based on personal 
relationships (Hua-Sheng 2008). 

Liu’s life-journey in São Paulo does not straightfor-
wardly represent the most commonly studied dynamics 
associated to Chinese migrants in the country. Never-
theless, her personal course was entangled within part 
of the network of Chinese nationals already established 
in the city.

I met Liu when I saw the rear area of my apartment 
being flooded with heavy food smoke because she was 
cooking outdoors. I was absolutely irritated when I 
rang her door and found a young woman to whom I 
could only speak in English and who justified herself: 
“I´m sorry, I´m pregnant and was hungry, the dump-
lings were frozen and I had to scald them.” Disarmed by 
her statement, I enquired about how long she has been 
pregnant. “Ten weeks,” she said, seizing the opportunity 
to ask me, “Where are you from?” After answering that 
I was born in Brazil and had a father from Japan, she 
responded, “I’m from mainland China.” She had just ar-
rived in São Paulo three months before.

After this first meeting, my partner and I installed a 
plastic divide at the back of our apartment and I offered 
Liu my help in case she would like to see a doctor in 
the Brazilian public health care system—something I 
was already doing with Kitty. A couple of days later, Liu 
came to visit me. 

While taking a seat in the living room, she proposed, 
“Honey, my husband and I would be happy to share the 
wi-fi and pay for half the bill.” I was startled at her re-
quest, which she sustained: “I need it to call my family 
in China, it’s cheaper, you know.”
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She even asked for the name of my apartment’s wi-fi 
point in order to check at her home whether it would 
have a strong or weak signal from her mobile. I provided 
her the wi-fi name and explained that I had to discuss 
her offer with my partner. And since he was not at home 
at that moment, I could only have an answer later that 
night. Liu became visibly upset and mentioned that 
we could ring her bell at any time. Still in the living 
room, after visually confirming that the layout of my 
apartment was similar to hers, she also asked about the 
rent as we compared the amount each of us paid to the 
landlord. 

She found rent in São Paulo very expensive, which 
I agreed, and she further commented, “It’s difficult to 
have a child in a one-bedroom place, don’t you think? 
Aren’t you planning to have one?” Embarrassed, I con-
fessed I was not. She then added, “I only want to give 
birth and leave for a better life for my child.” Intrigued, 
I questioned where she would go. “The United King-
dom,” she immediately replied, declaring further, “I’ll 
have my child and get the Brazilian citizenship. I know 
that it’s easy to go there with a Brazilian passport. You 
know, I lived for ten years in the United States, where I 
even got a university degree in Education.” 

I then encouraged her to possibly look for jobs in 
international schools in the city, where classes are only 
in English. But certainly to be hired she would need 
legal residency papers. “Oh, I’ll give birth and receive 
the Brazilian documents,” she confidently said. I inter-
rogated her if there were alternatives to get the papers, 
as I knew that nationals from Bolivia or Paraguay eas-
ily got their Brazilian documents. She shook her head 
and explained, “I consulted with a lawyer and he told 
me that only through childbirth I can get the Brazilian 
documents. It’s more difficult for Chinese.”
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After a while, when she was about to leave, I offered 
her a glass of water or a cup of tea. She said I should not 
worry about it, but, in fact, she was curious to see our 
kitchen. When she peeked into it, she was surprised and 
remarked, “Oh, the cooker is inside . . . ”

Very late that night I phoned Liu to say that after 
talking to my partner we decided that it was too early 
for us to share any bill with her and her husband.

Having arrived recently and without documents for 
temporary or permanent residence in Brazil, Liu and 
her husband were not able to be signatories of any kind 
of contract in the country. In order to get access to ser-
vices, they had to find others to be account holders for 
them—as indirectly she tried to fix with me in the mat-
ter of wi-fi. I supposed that the rental agreement for 
their apartment had a comparable arrangement, as I 
remember visiting that same apartment many months 
before when I was new in the building and knocking 
on all my neighbors’ door in order to introduce myself. 
A middle-aged man used to live in Liu’s apartment. 
At that time, he mentioned he was half-Chinese and 
half-Korean, and was possibly within Liu’s husband’s 
network. The real estate agency had given me a female 
name of potential European origin as the tenant of that 
apartment, though. Later, after another request by Liu 
for another “favor”—to “lend” her and husband a credit 
card for them to buy cheaper baby layette—I made it 
clear that I could only assist her with gaining access to 
the public services she was entitled to, as well as shar-
ing information about public and non-governmental 
organizations through which she might regularize her 
and her husband’s immigration status. I might have up-
set her with this attitude until she realized that I could 
be of help for her prenatal medical appointments, since 
she did not speak Portuguese and it was rare for staff in 
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health units to speak any foreign language. So, some-
time after, by the end of August 2014, she phoned me 
asking if I could accompany her in a medical appoint-
ment in September.

Liu’s particular life history and expectations were 
mostly shared with me when I escorted her to these ap-
pointments in the public healthcare system. In the con-
versations she and I had while walking to the health 
unity or waiting for an appointment at the unit, we 
exchanged observations about life in China and Brazil. 
For instance, she once asked me, “Do you know if peo-
ple here can buy the houses they live in?” 

To this question, I replied that at that moment there 
was a housing shortage in São Paulo; consequently, the 
majority of people living in the city did not own their 
houses and, for this reason, paid expensive rents—as 
she and I were both experiencing. Real estate owners 
benefited from the lack of land-use policies and some-
times preferred not to let their properties, speculating 
that higher real-estate prices would appear on the mar-
ket. There were also those acquiring properties in São 
Paulo as investments, not as homes. Moreover, govern-
mental social programs were still insufficient to pro-
vide decent housing for everyone in need, and the city 
held numerous shantytowns and squats. Prompted by 
this not very cheering scenario, Liu commented that in 
China farmers were being removed from land used for 
cultivation, cities were being raised overnight and the 
country was not producing enough food for its popula-
tion, importing massive quantities of it. In another oc-
casion, she retold the case in which dozens of children 
in China had died because of non-edible substances 
that had been added to powdered milk, concluding that 
no one in China could rely on its food chain produc-
tion, as it was managed by corrupted officials. China 
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was constantly depicted by Liu as a place of serious 
issues. 

However, the most disconcerting statement was 
voiced on the day when I asked why she did not want to 
live in China anymore, and she raged: “I don’t like Chi-
nese people. I don’t like to be Chinese. In China, people 
have to ask permission to live in a certain place, to work, 
or to be pregnant.17 People cannot be free in China. If 
I want to go to Hong Kong, I need to ask permission, 
while Brazilians have free access. I want to live in Eu-
rope, where my children can have a good life.”

In a country where everything in life could be exces-
sively restricted, and impressions of unsafe conditions 
for living abound, someone like Liu could vehemently 
despise China. Jankowiak (2008) points out how per-
sonal choice in China, when drastically restricted by 
governmental measures, may produce a perception that 
people are not in control of their lives and, consequently, 
not living a satisfied existence. Liu’s statement seemed 
to share such a dissatisfaction, which encouraged her 
and her husband to leave China. Thus, in her endeavor 
to achieve the “good life,” she extricated herself from an 
esteemed attachment to her country of origin.

Equally, Brazil was not considered to be the country 
where Liu would find what she called the “good life.” 
One day we were walking back from another medical 
appointment and she questioned if I could help her to 
apply for permanent residency in Brazil after her baby 
was born. I readily agreed and informed her that we 
should look for information at the Brazilian Federal 
Police, the administrative organization responsible for 

17. At the time I followed Liu’s trajectory in São Paulo, 
China’s One Child Policy was still operative.
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immigration affairs in the country. She also mentioned 
she wanted to obtain a Brazilian tax payer number. 

I considered these requests to be an indication that 
she intended to stay in Brazil, which she denied im-
mediately: “No, I don’t want to stay here. Schools and 
health care are not good. People have to spend too 
much money to have good quality education or health 
care.” And she illustrated her statement by saying that a 
Chinese friend of hers spent a considerable amount of 
money to maintain her child in a private school, as they 
considered the public ones in Brazil very problematic. 

When we were to cross one of the streets on our way, 
Liu also pondered: “With my husband’s earnings, we 
could not afford to give good education to our children 
here.” During the time of my fieldwork, her husband 
was successively employed in businesses owned by other 
Chinese in Bom Retiro, such as restaurants and a house-
ware store. Whereas China and Brazil were not seen as 
ideal nations to offer Liu the “good life,” Europe had an 
incontestable appeal for her dreamlike future. During a 
conversation while we waited for her to be called by the 
doctor, I enquired where in the United Kingdom she 
intended to go.

“Scotland,” she responded right away. “We want to 
go to Glasgow, my children will have good education 
and health care there, and it’s a place full of job oppor-
tunities.” Bewildered by such certainty, I guessed she or 
her husband might have known someone who was liv-
ing there. “Oh, no we don’t know anyone in Glasgow. A 
Chinese lawyer told us everything; it was the same with 
Brazil. We knew a lawyer in China who said Brazil was 
a place full of opportunities, and here we are.”  This law-
yer was the one who had assured Liu that she and her 
husband would be allowed to gain permanent residency 
in Brazil, once they had a child born in the country. 
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Liu asked me, “Could I go to UK without a visa if I 
have a Brazilian passport?” I tried to explain that some-
one travelling for tourism to the UK with a Brazilian 
passport did not have to get a visa before arriving there. 
The tourist visa would be issued by an immigration of-
ficial at the airport when disembarking at a British des-
tination. However, the border control official would ask 
many questions and possibly require proof of sufficient 
resources for staying in the UK as tourist. In case of sus-
picion that the traveler intended to stay in the country 
illegally, the official was authorized to reject admission. 
Liu became suddenly irritated and argued with me: “No, 
this cannot be true, they cannot deny entry for people 
who have the right to go there.”

Although my reply to her was the accurate condition 
in which Brazilian citizens were admitted into the UK 
and some other countries in Europe, Liu maintained 
her plans.

Liu’s sense of “right” and “citizenship” had a par-
ticular inflection, bound largely to her striving to not 
be limited to being Chinese and to living in China. 
In her search for the good life, which she considered 
possible only in places such as the United States or 
the United Kingdom, she was performing a necessary 
transition in Brazil. For reasons not disclosed to me, 
the United States was not an option anymore. Thus, 
having a child on Brazilian territory would mean that 
she would obtain national rights, such as permanent 
residency in the country and other Brazilian docu-
ments, with particular attention on the Brazilian pass-
port, in order to get to the United Kingdom. This was 
fundamentally what it meant to Liu to acquire Brazil-
ian citizenship: a legal procedure to provide her and 
her nuclear family with administrative papers to move 
on. 
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Learning Portuguese was not part of Liu’s idea of 
attaining the Brazilian citizenship, as she believed her 
stay in the country would be short and I was available 
to accompany her to medical appointments. It turned 
out to be relevant only when she discovered she had to 
provide proof of proficiency in the language to apply for 
Brazilian citizenship. 

She asked me, “Do you know if the Portuguese test 
for foreigners is easy?” I said that the test was new and 
I did not consider it very easy, as I was also helping a 
young lady born in South Korea prepare for it. “Some 
Chinese told me that it’s easy to bribe officials and pass 
the test,” Liu continued.

As I could not say anything regarding that infor-
mation, she was suddenly alarmed: “Maybe it’s not 
true, maybe it’s Chinese people lying to me only to get 
my money!” She grew irritated. “Now I have to learn 
Portuguese!”

It was precisely this moment of contemptuous doubt 
in Liu’s reaction that I found the poetics of resonance 
propitious for amplifying her struggling to cope with 
the unexpected conditions of her plans.

Definitively maybe

Maybe it’s not true

Maybe it’s not so easy to go to the UK
Maybe borders are impenetrable
Maybe border control is migrant-proof
Maybe border officials are waiting for me
With snarling faces

Maybe it’s not true
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Maybe the promised land doesn’t exist
Maybe it’s a delusion for the fool and the desperate
Maybe there is no such a place like Disneyland
Maybe it’s just a way to keep walking
With calloused feet

Maybe it’s not true

Maybe it’s not so easy to live in Brazil
Maybe it’s not so simple to get Brazilian citizenship
Maybe the Brazilian passport is not a ticket to the UK
Maybe it’s just the desire of having another child
To dream with me

Maybe it’s not true

Maybe I won’t ever stop being Chinese
Maybe the English I learned is useless
Maybe the doors of the world are already closed
Maybe there only exists cracks on the wall for the 
unfortunate
To peek at happiness elsewhere

Maybe it’s not true

Maybe the system has already traced my destiny
Maybe good life is the new utopia
Maybe I won’t be able to change what the great powers 
decided
Maybe all ears will be deaf to my claims to
aspire for the impossible

Maybe

But all the same, I’ll try
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For Liu and her husband to become Brazilian citizens 
and get the Brazilian passport, they would have to go 
through the process of “naturalization.” This was the 
official procedure that allowed foreigners to “become 
Brazilians.” It is highly ambiguous whether Liu and her 
husband’s decision to have a baby in Brazil was entirely 
pragmatic or was carried out for the joy of parenthood. 
Possibly, both options were at play at the same time, as 
they were a young couple. But it was no wonder that 
Liu’s pregnancy in Brazil became a key component in 
the family’s striving for the good life. By the end of my 
fieldwork, Liu was about to give birth. Before I left São 
Paulo, she asked me to show her the nearest notary of-
fice where she could register her baby as Brazilian. She 
was thrilled that that moment was imminent. After 
delivery, she planned to go back to China to introduce 
her baby to her extended family and bring her eldest 
son to Brazil. Her nuclear family would then be finally 
complete.

Liu’s life-journey was undeniably directed towards 
searching for a good life for her family. In this quest, 
she developed an acute critique about the country she 
had been born in and other places that could not offer 
the necessary conditions to provide the well-being she 
expected. No national border or identity was substan-
tial enough to prevent her from trying to achieve her 
goal. She did not hold being Chinese in high esteem; 
she did not appreciate it, but at the same time she did 
not envisage herself personifying any other specific na-
tionality. For her, nationalities seemed to be a matter of 
legal performance that were worth attaining only when 
they allowed her to reach the “good life.” She consid-
ered nationalities mostly through the bureaucracy of 
citizenship. Her first attempt to have a good life in the 
United States was interrupted by something she did not 
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reveal to me. During her stay there, she had been proud 
of herself for getting a higher education degree in an 
American university. Not pleased to go back to China, 
she and her husband came up with another possibil-
ity: getting another nationality that would allow them 
to access another English-speaking nation in which a 
good life would be possible: the United Kingdom. This 
is how Brazil became included in their plans. Brazil was 
the place where they would be able to reformulate their 
lives and nationalities in order to have the chance of a 
desired life in another country. The key element to this 
strategy was giving birth to a child on Brazilian soil.
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chapter 5

Immensity

The life-journeys portrayed in the previous chapters are 
evidence of the richness embedded in a migrant’s exist-
ence: these trajectories show how singular each life-jour-
ney becomes in its own unfolding. They are character-
ized by uncertainty, undefined but significant moments, 
and particulars that allow us to understand these actors 
as singular presences in a field of relations which they 
navigate, change and are changed by. This ethnographic 
exercise has involved a poetics of resonance to amplify 
those often unspoken and overlooked moments of un-
certainty in evocative ways and the conception of my 
interlocutors’ lives as a continuing process of subjective 
transformation through the notion of life-journey. Cor-
respondingly, by amplifying some moments of silence, 
stammering, waiting, pain, and rage in Kitty’s, Helen’s, 
Mr. Kwon’s, Julieta’s, and Liu’s trajectories through a po-
etics of resonance, we can sense how fragile life is. In 
this chapter, I discuss some impacts for migration and 
urban studies resulting from the approach here, such as 
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the decentering of dominant categories of ethnicity and 
nationality, and the possibility of considering migrants’ 
lives through the concept of immensity. 

Decentering Ethnicity and Nationality

The lens of life journeys emphasizes the processual and 
contradictory evolvement of a migrant’s trajectory in 
São Paulo and abroad, and repositions the significance 
of ethnicity and nationality vis-à-vis other sorts of cat-
egories, such as class, gender, age, or citizenship, to cite 
a few. In this manner, it converges with the effort for 
“de-essentializing ethnicity” (Bauman and Sunier 1995: 
1), considering it entangled with other aspects that are 
subsumed in a person’s singular positionality. This does 
not mean that ethnicity and nationality do not play 
important roles in the lives of migrants. It means that 
ethnicity and nationality should be considered critically 
without supposing, for example, that they inevitably 
lead to gestures of “social cohesion” and “collective com-
mitment” (Bauman and Sunier 1995: 4). Mr. Kwon’s 
and Kitty’s life-journeys revealed that senses of national 
belonging can work as chief references in everyday life. 
For instance, Mr. Kwon reinvented himself as a Korean 
living in a country he did not feel was his. Meanwhile 
cultivating a longing for returning to South Korea, he 
organized businesses aimed exclusively at Korean cus-
tomers in São Paulo and avowed Korean nationality to 
be a primary orientation to morally judge people and the 
world. Similarly, Kitty trusted a network of Paraguayans 
living in the city, through which she was able to find 
job opportunities, regularize her permanency in Brazil, 
and have love affairs. Whereas Mr. Kwon emphasized 
a sense of being Korean in extreme contrast with other 
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nationalities, Kitty’s sense of being Paraguayan was per-
formed by not regarding any other nationality as a ref-
erence to direct her life. While Mr. Kwon persistently 
pursued being Korean, Kitty quietly subscribed to being 
Paraguayan. Yet both of them, in the dynamics of their 
routines, went through disappointing experiences by re-
lying on national affiliation as central reference for their 
life-journeys in São Paulo. 

Mr. Kwon enlivened a sense of being Korean while 
sustaining a precarious labor environment that pre-
vented him from returning to his beloved country of 
origin, as “something always happened.” Kitty’s trust 
in her Paraguayan network led to her relationship with 
Jimmy and her pregnancy, but not to the security of 
shared parenthood; it led to a job in a passadera but not 
secure payment. Contrary to Durkheimian understand-
ings (Durkheim 2014 [1893] and 1995 [1912]) that 
senses of belonging emanate from collective forms of 
organization and reinforce these very communal bonds, 
Mr. Kwon and Kitty instead had life-journeys whereby 
senses of ethnicity and nationality offered disintegrating 
outcomes for each of them. During his stay in São Pau-
lo, Mr. Kwon saw his family come apart and was bound 
in a working routine that did not give him time to cre-
ate religious bonds or share leisure moments. Likewise, 
Kitty suffered intimate abandonment and unpaid work 
by trusting a Paraguayan network established in the city.

Life-journeys show how ethnic and national catego-
ries of belonging are precarious and contradictory, and 
don’t hold the coherence and rationality that is often 
attributed to them. In accepting the instabilities and 
inconsistencies of ethnic and national references in eve-
ryday life, life-journeys, as a methodology, draw atten-
tion to how the minutiae of someone’s ordinary strug-
gle through the inconsistencies of the world constantly 
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disrupts stable concepts of ethnicity. As the poetics of 
resonance made apparent, within a life-journey, there 
are particulars that do not compose a coherent and in-
telligible explanation of someone’s life; rather, they are 
part of a life-journey and they can be lived as occur-
rences in which the person and the world are put in 
question or on hold. In the life-journeys portrayed in 
this account, life was also trial and error, not an abstract 
model. The senses of being Korean and Paraguayan 
in the life-journeys of Mr. Kwon and Kitty show that 
ethnic-cum-national1 affiliations represent “an emic 
category of ascription” (Eriksen 2010: 16). However, 
as the life-journeys of Mr. Kwon and Kitty indicated, 
nationalities or ethnicities can offer a starting point to 
support the making of a life, but they are not sufficient 
in themselves, as life overflows them.

Another aspect in the operation of de-essentializing 
certain categories of analysis that the life-journeys as 
an approach also stimulates is the interest in under-
standing migrants’ lives beyond the boundaries of the 
nation-state. Concurring with scholarship from trans-
national migration studies, I consider migrants’ trajec-
tories in the “simultaneity” of their social ties and be-
liefs of belonging by acknowledging that “persons can 
engage simultaneously in more than one nation-state 
and a nation-state does not delimit the boundaries of 
meaningful social relations” (Levitt and Glick Schil-
ler 2004). Their presence thus become a “step toward 
dis-ordering the conventions of state-hood” (Hyndman 
2000: xx). Julieta’s and Helen’s life-journeys certainly 

1. Nationality and ethnicity have been dominant catego-
ries in migration studies and at times overlapped into 
one another. I use the expression “nationality-cum-eth-
nicity’ to refer to their usage separately or combined.
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show more emphatically how such simultaneity embeds 
migrants’ everyday lives and provides senses of multiple 
belonging. Julieta articulated a sense of being Bolivian 
in intimate dialogue with her activism in social move-
ments and her own familial project in São Paulo, an 
identity mediated too by her religious bonds with Our 
Lady of Urkupiña. She conceived herself as a Bolivian 
in São Paulo by taking seriously her experiences as a mi-
grant woman and a mother. Unlike Mr. Kwon, she did 
not categorize her national affiliation as being morally 
“better” than other nationalities, but she asserted being 
only Bolivian and at times considered returning to her 
country of origin. In contrast, Helen felt she was not a 
“proper” Korean very early in her life, but getting mar-
ried to a non-Korean became her ultimate feat in being 
a “different” Korean. Although she missed her family 
from South Korea, having a nuclear family and raising 
children across the world were the principal motives 
driving her international trajectory, which was com-
posed by the different academic affiliations her husband 
found. For this reason, Helen was not very attached to a 
Korean identity and did not attend many of the events 
associated with Korean families living in São Paulo. In 
a similar fashion, while Liu did not highly praise being 
Chinese, paradoxically her main reference for manag-
ing a life in São Paulo revolved around a network of 
Chinese who connected diverse cities and countries in 
the world, and were reasonably-informed about the dif-
ferent regulatory regimes ruling different national citi-
zenships. In focusing on such individual trajectories, the 
approach through life-journeys shows how the multiple 
networks established by each migrant between differ-
ent nation-states are tangibly arranged and experienced. 
It emphasizes how such constellations of networks are 
transient and changeable according to specific social 
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circumstances and the capabilities that each migrant 
is able to activate or de-activate in a definite period of 
time. 

By emphasizing the transitory aspect in the experi-
ence of the international migrants I came to encounter 
in São Paulo, the approach of life-journeys accords with 
the attention to the movement—physical, social and 
existential—ingrained in the everyday life of migrants 
as proposed by the paradigm of mobility studies (Cress-
well 2006, Sheller and Urry 2006 and Urry 2007). More 
particularly, regarding migration studies, mobility stud-
ies consider “the myriad ways in which people and their 
cultural practices are not confined to a fixed territory 
but are part of multiple spatial networks and tempo-
ral linkages” (Glick Schiller and Salazar 2013: 185-86), 
opening up possibilities for analysis to integrate geo-
graphic mobility and social mobility while challenging 
analysts to not lose sight of the specific grounds of each 
milieu when adopting the framework of a comprehen-
sive concept such as mobility (Brettell 2018).

The Singular, the Personal and the Unexpected

The life-journeys approach relocates the significance of 
ethnicity and nation-states in a migrant’s trajectory and 
highlights the importance of the personal and the sub-
jective by insisting on considering the role of individual 
agency and perception in migration studies (Amit-Talai 
1995). Rather than departing from general categories 
of belonging and membership outside our interlocutors’ 
worlds, it privileges migrants’ own categories of identity 
and affiliation to reach a more complex understand-
ing of their lives in their own terms. In this way, we are 
able to appreciate how Kitty, Mr. Kwon, Helen, Julieta, 
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and Liu performed senses of belonging and self in very 
unique ways.

Mr. Kwon developed a very particular way to be Ko-
rean in São Paulo by grounding his businesses to serve 
the Korean community in the city in activities that 
are usually ascribed to women: cooking and arranging 
flowers. He did not have a nuclear family or relatives in 
Brazil and did not spend time in any of the Christian 
churches of the Korean community in the city, as some 
descriptions of Korean men living in São Paulo portray 
(Sampaio 2011 and Chi 2016a). On the other hand, 
Kitty enunciated her sense of belonging by discreetly 
participating in the informal network of Paraguayans 
living in São Paulo. In this, she could find casual work 
at outsourced businesses such as Mr. Kwon’s restaurant 
or passaderas, as well as boyfriends or partners of Para-
guayan origin. These particular renderings of member-
ship emphasize how an individual expresses a sense of 
identification to a nation in very personal ways, whereby 
“the nation is one of the resources on which individuals 
draw to formulate a sense of selfhood” (Cohen 1996: 
803).

In this line, but with more national dimensions over-
lapping one another, Julieta developed a pendular mi-
gratory movement between Brazil and Bolivia related 
to her attachments to her nuclear family in São Paulo, 
her position in the migrants’ social movements, and her 
commitment to popular practices of Catholicism in Bo-
livia. Thus, she regarded herself a Bolivian who was born 
in Quillacollo; was a devotee of Our Lady of Urkupiña; 
and had significant experiences concerning Brazil, such 
as having married a Brazilian, raising her children in 
Brazil, and advocating for female migrants’ rights in 
São Paulo. This multifaceted character of transnational 
belonging found in the discursive practices of many 
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migrants can be framed as being “tensile” (Rapport 
2012b). The tensions involved in such a personal ren-
dering of belonging show that this sort of enunciation is 
not uniform, but situationally operated within an array 
of additional ways of being. In Julieta’s case, one is “Bo-
livian” in tension with being a “mother,” a “patron saint 
devotee,” an “activist,” and so on. In taking into account 
how each person construes a sense of belonging in her 
or his own terms, it is possible to appreciate how life is 
authored in such a way as to navigate the complexities 
involved in it. 

Comparably, Helen’s life-journey and musings about 
not fitting properly a specific national category express 
more incisively this complexity involving a personal en-
gagement with matters of belonging. Helen developed 
an ironic reflexivity (Rapport 1997b) through which she 
questioned conventional values and repositioned herself 
by opening up possibilities to create novel meanings 
that allowed her to advance in the world in her own 
terms. In her unique journey to understand herself and 
to live a life beyond a national category with which she 
did not feel comfortable, Helen conveyed an alterna-
tive understanding of herself by devising the notion of 
“ways of thinking.” According to Helen, a way of think-
ing emerges from the particular situations and experi-
ences a person goes through. In this view, no one is able 
to transmit a way of thinking to another person. Each 
way of thinking is unique for the mere reason that it is 
impossible for anyone to have exactly the same experi-
ences as another. Helen, for example, was afraid of not 
understanding her own daughter in the future, because 
her daughter would develop a totally different way of 
thinking when growing up in a different setting with 
different experiences. Helen’s idea of a way of think-
ing is a self-authored path to overcome the uneasiness 
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of not properly suiting the categories she or any mem-
ber of her family was supposed to fit into. It offered an 
openness to becoming something else in her own terms, 
beyond the restricted vocabulary of nationality-cum-
ethnic terms. This openness in Helen’s life-journey, as 
a capability, created other parameters through which 
to reason about her particular worldwide trajectory, ac-
companying her family.

In a similar fashion, Liu did not subscribe to belong-
ing to the nationality of the country she was born. More 
radically, she abhorred it in a perplexing version of an 
ironic attitude that enabled her to develop a critical 
stance regarding categories of nationality. As with Hel-
en, this reflexive attitude also allowed Liu to conceive 
of the world in her own terms, by fostering the idea of 
the “good life” as a guiding force to accomplish a will 
to live in a nation of consolidated welfare structures. In 
pursuing the good life, Liu perceived nationalities only 
as a matter of legal performance, worked out mostly as 
“bureaucratic citizenships.” Consequently, her sense of 
right and citizenship was largely bound to her goal of 
not being limited to being Chinese and living in China, 
as well as not being significantly attached to Brazil or 
to a Brazilian identity. More akin to what Ong (1999) 
called “flexible citizenship,” Liu responded fluidly and 
opportunistically to the political-economic conditions 
the world offered to her, navigating the rationalities of 
nation-states and family-making in very peculiar ways. 
In refusing to assert nationality as a defining feature of 
her belonging, Liu affirmed a sort of distinct preroga-
tive of humanness that would exist beyond categoriza-
tions of nationality in her search for the good life. This 
distinct sense of humanness was expressed by Liu in 
her maneuver to empty nation-state expedients, such 
as citizenship documents issued by national authorities, 
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of a significant sentiment of national belonging. Her 
maneuver explicitly turned nation-state rights and 
citizenship into bureaucratic procedures, but implicitly 
made manifest a demand for an entitlement to access 
the wellbeing available only for a restricted part of the 
world’s population.

Moreover, the focus on the singular and the personal 
in each life-journey also brought to the fore the pre-
carious and unstable dimensions embedding the im-
ponderabilia and messiness of each particular course, 
which were emphatically acknowledged and expanded 
by the use of the poetics of resonance. In revealing the 
minutiae involved in the making of Kitty’s, Helen’s, Mr. 
Kwon’s, Julieta’s, and Liu’s life-journeys, a sense of in-
stability became overly apparent in the constitution of 
their worlds. Correspondingly, many of the situations 
described in this ethnographic experiment are evocative 
of occurrences and circumstances portrayed in studies 
about refugees and war displacement in migration stud-
ies. Hence, the evidence sustained by the life-journeys 
of Kitty, Helen, Mr. Kwon, Julieta, and Liu converses on 
a certain level with the “ethnographies of uncertainty” 
(Cooper and Pratten 2015) and “chaos” (Lubkeman 
2008) regarding the unstable and bewildering situ-
ations of war and its related displacements as well as 
the accounts on the “precarious lives” of youth world-
wide (Khosravi 2017, Daalsgard et al. 2014). It concurs 
in indicating that uncertainty is also a productive ele-
ment generating new social horizons and social land-
scapes populated by “subjunctive subjectivities” whose 
“modes of comportment and practical strategies” give 
expression to “micro-sociologies” of “open-ended re-
lationships” (Cooper and Pratten 2015: 13). Further-
more, uncertainty can equally be seen as an asset in 
my research participants’ life-journeys too, a “resource 
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that permitted them to hope in ways that they could 
not in less uncertain situations” (Turner 2015: 190). In 
such uncertain scenarios, they made use of the “small 
things and events” regarded as micro-tactics of waiting 
and hope (Khosravi 2017:20), whereby “the experience 
of time” becomes “an often-troubling, external factor in 
life, as well as the concomitant emotional unrest and the 
perhaps innovative acts motivated by it” (Dalsggard et 
al. 2014:1). Despite my interlocutors not living under 
conditions of armed conflict and related displacement, 
such as the drama of Machazian war-time existence in 
Mozambique, “centered on the pursuit of a complex 
and multidimensional agenda of social struggles, inter-
personal negotiations, and life projects” (Lubkemann 
2008: 14), their lives coincide with the disrupting but 
fecund significance of instability in everyday social life. 
The uncertainties associated with Kitty’s, Helen’s, Mr. 
Kwon’s, Julieta’s, and Liu’s life-journeys, by not being 
permeated by issues of warfare, emphasize what Butler 
(2004 and 2010) defines as “precariousness,” a common 
human condition of being vulnerable before others in 
the world, as introduced in the first pages of this book.

Complexity

As a consequence of an approach that is not centered 
on categories of ethnicity or the boundaries of nation-
states, diversity is then manifested in the singularity of 
each personal rendering of difference in a life-journey. 
Diversity here gains other possibilities of actualization 
in expressions such as richness, thickness, or density, 
as the minutiae involved in the making of each life-
journey engender a variant sense of complexity. This 
sense of complexity is dissimilar from usual notions 
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of complexity applied in migration studies, which are 
generally grounded in forms of ethnic and social clas-
sification associated with nation-state-led references, as 
portrayed in some of the works discussed below. Com-
plexity for these latter is discussed in terms of multi-
plicity of categories or sets of categories, for instance in 
debates on multiculturalism or migrants’ multiple iden-
tities, as migrants are generally conceived of in relation 
to an original nation-state and a host nation-state .

In this framework, considerations on migrants and 
multiculturalism are largely conducted around concepts 
such as “culture,” “integration,” “minority,” “majority,” 
and “community,” which then revolve back to the scale 
of the nation-state. Studies in this line of scholarship 
analyze, for instance, discourses conveyed by ethnic 
groups living in certain areas of global cities that in-
tentionally reify terms such as “community” and “cul-
ture” as a way to affirm collective identities whereby 
one can observe “communities within communities, as 
well as cultures across communities” (Bauman 1996: 
10). In issues of integration, work has been also explor-
ing the “criteria of exclusion and inclusion in a given 
social environment” (Eriksen 2007: 1060) by refining 
notions of “majority” and “minority” so as to identify 
degrees of “openness” and “closedness” that accommo-
date collective processes of hybridity and fragmentation 
in the pluralistic societies of the contemporary world. 
In a similar vein, another strand of analyses, by recog-
nizing that the concept of ethnicity is not sufficient to 
give a full account of migrants’ presence in multi-ethnic 
contexts, incorporates other dimensions of migrants’ 
statuses such as “entitlements and restrictions of rights, 
divergent labor market experiences, discrete gender and 
age profiles, patterns of spatial distribution, and mixed 
local area responses by service providers and residents” 
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(Vertovec 2010: 67) to reach a multidimensional under-
standing of an ethnic collective by means of the concept 
of “super-diversity.” In common, these approaches pro-
pose new research agendas by “fragmenting” or “multi-
plying” the categories of community, culture, society, or 
other related terms in migration studies.

Similarly but in a slightly different manner, the de-
bate about migrants’ multiple identities also reinforces 
an understanding of complexity based on forms of eth-
nic and nation-state-led categorizations. For example, 
Bhachu (1985) defines the East African Sikh immi-
grants living in Britain as “twice migrants.” In describ-
ing the network of elements linking the Asian groups 
in East Africa and the East African Sikh living in the 
United Kingdom, the author discloses how these groups 
employed practices of marriage and dowry as a means to 
activate processes of adaptation, continuity, and change. 
The multiple identities conveyed in this work refer to 
the different continental locations lived subsequently by 
an ethnic group and their efforts to maintain a rationale 
as a group through time and generations. Correspond-
ently, Basch et al. (1994) suggest that the identity of 
transnational migrants is shaped through constructions 
of race and ethnicity simultaneously conducted both 
in their home country and their host country. In many 
ways, the multiplicity of identities of transnational mi-
grants would also be attached to figurations of citizen-
ship, in which processes of hegemony and subordina-
tion demarcate the manifestation of such identities. In 
these accounts of migrants’ multiple identities, subjects 
become multiple according to the number of engage-
ments with the different categorical dimensions of the 
nation-state. A migrant’s identity, then, is understood as 
an “accumulation” of all the state and ethnic categories 
to which one is related. By not working with ethnic and 
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national sorts of categorizations and not “fragmenting,” 
“multiplying,” or “accumulating” such categories, the 
life-journeys approach aims to comprehend complex-
ity in the dense observation of contradictory and in-
complete modes of making and/or unmaking migrants’ 
subjectivities. It emphasizes ambiguous dimensions of 
identity and forms of belonging. 

This complexity thus does not refer either to the flow 
of cultural meanings collectively shared and publicly 
juxtaposed, merged, or creolized in the interconnected-
ness of the “global ecumene” as Hannerz (1996) char-
acterizes it. The complexity in the approach through 
life-journeys rather coincides with the “unexpected and 
unstable aspects of global interactions” (Tsing 2005: 3), 
which open uncertain but creative “zones of awkward 
engagement,” where incomprehensibility and indeter-
minacy become part of such a system of “odd connec-
tions” (Tsing 2005: xi). It becomes more evident that 
the complexity elicited by the life-journeys of Kitty, Mr. 
Kwon, Helen, Julieta, and Liu does not refer to a notion 
of culture as the organization of meaning as Hannerz 
(1996) has it. Rather, the life-journeys, through the sup-
port of a poetics of resonance, revealed that life is also 
made up of gaps and moments of suspended meanings. 
Here, shared meaning is challenged by the precarious 
and uncertain situations lived through people’s life-
journeys. Moments of incomprehension and perplexity 
are thus part of people’s life flow and misunderstand-
ing and opacity become components of their lives’ com-
plexity. Thus, neither nuanced elaborations based on 
categorizations of diversity nor systems of shared cul-
tural meaning reflect the complexity enlivened by the 
approach through life-journeys.

The complexity resonantly evoked through the life-
journeys of Kitty, Mr. Kwon, Helen, Julieta, and Liu 
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has thus aimed to be the expression of the “unique-
ness” of their human experiences, following Levinas’s 
(1987, 1998) terms. In attempting to reach this, Kitty, 
Mr. Kwon, Helen, Julieta, and Liu could be deemed to 
be subjects whose lives were so rich and dense that no 
categorization would ever be sufficient to define their 
beings. Since it is not possible to achieve an explication 
of the totality of their existences, mystery will always be 
part of the complexity that entails their lives. In respect-
ing this mystery, the recourse to a poetics of resonance 
and the notion of life-journeys allows only a glimpse 
into their respective experiences, valuing the potentiali-
ties of what each of them may hold and become. Within 
the complexity of their personal circumstances, Kitty, 
Mr. Kwon, Helen, Julieta, and Liu found their own ways 
to carry on with their lives.

“Going beyond”: An Alternative to Categorization 
Thinking 

Migrants have often been defined by the application 
of certain categories of classification. Concepts such as 
nationality, citizenship, ethnicity, class, gender, religion, 
or age became usual components in this proceeding. As 
a result, categorization in migration studies has been 
a significant operation in many methodological ap-
proaches. For instance, a usual way to engage with Mr. 
Kwon’s and Helen’s stories in migration studies would 
be by grouping them as South Korean migrants; or to 
portray Kitty as a representative case of Paraguayan la-
bor migrants in Brazil.

In refusing to reduce the research participants of 
this account to categories—as Levinas (1967) ad-
vised—and choosing not to apply such operations of 
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classification by adopting a cosmopolitan (Rapport 
2010) and an existential approach ( Jackson 2013), 
the core intention of my ethnographic work is to por-
tray Kitty, Mr. Kwon, Helen, Julieta, and Liu as peo-
ple whose particular existences can be testimonies of 
genuine ways to be singularly human. This approach 
appreciates the conditions of existence as a transient 
and incongruous experience, in which trivial facts dis-
close how life is never lived in general terms. As Jack-
son maintains: “We must go with the broken flow of 
migrant narratives and migrant imaginaries, working 
out ways of doing justice to the often paratactic, con-
tradictory, opportunistic, and improvisatory character 
of transitional experience” (2013: 8). The mundane, the 
minute and the unanticipated of the everyday practices 
of specific migrant lives are opportunities to acknowl-
edge the complexity involved in the making of life 
itself.

In taking into account the irreducibility of any re-
search subject to social or cultural categories by privi-
leging the singularity of each person’s life-journey, this 
book provides a glimpse into migrant lives and their 
quotidian efforts to lead a life, decentering classifica-
tions of nationality, ethnicity, or citizenship as core ref-
erences. Concomitantly, this book has been concerned 
with the associated operation of essentializing migrants 
under such classificatory standards, being cautious not 
to enact what Hyndman calls, in the case of refugees, 
a “semio-violence,” a representational practice that ef-
faces our interlocutor’s voices by dematerializing them 
in the general taxonomies and statistics of scholarly ac-
counts (2000:xxii). It is my hope that this ethnography 
might have offered brief insights into Kitty, Mr. Kwon, 
Helen, Julieta, and Liu as presences in the richness of 
their complexity and mystery. In this way, the category 
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of migrant could be overcome in favor of appreciat-
ing these lives not as objectified generalizations but as 
particular dramas in the struggle to exist in the world. 
Kitty, Mr. Kwon, Helen, Julieta, and Liu operated with 
notions of nationality, ethnicity, gender, kinship, or citi-
zenship. However, to encapsulate each of them under 
such generalist terms would be to subdue some of the 
complexities and potentialities depicted in the previous 
chapters.

In fact, the approach through life-journeys proposes 
an alternative to categorization thinking in migration 
studies much in line with what Rapport (2010) called 
a “going beyond”: “to go beyond the categorical fea-
tures of symbolic classifications—the boundaries be-
tween things and relations—that human beings at the 
same time invent so adeptly and defend so vehemently” 
(2010: 3). By methodologically “going beyond” catego-
rization thinking in migration studies, the life-journeys’ 
approach unlocks the possibility to substantively explore 
the fluidities and complexities inherent in the worlds 
of the “people who live their lives in movement [and] 
make sense of their lives as movement” (Rapport and 
Dawson 1994: 7).

From Identity to Immensity

The approach of the poetics of resonance and life-
journeys thus uncovers how categorization thinking 
operates with varied degrees of reductionism and con-
sequently endorses fixed and stationary understandings 
of life and the world. The approach is incompatible with 
an idea of identity founded in categorizing ethnicity and 
nationality, common in migration studies. In retaining 
the senses of “uniqueness” and “mystery,” as articulated 
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by Levinas, my interlocutors’ life-journeys reveal a com-
plexity that is inadequately encompassed by a notion of 
identity.

A first issue to call attention to is the question of 
coherence. The complex rendition of the life-journeys 
in this ethnography questions the assumption of co-
herent identities by showing how contradictions and 
ambiguities are substantially embedded in the making 
of people’s lives. The approach of life-journeys makes 
incongruity and inconsistency something integral to the 
experience of being-in-the-world with others. Further-
more, the complexity involved in the unfolding of the 
portrayed life-journeys contests the supposition of unity 
and completeness. Because it relies on modes of catego-
rizations and coherence, identity in migration studies is 
a designation that does not encourage the consideration 
of “messy” or “scrappy” ways of existing. Furthermore, 
these studies frequently do not take into account dif-
ferent temporalities and the possibility of “unexpected” 
transformations, because of the influence exerted by the 
operation of generalization as an act of classification. 
Challenging the senses of coherence, unity, and com-
pleteness implicated in notions of identity often used 
in migration studies, the approach through the poetics 
of resonance and life-journeys suggests an alternative 
that considers contradiction, ambiguity, inconsistency, 
and incompleteness working elements in the making of 
ways of being and becoming. I consolidate this alterna-
tive via the idea of “immensity.” 

Rapport defines immensity as an “inventiveness 
free from normative and ideological constraints, a 
potentially limitless, expansion of being” (2003: 42). 
Such enlargement of being, possible when emphasis 
is not placed on single categories to define it, operates 
in terms of a “both/and” attitude, in which a person is 
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able to live “a plurality of social worlds at any one time” 
and “the symbolic classifications and social structures 
of human worlds do not stand alone or uncontested 
or in clear and coherent relationship to one another” 
(Rapport 1997a: 671). The idea of immensity sustains 
this possibility of simultaneously preserving diverse and 
conflicting realms of subjectivity. Alongside it, another 
fundamental aspect composing the idea of immensity is 
the recognition of the “mystery” in each being, as Levi-
nas (1987) conceived it, and the “stranger in ourselves,” 
as Chambers (1994:6) described it. Only by admitting 
this ungraspable part in the constitution of any self can 
the inner character of a person be deemed open-ended 
and “acquire a form that is always contingent, in tran-
sit, without goal, without an end” (Chambers 1994: 25). 
Jackson (2013) argues that migrants’ selves in anthro-
pology should be “descriptions of human improvisation, 
experimentation, opportunism, and existential mobility, 
showing that individuals often struggle less with align-
ing their lives with given moral or legal norms than with 
finding ways of negotiating the ethical space between ex-
ternal constraints and personal imperatives” (2013: 203, 
my italics).

Returning to the life-journeys of this ethnography, 
Kitty, Helen, Mr. Kwon, Julieta, and Liu undertook 
very personal trajectories in São Paulo. Some of them 
struggled to be attached to a single national belonging, 
while others entertained multiple experiences of be-
longing or detached themselves from them. Although 
some of them relied on national-cum-ethnic categori-
zations, the incoherent and unstable experiences lived 
through their life-journeys made their trajectories vul-
nerable and incomplete. In trying not to be “multiple” 
in national terms, Mr. Kwon and Kitty were constantly 
overwhelmed by unexpected circumstances that defied 
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the limited coherence of their categorical choice. In 
oscillating between national categories of affiliation, 
Julieta lived through the paradoxes of making sense of 
diverse standards at the same time. Helen in particular 
developed an awareness that categories of national-
ity were not sufficient to give expression to what she 
was, is, and will be; while Liu rejected being limited 
by any category of nationality that prevented her from 
achieving the good life. Each life-journey reveals the 
stakes of everyday life each of them had to endure and 
the capacities they engaged in order to cope with the 
challenges of their respective trajectories. In the in-
stability and potentiality of their courses, Kitty’s, Mr. 
Kwon’s, Helen’s, Julieta’s, and Liu’s immensities were 
unveiled.

In exploring these immensities, this experimen-
tal ethnography concurs with contemporary studies 
conceiving of subjectivity as “the ground for sub-
jects to think through their circumstances and to feel 
through their contradictions” (Biehl et al. 2007: 14). 
The inner life of subjects is then considered an op-
portunity for “engaging with the complexity of peo-
ple’s lives and desires—their constraints, subjectivi-
ties, projects—in ever-changing social worlds” (Biehl 
and Locke 2010: 320). These studies then recognize 
“the indispensable moral and analytical value of the 
micro, the singular and partial” in ethnography, which 
“requires a different, more fine-grained, and humble 
logic than that of a generality subsuming all things 
into aggregates, repetitions, and models (Biehl and 
Locke 2017: xi).

Accompanying this elaboration of the notion of im-
mensity, I will, in the next section, invoke observations 
about São Paulo as the urban space that vivify the exist-
ence of such social and subjective processes. 
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The Vanishing Point

SAINT-PAUL

J’adore cette ville
Saint-Paul est selon mon cœur
Ici nulle tradition
Aucun préjugé
Ni ancien ni moderne
Seuls comptent cet appétit furieux cette confiance ab-

solue cet optimisme cette audace ce travail ce labeur 
cette spéculation qui font construire dix maisons 
par heure de tous styles ridicules grotesques beaux 
grands petits nord sud égyptien yankee cubiste

Sans autre préoccupation que de suivre les statistiques 
prévoir l’avenir le confort l’utilité la plus-value et 
d’attirer une grosse immigration

Tous les pays
Tous les peuples
J’aime ça
Le deux trois vieilles maisons portugaises qui restent 

son des faïences bleues2

 Blaise Cendrars, Feuilles de Route, 1924.

2. French (my translation): 

I love this city
St. Paul is in my heart
Here no tradition
No prejudice
Neither ancient nor modern
Only this furious appetite this absolute confidence this op-

timism this audacity this work this labor this speculation 
that build ten houses per hour of all styles ridiculous gro-
tesque beautiful large small north south Egyptian Yankee 
Cubist
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The São Paulo which the poet and writer Blaise Cen-
drars honored in his verses—while enjoying the com-
pany of Brazilian intellectuals and modernist artists in 
the 1920s—is very different from the contemporary São 
Paulo of today. Yet, the fragmentary and jumbled por-
trait he sketched decades ago continues to be a poetic 
observation of a city that has challenged any definitive 
explanation. São Paulo is manifold and, possibly, the 
only incontestable statement one can assert is that it is 
an everchanging city. In paying attention to Kitty’s, Mr. 
Kwon’s, Helen’s, Julieta’s, and Liu’s life-journeys, São 
Paulo was animated by their lives becoming intertwined 
with an urban space. No one lives a city in general, since 
it is not possible to be a general presence at all points 
at once. A city is made alive through the multiple and 
specific engagements its inhabitants are able to establish 
with it, sometimes in unexpected ways. The São Paulo 
that Kitty’s and Mr. Kwon’s life-journeys enlivened was 
a city of informal arrangements, of networks suffused 
of suspicion and mistrust; whereas for Helen’s way of 
thinking it was a more malleable environment where 
she was able not to join Koreans family events and to 
commute to other neighborhoods to learn Portuguese. 
Regarding Julieta and Liu, even though they both held 
the same interest in giving birth in the city, they en-
gaged São Paulo distinctly through diverse trajectories. 

With no other concern than following the statistics, predict-
ing the future comfort usefulness added value and attract-
ing gross numbers of immigration.

All countries
All peoples
I like this
The two three old Portuguese houses that remain are of blue 

tiles.
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For the former, São Paulo allowed her to merge activist 
beliefs and personal values by pursuing natural child-
birth. For the latter, the city could not offer her and her 
family the good life, but could provide the necessary 
documents for them to accomplish it elsewhere. In this 
way, São Paulo as a city of “faces” cannot be expressed 
in absolute terms—it becomes multitudinous and dis-
parate, as observed through Kitty’s, Mr. Kwon’s, Helen’s, 
Julieta’s, and Liu’s life-journeys.

In the varied predicaments Kitty, Helen, Mr. Kwon, 
Julieta and Liu were entangled, uncertainty and insta-
bility intimately pervaded their trajectories in the city 
and beyond. As Simone (2005) argues these contexts 
of vulnerability are also opportunities for the creation 
of new urban sensibilities, whereby people are then im-
pelled to open up their character and position to new 
possibilities. In this way, São Paulo might never be a 
resolved city, but, in its deficiency and incompleteness, 
it offers itself as potentiality (Simone 2016): potential-
ity to allow people from all walks of life and all parts 
of the globe to find their own ways in the city; and a 
potentiality to intermittently exceed lawfulness and be-
come highly unstable. In rendering São Paulo through 
the singularity of varied life-journeys, the roughness 
and incongruities of the city becomes apparent; this 
provides a more nuanced picture in which the precari-
ous and the contingent play a role in the constitution of 
urban processes. 

Simultaneously, we could approach São Paulo as 
a city ingrained with and in migrants’ trajectories as 
shown by the way it became a significant component 
in the transformation of Kitty’s, Helen’s, Mr. Kwon’s, 
Julieta’s and Liu’s lives and selves. On that account, the 
ethnographic work tailored here unfolded scenarios of 
a city in constant movement and transformation, as 
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enacted by each life-journey, revealing São Paulo as an 
existential experience through people’s life-journeys. By 
offering a kaleidoscopic vision, these journeys expose 
São Paulo as a complex urban form which refuses to 
be grasped as a whole, as Cendrars poetically intuited. 
Such a proposition is advanced by Ananya Roy (2011) 
through the concept of “vanishing point.” Borrowing 
this from Chantal Mouffe, Roy encourages us to con-
sider cities like São Paulo as vanishing points, “some-
thing to which we must constantly refer, but that which 
can never be reached” (Roy 2011: 235); in our approach, 
every life-journey provides a unique portrayal of the city. 
The immensity of Kitty’s, Helen’s, Mr. Kwon’s, Julieta’s 
and Liu’s lives testify to the immensity of São Paulo as 
an urban space.
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And then . . . 

Abu-Lughod, proposing new textual strategies to write 
“against culture,” claims that “ethnographies of the par-
ticular” are “instruments of tactical humanism” (1991: 
137). In this experimental ethnography, the particular 
was pushed to its extreme as an alternative to under-
stand the human through complexities outside process-
es of generalization, simplification and reductionism. In 
taking seriously the responsibility to “do justice” to the 
“mystery” I found in people, places, and situations, a new 
horizon of analysis emerged. This mystery imbued the 
subtle aspects of the lives of the international mobile ac-
tors I followed, especially in those fleeting moments of 
inarticulacy and hesitation that revealed to me how life 
could be an unstable and uncertain endeavor. I found in 
Levinas an inspirational body of work that allowed me 
to explore the possibility of considering mystery an in-
tegral part of a research exploration. Levinas offered me 
a way to compose a feasible ethnographic experiment 
that held mystery as a core concern through the notion 
of the Other’s “uniqueness.” Upon this theoretical ref-
erence, and resisting “totalization,” as Levinas calls the 
expressions of extreme systematization in thought, the 
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concept of “uniqueness” was transmuted ethnographi-
cally into the idea of the “life-journey.” By unfolding 
the experiences of Mr. Kwon, Kitty, Julieta, Helen and 
Liu through the notion of life-journey, the singularity of 
their existences was enlivened. 

Their life-journeys indicated in varied ways how a 
life, lived as a series of events occurring in particular 
moments and places, is susceptible to all sorts of in-
congruities and contrarieties. In order to acknowledge 
such “imponderabilia of actual life” as part of the pro-
cess of making life, I crafted a “poetics of resonance” to 
put them into relief by “rendering delirious that interior 
voice that it is the voice of the other in us” (Spivak 1988: 
104), as Spivak underlines Derrida’s insight. Mystery 
was then methodologically incorporated by a cosmo-
politan attitude (Rapport 2012a) that not only does not 
deem cultural or social categorizations as key references 
for a research project, but believes that we as humans 
share the capacity to put ourselves in the place of the 
other, though one will never get to be the other. Imagi-
nation was, in this way tailored to reconcile the ethical 
breach between research and the unsurmountable enig-
ma of every subject, working as a textual attendance to 
those inchoate and vulnerable moments I sensed in the 
lives of the research participants I had the opportunity 
to follow. Thus, the poetics of resonance here signals the 
limitations of any research approach in knowing every-
thing about a subject, and indicates how the fragility of 
those lives, disturbed by specific occurrences, disrupted 
notions of ethnicity, nationality, kinship, or citizenship.

It is my hope that, after appreciating the singular 
lives portrayed in this ethnography, I might persuade 
the reader that it is worth attempting such an alterna-
tive way of doing anthropology in order to reach a dif-
ferent appreciation of the human in the world. Some 
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may say that there is nothing remarkable in the life-
journeys vivified here, as they are trivial and ordinary. 
But this ethnographic experiment is an attempt to show 
that every life is a unique risk and adventure that worth 
recognizing. This appreciation offered some insights 
concerning migration studies. In all the life-journeys 
portrayed, senses of belonging were uniquely shaped, 
leading to very different trajectories in São Paulo. Mr. 
Kwon and Kitty strived to keep the unity of their ex-
istences through ethnicity-cum-nationality. Mr. Kwon 
recurrently stated his affiliation as Korean, while Kitty 
discreetly asserted her belonging as Paraguayan. Both of 
them preferred to operate within the fixity of only one 
national reference, while Julieta moved around multiple 
senses of belonging. Whereas the life-journeys of Julieta 
connected senses of being Bolivian, with those of be-
ing an activist, a mother and a devotee—finding a wider 
range of possibilities within these references—Helen’s 
life-journey experimented with new ways of being be-
yond the standards of being Korean. Distinctively, Liu 
disengaged from her original nationality by manipulat-
ing bureaucratic procedures of citizenship worldwide 
to reach her ideal of a good life. These life-processes, 
thus, reflected the different manners in which each life-
journey configured senses of self in immensity. In hold-
ing themselves up to national-cum-ethnic references of 
belonging, Mr. Kwon, Kitty, and Julieta anchored their 
life-journeys to personal, but tensioned, notions of na-
tionality. Whereas Mr. Kwon and Kitty grappled with 
retaining the unity of these identities, Julieta alternated 
between the references of being Bolivian and other sorts 
of position, affirming to be a Bolivian with diverse expe-
riences in Brazil. Alternatively, in generating their own 
justification for living beyond the categories of nation-
al-cum-ethnic categorizations, Helen and Liu afforded 
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the opportunity to produce an open-ended sense of self 
through the potentialities of their immensity, highlight-
ing the fact that life is a process that continuously ex-
tends into the future (Dalsgaard and Frederiksen 2013).

In the context of migration studies, this ethnographic 
experiment found that ethnicity and nationality are not 
the only references constituting migrants’ lives. They can 
be significant, as it was evidenced in the lives of Kitty, 
Helen, Mr. Kwon, Julieta, but ethnicity and nationality 
were not sufficient references in themselves. In eschew-
ing an approach to the lives of international migrants 
living in São Paulo through preordained social catego-
rizations, the life-journeys of the research participants 
involved were emphasized to show that norms or cat-
egories of ethnicity, nationality, kinship, or citizenship 
become just another aspect in lives full of uncertainty, 
risk, and tribulations. In following their experiences as 
life-journeys, these categories have been shown to be 
contradictorily lived, as they were constantly questioned 
by a new event in their trajectories. Furthermore, each 
life-journey expressed a very singular incarnation of the 
capacity each person possessed to enliven a life, allowing 
anthropology to approach the human as ethnographic 
densities.

In questioning “categorisation thinking” in migra-
tion studies, a new sense of complexity emerged, fol-
lowing Levinas’s notions of “uniqueness” and “mystery.” 
From this new sense of complexity, the idea of multi-
plicity could be reconfigured. This allowed for thinking 
of identities as “immensities”: a denomination for subjec-
tivities that can contain contradictions and ambiguities in 
themselves, holding capacities to deal with the unknown and 
unexpected of the world, therefore, being open-ended and 
incomplete. Concomitantly, São Paulo, as a city accom-
modating such immensities, became a kaleidoscopic 
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urban space, opened to every trajectory that ventured 
to affect the city and be affected by it. Through the dif-
ferent life-journeys developed in São Paulo and beyond, 
distinct accounts of the city were enacted.

This ethnographic experiment has refused to reduce 
human lives to general schemes in which one cannot 
identify faces anymore. The efforts applied here mani-
fest the attempt to create an anthropology that is able to 
acknowledge the richness of what is to live a life through 
thick and thin, recognizing the meaning of what is to be 
singular in a world lived as movement and uncertainty.
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